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There is strength of quiet endurance •••
as significant of courage as the most —•
daring feats of prowess —Tuckerman.

It ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

A Really
Appetizing
Mealshould always include a cup
or two of delicious TABLE
BRAND COFFEE.

THE FOLLOWING LIST OF GROCERS SELL

Our Table Brand Coffee
P

F

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKPORT, MAINE

Packard

Larrabee & Dodge
R. E. Moore

Perry Bros
A. 0. Bird
Richards Market
Jamason-Brverage Go.
F. 0. HaskeU

E. E. Ingraham

Rockland Farmers Union THOMASTON. MAINE
H. H. Flint
0. S, Duncan
Moore Grocery Co.. Main St

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

Our Boston Tea Party Tea
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KNOX POMONA GRANGE

Knox Pomona range meets next Sat
urday with Warren Grange, and it will
be know’n as Brothers’ Day. The pro
gram follows:
Fifteen-Minute song service led by
Rev. C. W. Turner: address of wel
come, John Connell; response, James
Dornan; song, Harold Pease; ques
tion—What Do You Consider the
Greatest Issues Before the American
People, and How’ Are They Likely to
Be looked Upon by the 17,000,000
Women Voters? W. A. Ayer and F. O.
Jameson; piano solo, W. J. Bryant;
What Is the State Doing That Is of
Special Value to the Farmers? S. E.
Norwood, E. E. Light Ralph Went
worth, O. A. Copeland; .Some of the
Ways Our Schools Might Be Improved,
Superintendent of Schools F. D. Rowe;
song. Ray Steward; closing thought by
the worthy lecturer, R. S. Simmons.
THANKS THE PAPER.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
In behalf of the Girls’ Basket Ball
Team of the Rockland High School, I
wish to thank you' for the splendid
support your paper has given us in
the season hist past
M. Margaret Flanagan,
Manager.
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The “Thrift” Tire

IAMSON
HUBBARD!
STRAWS,

Quality always wins.
Quality at no higher
price fits this year.
Quality means Hoods.

Any tire dealer can get them from
a nearby distributing point. See Tare
Rate Book.

Sold'<K3/ By
Hood Rubber Products Co., Inc., Watertown, Mass.

BURPEE & LAMB
Sole Agents

H. H. STOVER & CO.
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$22.50
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$19.50

Heavy Red Tubes.

Teach your Dollars

to
Have More Cents
DEPOSIT WITH US

Bring this ad and save SI

and

Best light between 9 A. M. and
4 P. M.

WE WILL HELP YOU

WE PAY 4%

Thia ad., which will appear in
but two issues of The CourierGazette between now and May
15th, if clipped and presented at
our studio before that date will
be good for $1 (one dollar) re
bate on a dozen'photographs.
Our prices are: Post Cards,
$2 per doz.; Cabinet Photos, in
gray and brown folders, $3, $4,
$5 and $6 per dozen.
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CHARLIE CHAPLIN

PUBLIC OPINION

What the Atlantic Fisherman Probable That There Will Be s He An Artist Or Only Just Is Sought On Matter of High
Says About a Much Dis
Five Candidates For Repub
a Pie-Throwing, Low-Com
School
Building — Mass
cussed Topic — Situation
lican Nomination.
edy Clown?
Meeting To Be Held May 10
Across.
A special dispatch from Augusta to

A mass meeting will be held in the
The coming to Rockland this week,
The Atlantic Fisherman sees little the Lewiston Journal contains the after long absence, of the famous Arcade one week from tonight for
prospect of immediate action in the following political chat:
screen comedian Charlie Chaplin, the purpose of obtaining an expres
• • • •
beam trawler situation. It says:
staring in his latest (and by some sion of public opinion in regard to a
Although there has scarcely been
• a . •
judged the greatest) of his more am High School building. The meeting
Although conferences are being held time for a breathing spell since the bitious plays, again raises warm dis is called by Mayor > Thorndike in re
periodically between representatives of legislature adjourned, a supply of cussion between two camps of critics sponse to tho following resolutions
the fishermen's union and the trawler political talk is floating about the as to this player's true position. Tbe adopted by the executive board of
owners of New England in an effort to capitol. Mostly it centers on who Courier-Gazette
frankly
confesses the Parent-Teachers Association:
• • « *
reach a satisfactory wage schedule, it will be the next Governor.
that it regards him as one of the
While the natural idea would be
Itockland, April 28.
would seem that the prospect of ad
great
actors
of
his
generation
and
that Gov. Baxter would be his own
To liis Honor, Reuben S. Thorndike,
justment is as far removed as ever. If successor in 1923, this does not, nec never loses opportunity to enjoy his
Mayor of the City of Rockland,
the present deadlock may be con essarily, follow. This is no reflection performances. Those of our readers
Maine.
or
criticism
of
the
Governor
’
s
ad

Whereas. At a recent meeting of
strued as a waiting-out policy, in
at all interested in the discussion will
Parent-Teachers
Association,
which each side is endeavoring to ministration to date. It is Just one perhaps liko to see the article which the
of
those
situations
which
grow
out
of
"starve out” the* other, it is certain
well attended by citizens of the com
the New York Times critic last year munity, it was demonstrated that the
circumstances
over
which
man
have
that the beam trawlers will not oper
analyzed Chaplin’s work. The arti present High School building is en
no control.
ate until winter Reason.
It must be kept in mind that Gov cle was written before he had ap tirely inadequate in construction and
Many of the trawler iishermen have
from
an educational,
gone to Southern'waters, while others ernor Baxter was not elected to that peared in "The Kids,” the play billed equipment
are finding berths on the summer office. It came to him unsought and for the Rockland appearance. It says: physical and sanitary standpoint, and
Whereas, It is the consensus of
seining fleets.
Working under the unexpecteed. The tragic illness and
• • • •
opinion, expressed at aforesaid meet
"minimum price agreement” they are death of Gov. Parkhurst on Jan. 31,
made Percival P. Baxter, then presi
The Chaplin revivals are reviving ing. that measures must be tlaken to
assured of good wbges until fall.
As a result of the trawler lay-off dent of the Senate, by virtue of his the discussions of the screen's most remedy said conditions: bearing in
Everybody mind that constant deterioration and
tlie small boat fishermen in the smaller office, chief executive of Maine for conspicuous comedian.
ports are busy fitting out their vessels the remainder of the two years which admits that he is funny, but all do the requirements of an ever increas
for a promising season. A local agent close in January, 1923. Precedent hns not agree that his fun is praise ing student body, call for immediate
for a well-known imported fish hook long since established that Maine Re worthy. Hence the discussions. The action, and
Whereas, The future piosperity of
cartnot get supplies enough to fill the publicans concede the honor of a re question is. What is Chaplin—an ar
this community, ‘being dependent
demand from thia class of his trade. nomination without opposition to tist or a low comedy clown?
their governors. That, however, ap
Many persons when they see him upon the qualifications of its chil
The marine motor people find an in
creasingly strong demand for their plies only to those who have been for tlie first time are offended. They dren, their advantages should be the
elected to the office. Previous to this laugh. But they do not admire. They best the community can afford.
products. Reports from all along the
year Governors have died and the are ashamed of
Therefore, We, the undersigned
themselves for
North Atlantic coast indicate great ac
president of the Senate has taken laughing
Because
something is members of the Executive Board of
tivity among the small boat fishing
over the duties of that office, but not funny it is not necessarily wholesome the Parent-Teachers Association, do
fleets.
one of them has been reelected as and elevating. It may be degrading. respectfully petition His Honor, The
The fate of the steam trawler is a Governor, or even renominated.
And there are those who consider Mayor of the City of Rockland, to
much discussed aubjecL It seems to
• • • «
Chaplin's comedy scarcely wholesome call a mass meeting of its citizens,
be the opinion of the majority that
The last case was in 18S8, when and eleYating. They point to It as at such time and place as he may
under the present conditions of pre
deem advisable, for the puipose of
war fish prices and war-time operating Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh of Augusta evidence of the low state ot "the determining the will of said citizens
costs, the beam trawler’s only salva and Hon. Henry B. Cleaves of Port movies.”
Governor
Yet others of equal intelligence say in reference to the foregoing situa
tion lies in its being put to sea at salt land, contested with
tion.
banking in the summer, and fresh fish Marble, who in 1886 took office on the that Chaplin is an artist. They main
Josephine Wasgatt, Alice E. Rich
death of Governor Bodwell, for the tain that his pantomime is far from
ing in the winter.
ards, Helen K. Orne, Lois P. Cassens,
The lay-off of the beam trawlers is Republican nomination for Governor. clownishness. They assert that it is Harrlette G. Trask, Anne F. Snow.
a sad commentary on the unbalanced It was a bitter battle. The State con not crude, but subtle to a high de
• • • •
vention was held in Portland that gree.
merchandising methods that prevail in
year. Mr. Burleigh was nominated
The weight of evidence obtained
Mayor Thorndike's reply follows:
the American fish industry. While in
and elected.
from a discriminating examination of Mrs. Josephine Wasgatt. chairman of
normal times England may operate
The question now is whether Gov Chaplin on the screen seems to be
Executive Board of Parent-Teach
successfully a thousand steam trawl
ernor Baxter will be able to break on the side of the latter. Chaplin is
ers Association:—
ers, the United States, w'ith twice the the record of the past and win a
an artist. But he is not always artis
Replying to petition of your Com
population, cannot find additional marnomination and an election in 1922.
tic. Perhaps a few examples will mittee relative to the High School
ets to care for the production of 50
It is possible that he will be un make the distinction ckar.
and its problems, I shall bo glad to
such vessels.
opposed in the primary of that year,
In "A Dog's Life” there is a scene tall such a meeting and will name
• « a .
but it is difficult to find a man wfio in which Chaplin, after wearing out Tuesday evening, May 10, at 7.30 p.
A gloomy outlook at Hull, Grimsby believes it.
'
a policeman who has been vainly m.. in the Arcade, with public notice
and Milford Haven, England, is also
As yet no announcements of can pursuing him, stands In triumph, inter. The questions involved are of
shown by the Atlantic Fshermar. didacies have been made. It was stretching his arms, dinging them out such magnitude that the co-operative
Writes the Hull correspondent:
hardly to be expected. This doesn’t as if to show that he is still fresh effort of all our citizens is desired
“The present condition is not the alter the fact that a
number end full of vigor He does not see a if satisfactory results are to be ob
work of a few weeks.
For many are casting longing, even covetous second policeman walk up behind tained.
R. 8. Thorndike,
months past markets have remained eyes upon that end of the State him. But as he throws out one arm
Mayor.
at a very low levef. One trawler own House marked "executive depart his hand touches the officer's shield.
er declares that during the first 19 ment” and particularly the Govern A progressive change comes over ills
THE THOMASTON MEETING
days of February his aggregate losses or’s office. They all felt it expedient face, over his whole manner and
sustained in the landings of 70 vessels to wait a time before making known bearing. As his finger# fearfully ex Knox County Health Association Held
was nearly £45,000. An Iceland ves their embitions, or rather the fact amine the shield, he gradually real
An Interesting and Profitable Ses
sel, after a three week’s voyage, the that they were going to turn these izes that he has escaped from one
sion,
expenses of which amounted to £1,400, ambitions loose upon the voters next danger to find himself in another.
W!ith[out looking around he fully
landed a catch which realized but year.
The addresses of Dr. Worth and Dr.
Probably the name most mention realizes his predicament and by pure
£200.
These are not exceptional
cases, and further figuring proves that ed as a possible opponent of Gov. pantomime he makes this realization Loughlin, given at the meeting of the
the industry is in the grip of a serious Baxter for the nomination next year known. The scene is acted with rare Knox County Public Health Associa
depression with little hope for immedi is Senator Frank G. Farrington of sublety. Only an artist could do it as tion in Thomaston Wednesday evening
ate relief. Very few ships have earned Augusta. He had not said he would Chaplin does it. And there are many of last week, were decidedly interest
be a candidate at that time. He may such scenes in the Chaplin comedies.
their expenses this year.”
not be, but public opinion hlas him Take the incident in
"Shoulder ing and instructive to the people who
From -Grimsby comes his plaint:
slated as such. It is a very open Arms" in which Chaplin shoots at took advantage of the unusual oppor
"While it is admitted that the trawl
secret that it was his intent to seek Gerirfa-ns and scores a hit at each tunity offered to listen to two such au
er owners made a lot of money in the the nomination in 1924. That, how
shot until his helmet is knocked off thoritative speakers. They dealt with
past, so great has been the drain on
ever, was before the death of Gov. by a bullet from the enemy trenches. subjects of interest to the average
their capital that many of them do not Parkh irst. Tlie death of the govern
Or consider the scene in which he person: communicable diseases, pre
know how to keep their vessels run or changed all political programs in
reads another soldier's letter.
ventive medicine, and, the alms and
ning. A plan to reduce operating ves so far as aspirations for the govern
But these are not the only scenes
sels. in an effort to prevent glut and orship are concerned and there is in the Chaplin comedies. In "A Dog’s accomplishments of the public health
thus harden prices was found to be a little reason to think that Senator Life” a gross woman throws her service. Questions nnd discussion by
the other physicians pres«nt4followed.
bad scheme, for it threw many fisher Farrington escaped a similar fate.
chewing gum on the dancing floor
At a short business session previous
men out of work.
An unfortunate
There is little question but that the and Chaplin steps on it. For a min
feature was that while Grimsby ships Senator would prefer not to go into ute or more he struggles to pull his to the addresses, President Ingraham
were being laid up to prevent a crash, a primary contest in 1922 for the foot free. There is no subtlety, no presiding, Miss Chaplin, the Public
the effort was nullified by foreign sovernoship. He Is now seving his artistry here. It is just low comedy. Health Nurse presented her report for
trawlers, who maintained the glut of first term as a member of the Sen And Chaplin’s propensity to kick the month of March, including among
the items of special Interest: 82 visits
fish.”
ate and, it is assumed, he would like every one in the scat of his trous
to make the second term, because a ers is horse-play and nothing more. in Camden, Rockland, Rockport, St.
man always has n better chance to There is considerable slap-stick and George, Thomaston and Warren; 38
THINGS I WOULD LOVE TO DO
accomplish things in his second term horse-play in the Chaplin comedies. talks to schools and clubs; inspection
[For The Courier-Gazette]
than in his first Many feel that if
Now there are a few statements of 75 pupils in the High School at
Go back to the farm by the hillside
Senator Fferington keeps out of the that can be made regarding these Thomaston; a weekly class at Thom
And long for the gentle spring.
governorship matter and comes back things. First: Some people are so aston in home hygiene and care of the
When the last big snowbank melted
to the Senate, he will be its president offended by the crudities and coarse sick, with an attendance of 25.
And the birds began to sing.
Mrs. Bernice B. Sleeper was elected
in 1932, but his friends say he would ness in Chaplin's comedies that they
Back to the farm hy the hillside
not consider that proposition; that if do not see the subtle, artistic ele a director in the place of Mrs. Ade
And tap the maple tree.
he should return to the Senate again, ments. Second: Those who appar laide Snow, resigned. The report ot
And gather in the sap at night—
How sweet ’twonld taste to me!
he would remain on the floor, feeling ently do not inind the low comedy Mrs. Oxton for the committee on loca
that he could accomplish more there ■ laugh just as heartily at Chaplin's tion of headquarters was presented and
Back to the farm by tbe hillside
by. Few, however, figure that he will finished performances as at liis accepted. Further action in the mat
And down by that flowing stream
Where I had nty little sawmill.
be among those whose names appear "rough stuff.” He would be just aa ter will be taken when funds are avail
That ran without coal or steam I
on the rolls of the Senate, when it popular with them if he did only his able. As to membership in the asso
meets in 1923. They say he will be finest work. And he would win many ciation, it was emphasized that of each
Back to the farm by tlie hillside
And sow those Helds of grain,
either the governor or a defeated friends from among those who can fi membership fee 75 cents is to be
In the beautiful days of sunshine,
candidate for the place How much not see his artistry for his horse-play. used for work in the town where re
Mixed in with the gentle rain.
they gictually know of the facts re Third: Thcio are dozens of screen ceived.
Dr. Leach of Tenant’s Harbor in
Back to the farm hy the hillside,
mains to be seen.
comedians who can do the horse-play
Once more go down the lane
as well as Chaplin while there is no vited the Association to meet in that
e • • •
Driving the geutlc, lowing cows—
town in June.
They never come back again I
Hon. John P. Deering of Saco, who one who can equal his pantomime
when he acts in a scene worthy of it.
gave Governor Parkhurst a good run
Back to the farm by the hillside
For the sake of seeing screen com
And hoe that lengthening row.
With the Security Trust Co.'s clock
for tbe nomination in the primaries
edy reach its highest level, and for keeping daylight saving time and
Listening sharp at dinner time
last
year,
is
expected
to
be
in
the
To hear the trumpet blow!
the
sake
of
seeing
Chaplin
establish
light which is now coming.
Daniels' street clock recording stand
Back to the farm b.v tbe hillside
Immediately following the primary himself in the high position in which ard time everybody ought to be satis
he
belongs,
one
is
inclined
to
plead
Where 1 yras happy and gay,
fied. Standard time ts maintained by
of 1920, Judge Deering made an
To play again by the roadside
nouncement that he would be a can with him to be true to his own art. the Daniels clock for the simple reason
And up on the new-mown hay.
lie
has
nothing
to
lose
and
every

didate In the primary of 1824. The
that it is so stated in large letters on
Back to the farm by the hillside
death of Gov Parkhurst, as already thing to gain. And so has the world. the dial.
And harvest 'He crop once more,
One
other
remark
may
be
made
in
pointed out, has changed the situa
Fill up the huge potato-bin
With bushels a twenty score.
tion so that there is little question the words of Dr. Victor O. Freeburg,
but what he will seek to win the who. in "The Art of Photoplay Mak YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Back to the farm by the hillside.
ing" has said: "Charlie Chaplin is ft
'nomination next year.
And there in the fall of the year
Harvest the sheaves of golden corn
Penobscot county is expected to great screen comedian, but he has
Whatever your occupation may be and how
And husk out every ear.
provide at least two candidates in the never yet acted in a great screen ever crowded your houra with affair*, do not
comedy."
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
primary
next
year
for
the
guberna

Back to tlie home and fireside,
Chaplin at his best in ia true screen for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
And when my tasks were done
torial nomination. Hon. Taber D.
—Charlea Eliot Norton.
comedy—that would be something of poetry.
Watch over the distant hilltop
Bailey
of
Bangor
who
was
president
The setting of the sun
of tho Stnate in 1917, and who was, that no one could afford to miss.
for a period, seeking for the nomi
nation in 1920, will It Is asserted go
after the place next year. Mr. Bailey
and Gov. Parkhurst it will be re
Back to the home and mother—
called, decided which should drop out
No wintry nights we'd fear.
of the contest last year by means of
Gathered around the fireside
With many a song to cheer.
a straw vote of the Republicans cf
tho county taken the previous fall.
Back to the old familiar borne
Mr Dailey accepted the result of this
To live those days once more,
And ihlngle with the loved ones.
straw vote and did all in his power
Now gone to the other shore.
to nominate and elect Col. Parkhurst.
E. H. I’hllbrlck.
His friends now feel that he Is free
Rockland, April 23.
to enter the contest next year.
All the signs indicate that Mr.
Bailey is going to have a fight right
in his own dooryard, for Penobscot
men assert with great posi
AND PAPERING county
tiveness that the gubernatorial bee
stung Hon. Leon F Higgins of Brew
—DONE BY—
er so severely that its only cure is in
the primary ballot box. They say that
G. B. BLOOM
Mr. Higgins will be in the fight next
60 WILLOW ST. TEL. 114-M, tf Call year. He w'as president of the SenM-tf
ato in 1919 and has been mayor of
Back to the old home fireside—
At night to an apple bee
And peel and core the apples—
With pretty girls to see!

PAINTING

Brewer so many times he has to use
a jiencil to figure them up.
This gives, at the present time, a
prospective field of flve candidates
for tbe nomination, which ought to
make a primary battle worth watch
ing.

DON’T BE SORROWFUL. DARLING
(Old Sonf)
Ah, don’t be sorrowful, darling.
And don’t In? sorrowful, pray.
For taking the year together, my dear.
There isn’t more night than day.
’Tis rainy weather, my darling.
Time's waves, they heavily run,
But taking the year together, my dear.
There isn’t more cloud than sun.
We are old folks now, my darling.
Our heads are growing gray,

taking the year all round, my dear.
Smalley's Bus is now running be But
You will always find the May.
tween Rockland, Camden and Belfast
connecting for Bangor. Try the New We have had our May. my darling,
And our roses, long ago.
Bus.—adv,
44 tf
And the time of the year Is coming, my dear,
For the silent night and snow.

L W. BENNER
—DEALER IN—

All Kinds of Real Estate
2 North Main St, Rockland
41-tf

But God is God. my darling,
Of night as well as of day,
And we feel and know that we can go
Wherever He leads the way
Age, God of the night, my darling.
Of the night of death so grim.
The gate that leads out ot life, good wife,
Is the gate that leads to Him.

—Author unknown*

Every-Other-Daf*
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CARS IN COLLISION

FNREE-TIME8*A*WEER

Bad Smashup In Thomaston
Sunday — Passengers Es
caped Serious Injury.

Rockland, Maine, May 2. 1921.
Personally appeared Frank 6 Lyddie. who
on oath declares that he is pressman in the
office of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that
of the issue of The Courier-Gazette of April 30.
1921, there was printed a total of 5.977 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Wasn't it Daniel O'Connell who said
that there was never an act of Parlia
ment passed through which he couldn't
drive a coach and six horses? When
Attorney General Palmer discovered in
the Volstead act a hole that allowed
large quantities of wine and beer to
slip through “for medicinal purposes,”
the wet Interests naturally let off fire
works, but their joy is likely to be of
brief duration. Congressman Volstead’s
new bill prohibiting doctors prescribing
beer as medicine will undoubtedly
have the cordial approval of Congress.
Truth of the matter is the country has
got onto the water wagon.
It has
voted for prohibition and is deter
mined to give the measure a frank
try-out. Not until the passage of a
term of years demonstrates that rum
is preferable to water will the people
go back to the old order of a nation
dominated by the saloon and with jails
and almshouses a chief note in the
scenery.
Mr. Gompers is displaying too much
concern over the activities of people he
describes as enemies of labor. Labor
is in danger only from the conduct of
its misguided friends. The American
people are a working people and they
will never stand for an injustice to
workers. Neither, on the other hand,
will they countenance any permanent
favoritism to any particular class of
Workers, either organized or unorgan
ised. Whenever Mr. Gompers urges
for labor only what he is willing to
concede to others,' he will succeed
But the 12-hour farmer, with no time
and a half for overtime, and no com
pensation for services not rendered
will not stand for the class privileges
imposed upon the people through a so
cialistic management of the railroads
while under government control. Equal
rights for all and special privileges for
none is a principle that will eventually
prevail in America, and Mr. Gomp
ers cannot prevent it.

Chairman Fordney of the Ways and
Means Committee brought out some
interesting facts in the discussion pre
ceding the passage of the emergency
tariff bill. Last year the United States
collected $16.21 per capita.
Yet the
ports valued at more than $5,000,000,000
That sum represented $3.15 per cap
ita. But Canada in the same time col
lected import duties at the rate of
$19.50 per capita, and Great Britain
collected $16,21 per capita.
Y'et the
United States has the reputation of be
ing the great protective nation. Fur
thermore, according to Mr. Fordney's
figures. Japan collected an average ad
valorem import duty last year of 17.64
per cent, while our own average dutyunder the present free-trade law was
only 6 per cent. It is upon such un
answerable arguments as those that
the Republicans base heir insistence
for higher protective duties.
If Rockland inclines to pat itself on
the back over its success in entertain
ing the great throng of visiting Shriners—well, we fancy nobody will be so
churlish as to deny us that harmless
pleasure. To care for so large a com
pany of men, to “eat them and sleep
them,” and do it all with such high
satisfaction to every visitor, was a
piece of work of no inconsiderable
magnitude, which the visitors them
selves took great pains not only to
admire but to speak of in unrestricted
words of appreciation. And as usual it
was the women who received the lar
gest bouquets. On any of its public
occasions requiring intelligent and
wholehearted effort what would Rock
land do without its loyal women? We
wonder.

One tiling that has given our indus
trial centers an aspect of great unem
ployment is the large number of labor
ers whose proper place is on the farm.
They flocked to the cities when wages
were high and work was plentiful and
How find themselves without employ
ment. It is true that work has been
very slack, but not so bad as the
numbers of idle men in the cities
would indicate. Happily they are find
ing their way back to the farms, and
a normal distribution of man power
throughout the country is becoming
apparent.
The number of new cars that flash
before the observant eye thus early
in the season gives indication that the
summer of 1921 is going to be a not
able one for motoring, if there was
a slump in the automobile business
during recent months, apparently that
period of uneasiness to manufacturer
and dealer has passed, if Knox county
may be accepted as a fair example, the
country generally is buying many new
automobiles and it is easy to under
stand why manufacturers are predict
ing an early shortage in new ears.

We are glad that Mayor Thorndike
lias called a public meeting for dis
cussion of the n?eds of the city with
respect to a High School building. If
the citizens want a modern building
adequate to present-day needs they
can find a way to get it. it io a matter
of too deep concern to be lightly dis
missed with a ean't-afford-lt gesture
The Courier-Gazette earnestly urges
the matter upon the consideration of its
readers and hopes the Arcade will be
filled at next Tuesday evening's called
meeting.

The Name

MALLORY
is an assurance of the utmost
in style, quality and value.
$6.00, $7.50.
The following represents subscrip
tions so far received by The CourierGazette for the Chinese sufferers. All
contributions are forwarded to th<
New York headquarters:

Special for this week, Genu
ine Cowhide Boston Bags,
sizes 14, 15, 16, $2.25. By
mail on receipt of price.

(apt A. E. Wingfield. Boston....................$10 00
1.00
Mrs. M T Amesbury, Thomaston
1.50
Mr. and Mrs O A Palmer, Rockland..
1 00
Mrs H. P.. Rockland ..............................
1 00
Clara Anderson. Warren .......................

J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.
CITY MAKES APPROPRIATIONS
Total Is Slightly Less Than Last Year—Daylight Saving
Unchanged—Street Light Controversy.

Millions Starving
‘PICK A PAL IN CHINA’
The critical period of the famine
in China has arrived.

A Massachusetts Studcbaker with
even. passengers was in collision on
Main street, Thomaston,
Sunday
afternoon with the Oakland touring
ar owned and driven by Alton Grover.
The StudebAker turned turtle in the
litch with all its occupants imprisoned
beneath it, and Mr. Grover’s car was
badly damaged. Scores of persons,
rho afterward visited the scene of the
lccident were amazed to think that
nobody had been killed or even seiously injured.
The Grover car, in which Alvin Vose
nd Xtrs. Grover were also riding, had
ome from the direction of Warren and
was turning into Georges street. Mr.
Grover gave the usual signal, but it
was evidently unseen, for the Studebaker, closely pursuing, and moving at
quite a rapid rate, plunged into the
car ahead.
The impact tore away one of the
wheels of the Grover car, broke the
forward axle, smashed the mud guards
and bent the radiator. In some unxplained manner none of the three
occupants was injured.
Messrs. Grover and Vose succeeded
n pulling one of the men from beneath
he wrecked Studcbaker, and with his
assistance that car was lifted suffi
ciently so that the other passengers
were rescued. One of the men had a
badly cut nose and another was
bruised more or less around the head
and face, but all of the others escaped
njuries of any consequence.
The pipe which conveyed gasoline
from the tank of the Studcbaker to its
engine was damaged, and the gasoline
caught fire, giving rise to a report that
there had been an explosion.
The Studcbaker was owned by Fred
Heino of East Boston.
The o’her
ccupants were John EIo of East Bos
ton. Richard Selin, Eddie Nuttila and
wo girls and a man whose names were
not learned.
Neither car was insured.

The annual city budget, carrying ap-1 to $40,350 were authorized in an or
der by Alderman Sherman of the finance
With relief from every source al
propriations which total a few hundred
committee, which was passed.
The
lowed for, 5.000,000 famine victims
dollars less than last year, was passed new bonds will be numbered from 1
are still destitute.
by the City Government last night to 88, inclusive, and will run for 15
without debate. The movement which years, and will bear interest at the
Only continuous and voluminous
ratq of a per cent, payable semi-an
aid from America can save these
was on foot during the day to have
nually. The issue of 1906 bore interest
the daylight saving order rescinded did at the rate of 34 per cent and was for 5,000,000 people.
TYING UP SHIPPING
not materialize. Nobody could be the purpose of refunding bonds issued
Contributions sent to The CourierGazette will be forwarded to the
found who was willing to throw a in aid of the Knox & Lincoln Railroad
The Big Strike Is On—Will
American Committee for China
monkey wrench into the machinery and in 1869. 1881 and 1891.
Alderman Sherman's order for an
Famine Fund, and will be actually
Be Complete Today, Labor
make the situation even more con incandescent light on Hill street was saving life within two weks.
fusing than it is now. A majority of referred to the Highway committee.
Leaders Say.
Next came Alderman Sherman’s or
the Maine cities have already adopted
Send
What
You
Spend
daylight saving and it has the en der for the discontinuance of one of
Union leaders predicted yesterday
dorsement of the great majority of the incandescent lights near the cor
that the walkout of marine workers
One Day To China
citizens, who like to be up and doing ner of Berkeley and Orange streets.
called Sunday as a protest against
Alderman Sullivan, who presides over
15 i>er cent wage reductions would
at the best time of the day.
The session would have been some the destinies of that ward, bounced
result within 24 hours in a com
what prosaic but for a rather spirited about a foot from his oak chair, and
plete tie-up of American shipping.
debate on street lighting, which was moved that the order be tabled.
News cf the walkout decision was
Cut
this
out
and
mail
with
Alderman Robbins, who is chairman
precipitated when Alderman Sherman
wirelessed to all ships flying the
Contribution
presented an order for the discontinu of the lighting committee, said that
American flag after the International
ance of one of the four incandescent Orange street was a short street and
-Seamen's Union, the Marine Firemen
lights on Orange street. Intimation had four lights. It was an Orange
Oilers and Water Tenders Union, and
The Courier-Gazette:
was given that the Knox County Elec street resident who had suggested it
the XIarine Engineers Upion had vot
tric Co. stands ready to make a favor to him that the light in question was
ed to resign their jobs rather than
I hereby enclose $........ .............. to
able contract with the city which will superfluous.
accept the cut. The 15 per cent reduc
aid
China
Famine
Victims.
"Some proposition should be sub
result in better service than now, and
tion by Chairman Benson of the
so the order was laid on the table one mitted for lighting the city by con
Shipping Board. and placed in effect
tract," said Mayor Thorndike. “The
Saturday, means a virtual reduction
month.
The appropriation resolve, follow suggestion has been made that the
of from 10 to 50 per cent when cer
(Name)
ing the custom established a few years company would meet the city with lib
tain new working conditions are con
ago, sets aside $5000 toward a new eral terms. The lights are not sci
sidered. workers declared.
High School building, and $5000 for entifically placed at the present time."
It is estimated that 125.000 work
“XVe had hard work to get this
the reduction of the city debt.
An
ers are affected by the walkout. Of
(Address)
appropriation similar to the latter was light." said Alderman Sullivan, “and
these from 30.000 to 40.0C0 are in New
made last year, hut it was not found there'll be an awful holler if it is re
York port. The number of ships af
feasible to apply it. The complete city moved.”
fected is said to be about 2000 of
budget follows:
ed to $1570.—There were 12 arrests, which between 200 and 300 are at
“The
whole trouble
in
Rock seven being for intoxication. The re New York. The total tonnage involv
Notes Payable .......................... $ 1.000 land,” said Alderman Robbins, “is that eeipts of the police department were ed is more than 13.000,000 of which
34.654 too many of our lights are arranged $109.—City Clerk Keene’s receipt 7.500,000 is owned by the United
Salaries ......................................
1.000 without regard to the trees,” Alderman amounted to $156.—From City Treas States Shipping Board.
Insurance ..................................
Shipping Board's Call.
17.500 Sherman said he had introduced the urer Virgin's report this summary
Interest ........ /............................
Deputy Collector Charles A. Magee
Balance from last month
2.500 order at the request of Alderman Rob obtained:
Removing Snow ......................
14.000 bins. “Personally," he declared. "I am $8,465; receipts, $13,665; disburse of the Rock'iind custom house this
Highway ....................................
2.000 in favor of more lights, I think they rnents, $16,465; balance on hand morning received the following tele
Sidewalks ..................................
gram:
2,200 are unequally distributed at present." $5,665.
Mother's Aid ............................
‘Have you available seamen, oilers,
Miss Jeannette Simmons made her
5 815 ' "Would it not be good judgment to
Water Supply ..........................
8.600 table fills order for one month and see first report as secretary to the board firemen, coal passers, cooks. messm»n
Lighting .....................................
3.500 what the company has to offer?" The of overseers of the poor. * She has at your port. New wage scale effec
Sewers .........................................
1.732 aldermen evidently thought so, for this worked in the homes of 35 families tive, as follows: Seamen, $72.50: oil
Permanent Improvement ...
two of which are no longer receiving ers, $80; firemen, $75: coal passers,
700 was done.
Board of Health ......................
Councilman McWhinnie presented supplies from the city store. Nineteen $65; cooks, $100: messmen, $60. Can
950
Election and Registration.
2.200 an order providing that Cedar street families have been helped with clothing use all men available. Shipping Board
Fire Department ......................
500 and sidewalk, from the railroad cross supplied by benevolent citizens: 330 states that they will be accorded failFire Alarm and Bell ..............
275 ing to the head of the street, he placed articles, including 35 pairs of shoes, treatment by the Board as to future
Memorial Day ................
in safe condition for travel. The order were contributed. Nine families re employment. Advise.
Pike."
8,000
Pauper ........................................
The author of the above telegram
was referred to the Highway commit ceived clothing as a supplement to
1.300
Police .................................................
tee.
city aid. The other ten families are is Harrington Pike, section chief of
3,000
Public Library..........................
Thirteen truckmen presented a pe not on the pauper list. The secretary the U S. Shipping Board. Men re
1,650
Purchasing Fire Hose
tition remonstrating against city teams expresses her gratitude for assistance sponding to the above call are asked
300 removing rubbish for business con
Public Landing ...........................
generously given by public officials, in to communicate with him at 20 At1,200 cerns as it was depriving them of dividuals and organizations. Three so
Repairs Public Buildings
275 work. In the course of the running c eties have contributed food and money
State Road
NEW REGULATIONS.
5.000 debate which followed it was intimated for special needs. Xliss Chaplin. Knox
Contingent
5.000 that some of the drivers have received county nurse, has been valuable
New High School Building
A Washington Tip as To How Post
5,000 tips for doing this work. Alderman three families requiring nursing car
Reduction City Debt ........
masters Will Probably be
18.000 Erskine favored tabling the petition There is a splendid spirit of co-opera
Common School ......................
Appointed.
17.500 for one month, pending an inquiry. tion. Xliss Simmons reports.
High School ..............................
3.000 “The ordinance provides that the rub
Industrial Education ..............
Xlurgan, the special correspondent
The monthly roll of accounts carried'
1,275 bish shall be taken away on certain a total of $4079.
Supervision ............................
of the Portland Express writes:
2.200 days of the week," said Alderman Rob
Text Books
“Although the new regulations re
2.500 bins. The matter was finally referred
Repairs
gardiug appointment of postmasters
3.500 to Commissioner Ross.
Supplies .
have not been officially made known
400
Conveyance
there is reason to believe Postmaste
• • » •
Shute’s Auto Service
Medical Inspection ................
200
General Hays
will
immediately
The petition of Capt. Anders Ander
450 son for an electric light on Talbot
National Guard ........................
recommend a modified civil service
order containing some changes from
avenue, between Nos. 157 and 199, was
$178,886 referred to the Lighting committee.
Total
the Wilson executive order.
It seem3 to be unquestioned here
Alderman Erskine of the fire depart
that some sort of an examination will
Alderman Sullivan's order, providing ment committee reported on two hyd
Leave
Rockland
at
8
A.
M.
Arrive
be required fiom persons desiring
that the Memorial Day appropriation rant orders. One called for a hydrant
pastmnsterships and 'that such exbe turned over to WinsloW-Holbrook at the corner of Spruce and Xfaverick Augusta at 10.30 Leave Augusta
amirjation will bo supplemented by
Post, was passed. This Post is to streets, but the committee recommend P. M. Arrive Rockland 4.30.
Investigation in the locality where
have complete charge of the day's ex ed that it be placed at the corner of
the applicants live. There is strong
ercises.
Knott and Maverick streets. Another
reason to believe that after examina
Alderman Daggett presented an or order called for a hydrant at the cor
A. L. SHUTE
tions have been taken the names of
der authorizing the mayor and treas ner of Mechanic and Atlantic streets.
the three highest in rating will be
r.3»lt
urer to negotiate the sale of the Hiram The committee recommended that the
submitted for nomination on one
Sprague premises at the corner of hydrant be established 25 feet west of
basis. That is, their rating will not
Broadway and Willow street.
This the westerly line of Mechanic street.
be marked as first, second and third,
property was deeded to the city by
An order was passed for an incan
but all will be given the same stand
the late XIr. Sprague as a partial descent light on the westerly side of
ing, designated simply as the three
recompense for services rendered1 in Pine street, as recommended by the
highest. From that list the Presi
the latter years of his life. The order lighting committee.
dent will select any one of the three
was passed.
Judson I. Crouse, janitor of Masonic
he may choose.
Alderman Jackson's order for an ash Temple, was granted permission to
“Many Congressmen prefer not to
sidewalk on Jefferson street was re operate the steam boiler there.
Mr,
be consulted in that selection, but it
ferred to the Highway committee.
Crouse said he did not claim to be an
seetns to be pretty well understood
Alderman Robbins’ order, providing engineer, but had taken care of boilers
that the opportunity of recommend
that an incandescent light be substi in Bangor and Belfast.
ation will be offered every Congress
tuted for the arc light at the corner of
Tax collections for the month ofj
man. and the list of the three highest
Jefferson street and Hall avenue, was April
amounted
to $1350.—Goods I
will be submitted to Idm, before
passed.
bought for the poor deiutrtment repre
final selection is made. The idea
Refunding bonds to cover the issue sented a total cost of $853.—Expendi
prevails tbkt present incumbents will
of 1906, falling due July 1, amounting tures in the road department amount- ,
Russia Calf Blu
be required to submit to such ex
amination it they desire to hold i!
Goodyear Welt
office till their terms expire. This
will probably apply to all offices over
Sizes, 6 to 10
$2200 annually, according to the best
available information."

Rockland-Augusta

MEN’S
U.S.flSMYSHOE
Munson Last

ALANTIC FISHERMAN

SPECIAL PRICE

MONTHLY PUBLICATION

$4.00

CHOCK FULL OF FISH NEWS

This is one cf the best trades we
have had for a long time.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE COPY
SEND MONEY ORDER OR CHECK
FOR PARCEL POST ORDERS

ATLANTIC FISHERMAN
<90 BOLYSTON STREET

Boston Shoe Store

Boston. Mass

237 Main St., Rceklehd, M.he

Send $2.00 (at our risk) for year s subscription
53-65

32SE '■

'i/'. -

EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD

Special Sale
Peaches, per can .........................
Blueberries, per can ...................
Apples, gallon cans, per can ....
String Beans, per can ..................
Corn, per can ..................... ..........
Flour, 25 lb. bags, per bag .......
Tea—Formosa
and
Orange
Peko. per lb................................
Washing Powder, per pltg........
“Whits Ribbon” Bath Soap, per
cake ..............................-..............

Receivers o!

East Coast Fisheries
Products Company
52-53

Playe r-Pi ano
Player-piano music is one thing—well-played
Gulbransen music quite another
Just three things are required if you would play a Player-Piano well.
First—an instrument that will not limit you.
Second—tho proper instruction in playing well
Third—YOUR willingness to give the subject just a little study—
at bast as much as you would to learning to drive an automobile.
The Gulbransen Player-Piano answers the first requirement.
Tho Martin Method Instruction Rolls (furnished at no extra cost
with every Gulbransen) fulfill the second.
The third is up to YOU.

THREE MOD

Come to our
store and play
a Gulbransen.
Go over Martin
Roll No. 2 and
we’ll
wager
you'll be able
to accent the
melody
very
acceptably in
20 minutes or
less.

ELS NATION

ALLY PRICED
White House
Model ..... $700
Country Seat
Model ..... $600

Suburban
Model ..... $495
Freight and war
tax paid. Prices
the same every
where
in
the
United States.
Gulbransen Trade Mark

COME

IN

AND HEAR

The Maine Music Company S
ROCKLAND’S

PIANO

AND

25c
4c

5c

MUSIC STORE

g

LOCATES IN MONROE

MUNICIPAL COURT MATTERS

Frank Lake and W. Skinner were F. L. Chappell, Well Known Trainer,
Is There From Cleveland, With
sentenced yesterday to 90 days, each,
Bingo.
in the county jail on the charge of in
toxication.
«...
Mr. and .Mrs. F. L. Chappell, of
John Hill, who sought a night's lodg Cleveland, Ohio, have located in Mon
ing on the steps of Knox Hospital Sun roe whither he came last year with
day night, pleaded guilty yesterday his race horses Boride (2:23(4) by Binto the charge of intoxication, and was gora and King B. (2:15*4) which he
fined $10, with costs taxed at $8.87.
raced at Monroe and Union fairs pick
• • • •
ing up second money in every event
The horses
'Robert Swan and James Fitzgerald, in which they started.
two Massachusetts men who had be were sent to Canada where they were
come slightly twisted with Maine raced, taking some good money, and
hootch, were arrested for intoxication where they were sold.. Mr. Chappell
on Main street Saturday night, hut returned to Cleveland.
He was much pleased with Monroe,
gave the police considerable trouble
before they were jugged. It cost them the people and the track and decided $10 apiece by way of fine and $7.82 to come back and open a training
stable. He brought witli him a likely
apiece for costs.
• • • •
looking horse. Bingo (2:1$ (4).
MrA disturbance at Friday night's dance Chappell has trained and raised horses
in Burkettville led to the arrest of ail his life and will take on a few to
Earle Martz for assault on Henry handle this season.
Turner, and of Donald Xlartz for asXIr Chappell says that the Monroe
sault on John Simmons. Both young track has the making of one of the
men pleaded guilty and as the assault best half-mile rings in the country and
was not of an aggravated nature only the people should get together and
costs of court were imposed, $18.20 build it up. XVith good management
and $1S.58 respectively.
it can be made a paying proposition.
• • • •
Horace Demmons, a pupil in the
Protect School Books.
Fifth Grade, Tyler building, was ar
Cover the children's schoolbooks
raigned yesterday on the complaint of with either stiff paper or cloth so
XV. H. Kallcch for having been an
habitual truant for two years.
He they will last the year and be in con
pleaded guilty and was sentenced to dition for the next in the family who
the State School for Boys. Sentence i will need to use them,
t
was suspended till July I. and he was
placed in the charge of Probation
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
officer Clark, being obliged to faith- carries the home news of Knox county
(fully attend school while it is in ses- to every State in the Union and to
manv fnrnien lnndfl

I

HEALTH FOR
HEART DISEASE
Weekly Health Talk No. 5
By R K. Bowman, D. C.

"/'jii'V'

Wealth
makes the
World
fok
brighter

There is no more terrifying disease
than heart trouble.

The victim lives

in constant fear of over-exertion. The
emotional exhileration of exercise is
denied them.

A child so afflicted is

particularly unfortunate.
Chiropractic spinal adjustments restoring a normal
flow of spinal nerve impulses into the heart and ad

jacent muscles is a directly effective and scientific

method of getting at troubles of this character.

Can Exercise Now

HEALTH FOLLOWS!

"About four months ago I was suf
fering with a very bad case of heart
trouble. I could not play or exercise
because of the effect it had on my
heart.

“The principle of chiropractic was
explained to me and I tried it. I con
tinued for sixty adjustments. Now I
am taking plenty of exercise. The
pounding that used to bother me has
entirely disappeared.
*
“I consider chiropractic a wonderful
science."—R. E. Strocker, Chiropractic
Research Bureau, Statement No. 1262S.

ACT TODAY
Why delay when consultation
without charge. Find out.

is

R. K. BOWMAN

20c
20c
30c
9c
9c
98c

IT

CHIROPRACTOR
10 A. M. to 12: 2 to 5 P. M. Daily
Mon.. Wed.. Saturday Evenings. 7 to 9

346lMain Street. Rockland, Me.
Telephone 780

CHIROPRACTIC CORRECTS
PRESSURE ON SPINAL
NERVES IN DISEASES Of
THE FOLLOWING ORGANS:

HEAD
EYES
-///EARS
>Z-N0SE
THROAT
—-ARMS
> HEART
v-1LUNGS
LIVER
STOMACH
PANCREAS
SPLEEN
KIDNEYS
BOWELS
X APPENDIX
„
BLADDER
Spinal <>Telum>LOWER LINK

The lower nerve
UNDERTHE MAGNIFY
ING GLASS IS PINCHED
BV A MISALIGNED JOINT.
PINCHED NERVES CANNOT
TRANSMIT HEALTHFUL
IMPULSES. CHIROPRAC
TIC ADJUSTING RE*
MOVES THE PRESSURE.
THE UPPER NERVE IS
FREEASNATUREINTENDS.

Untie Ben Saj::
“Heslt*. Navvy, it s Titter of bztkbsza tad its (sera Isiporttst to i msa thin lawbene."

Jllllliw
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Lvery-

Elmer Davis new garage on Belvi
dere street is completed.

Calk of the town

The Robinson-Munroe house
Grace street is being reshingled.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*
May 3—Camden’s May ball in opera house,
auspices of C A C.
May 4—Country Club, ladles’ auction at 2.30
p m.
May 4—(League Baseball,—Rockland vs.
Thomaston, Broadway ground, at 3.30.
May 5—Regular meeting of Knox County
Amateur Wireless Association at 301 Main

May 27—Knox-Waldo
Camden Opera House

Music

Festival

in

“Standing room only" has beei^ the
word wherever Charlie Chaplin has ap
peared in "The Kid.” And If will he
the word here Wednesday and Thurs
day.

130 wr

TOURING
AND ROADSTERS

TOURING
TOURING, COUPES, SEDANS,

: CADILLACS:
NEW MODEL FOUR OVERLAND

May 30—Memorial Day.
June 7-9—United Baptist Convention of Maine
meets at Baptist church, Camden.
July 11-16—Community Chautauqua in Rock
land.
Aug. 3—Thomaston, Baptist church circle
hold their summer sale.

ALL ON THE FLOOR TO DEMONSTRATE

Weather this week.
Washington,
April 30—Weather predictions for next
week in the Atlantic States are: Fair
und cool first half, and generally
cloudy; normal temperature and prob
ably showers latter half; frosts over
northern portion.

One Model 90 Overland Touring in fine shape

Ths property of Mrs. John Kelley at
the Head of the Bay has been sold to
Mrs. E. H. Bitkmore of Tenant’s Har
bor. It was owned in 1860 by Jeremiah
Philbrook, grandfather of the present
purchaser, and thus comes hack into
the family.

Chisholm Bros, have bought the busi
ness of the Drago Fruit Co. in Camden,
and took possession yesterday. Valen
tine Chisholm will have charge of the
Camden store, assisted by Everett
Daugherty of Camden.
John Taylor of 105 South Main street
is greatly vexed by the antics of boys
around his premises in the night time,
and tells The Courier-Gazette that his
complaints to the authorities have all
been in vain.

Winslow’-Holbrook Post Wednes
day night passed a resolution in
favor of relief for disabled veterans
and forwarded it to Congressman
White.
The East Coast Benefit Association
will hold a regular business meeting at
K. P. hall Wednesday evening at 7.30.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Cables had salmon
for their Monday dinner, which was
caught in Chickawaukie Lake by their
son-in-law, F. E. Harding.
The Corner Drug Store yesterday
found proprietor George F. Barbour the
recipient of many congratulations. If
it had been a girl she w’ould would
probably have been named Kora, but
Manford Franklin Barbour is a per
fectly good name for a boy.

on

It’s our candid opinion that the wind
is outstaying its welcome in the North
east .

street.

May 5—Dance given by Oakland Park Band
in the Arcade.
May 5—South Thomaston, Referendum dance
in Grange hall
' May 7—Knox Pomona Grange meets with
Warren Grange.
May 8—Country Club, luncheon at 7 o’clock.
May 9—(8.15,—Address, '•Americanization
through Education,” Prof. L. J. Pollard, Uni
versity of Maine, Woman’s Educational Club.
May 9 —(7 P. M ,—Annual meeting Woman’s
Educational Club, Methodist vestry.
May 10—Fair and dance by Penobscot View
Grange Sewing Circle.
May 11—Annual meeting of Rockland Coun
try Club, 7 p m.
May 11—Camden, "School For Scandal” by
W. of M. Masque, under auspices Arey-Heal
Post.
May 13—Country Club, men and women,
supper and auction.
May 13—'May Festival at Arcade by Chapin
Class of Universalist church.
May 14—-Arbor Day.
May 17—Knox County W C. T U. Conven
tion in North Union chapel.
May 20—Country Club, dancing at 8 p. m.
May 20—Meeting of Rockland Lodge of Per
fection at Masonic Temple
May 22—Country Club, final of season, con
cert at 4 30, luncheon 6 30.
May 26—Annual levee and hall of .1 F.
Sears Hose Co , in the Arcade.

Page Three
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USED CARS WE HAVE

One 1915 Overland with all new shoes

Ford Touring
1917 Overland Road’r.
1919 Reo Roadster
Overland 90 Roadster
Ford 1 ton Truck
Ford y2 ton Truck
1919 Olds Touring

1916 Cadillac
1917 Cadillac
1918 Cadillac
1920 Dorts
1919 Dort
1917 Dorts
1916 Dort

We still have a few

GROCERY AND ROAD WAGONS
WHICH WE ARE CLOSING OUT AT $ j J Q
CAR LOAD
OF

11UK3LJ

WILL ARRIVE
TUESDAY

OFFICE FURNITURE, SAFES, ROLL TOP DESKS
ALWAYS HAVE SOMETHING TO TRADE.
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

Geo. M. Simmons
REAL ESTATE DEALER

Kuppenheimer
GOOD CLOT

There will be a preliminary trial of
the handtuli Albert R. Havener near
the Lincoln street school building
Thursday evening between 6 and 6.30.
Members of the Veteran Firemen's As
sociation are asked to help haul the
tub from the Melvin ham on Gay
street, meeting there at 6 o'clock. The
formal dedication will take place
later, after the uniforms arrive.
A spandy clean floor, windows wide
open to admit the fresh air, a popular
seven-piece orchestra, and a manager
always on the job, are some of the rea
sons why the Skating Rink Is receiving
many new recruits.

The ministerial changes made at the
recent session of the East Maine Meth
odist Conference have furnished lots
work for H. H. Stover & Co. this
week, the firm’s auto trucks being
used in transferring the household
belongings of the pastors. These
ansfers are being made: Rev. A. E.
Hoyt, from Thomaston to Pittsfield;
Rev. Daniel L. Kelley, from Pittsfield
Thomaston; Rev. A. E. Whitten
from South Thomaston to Friendship;
Rev. A. F. Leigh from Friendship to
Rockport: and Rev. Roy Graffam of
Swan’s fsland, frona.Rockland to Woolich. The Stovers this week are also
moving Howe W. Hall’s furniture from
Ellsworth to Rockland, and A. Q. Car
ter’s furniture from Waterville to his
summer home in Jefferson.
By old
methods these tasks would occupy
about all spring.

P

'/ill

Shute’s auto service is making a
round trip each day between Rock
land and Augusta.
What lappears to have been a bold
attempt at second story work was
nipped in the hud at Rockland Gar
age late Saturday night. Investigat
ing ta strange noise in the seco nth
story a workman found somebody
had effected an entrance there. The
intruder disappeared through one of
he windows and was probably ^joined
below by a confederate as two men
were seen in that vicinity imme
diately afterward, and passed in
lose proximity to the police who did
ot then know of the attempted
break. It is believed that somebody
bad designs on an occupant of the
garage who had considerable money
on his person.
Capt. L. B. Bradford, formerly of
Rockland, who has been serving in the
Polish army, has returned to Maine,
and is now visiting in Portland, after
pending a few days with his brother.
Rev. Walter Bradford in Boothbay
Harbor. He is on his way to China
where he will be in the Red Cross
service.

Get acquainted with
the new prices for Kuppenheimer good Clothes.

You will see even finer fabrics, better tailoring,
correct styles at lower prices.

real investment
in good appearance.

L. E. BLACKINGTON
BOOTS,

SHOES,

CLOTHING

—the house of Kuppenheimer clothes

23 Tillson Avenue

The remarkable comeback of Rock
Copyright 1921, The llousr of Kuppenheimer
land High School by its 18 to 1 vic
Telephone 4-W.
tory over Lincoln Academy has
aroused a tremendous interest in the
Thomaston-Rockland game at
the
Broadway grounds tomorrow after
Gov. Baxter has re-appointed Wilbur
Seven good-sized salmon and one
A rehearsal of the Pageant of the noon. The contest begins at 3.S0 F. Dresser of South Portland as a
Maine Central ferry boat Hercules
sharp.
went on duty Tuesday and will con large pickerel were the gratifying re Year will be held in the Universalist
member of the State Board of Assess
-MOVING::
tinue in service for about two weeks. sults attained by Clinton Bowley and vestry tonight at 7.15.
ors. Frank Keizer and G. K. Merrill
A telegram woe received here Sat
The Ferdinando Gorges will be given Donald L. Karl in one day’s fishing at
of Rockland were candidates.
ANY-TIME
ANY-PLACE
Ellis W. Nash, a former Rockland urday afternoon, announcing the sud
a general overhauling at the Bath Alford’s Lake. Six of the fish were
Iron Works and will then be ^ent to exhibited in the window of the Rock hoy, is president of the Damariscotta den death in Boston, of Andrew J.
ANY-WHERE
Reports of officers, annual election,
Boston where she will be scraped and land Hardware Co. Saturday. It was Board of Trade. Few enterprises for Griffin of 17 Water street. Mrs. Grif usual study features and club pro
We have just put into service a new Packard Three-Ton Truck,
Mr. Karl’s first offense in salmon fish that town’s beneftj have failed to find fin, the widow, left on the night boat
painted.
on giant pneumatic tires. We can give you service and save you
ing and he feels not unreasonably him in the forefront of active workers. for that city. Details have not been gram of the Woman’s Educational
crating, time and money. Latest up-to-date equipment. We move
eceived, but it is understood that Club will be presented next Monday
Charles A. Heekbert, who is at How- pleased to think that the boat aver
evening at the Methodist.vestry. Prof.
you anywhere in New England.
The list of Mystic Shrine novices Mr. Griffin’s death was preceded by
den, Yorks, with the U. S. Airship De-' aged a salmon every 45 minutes for
Pollard's Americanization lecture will
Just say “Moving,” we do the rest. We will guarantee you never
tachment, sends The Courier-Gazette the first four hours. “Beginner’s luck” published in Saturday’s issue left one several hemorrhages. The deceased
had so much pleasure in moving.
It Should was called to Boston the first of the follow.
copies of the London Daily Mail con is the modest way that Don expresses of the names incomplete.
week
by
the
illness
of
his
mother.
taining graphic accounts of the great it.
have read Albert T. Adams instead of
>___
coal strike in England. The situation
Albert Tibbetts. Mr. Adams is a resi Boston was his home prior to com
Alvin A. Carter died this morning at
ing to Glencove, where he resided for his home 89 Summer street, after a
Looks like a big house for the Oak dent of Vinalhaven
was a very pessimistic one at the time
TELEPHONE 219—740.
NIGHT PHONE 743.
a
while
before
moving
to
Rockland,
land Park Band’s concert and dance in
the paper was mailed.
long illness. Funeral services will be
and
he
was
in
the
employ
of
the
the Arcade Thursday evening. There
held at the residence Thursday after
Local painters report the dullest
Rockland High School plays its first will be a brief outdoor concert in ad spring they ever knew, due, no doubt, Back Bay Taxi Co. He had been noon at 2.30 o’clock, and will be pri
engaged
in
several
enterprises
since
home game of the season on the Broad vance.
to the excessive cost of having such
vate. Obituary mention will appear.
coming to Rockland and at the time
ILL'Z, I 1
K
'
raSSOHHI
way ground tomorrow’ afternoon, and
work done. A local contractor told
of
his
death
was
manager
of
the
Through Robert U. Collins’ real The Courier-Gazette reporter yester
will face Thomaston High, w’hich has
A salmon
weighing 3 pounds. 5
already won two games in the Knox estate agency Capt. R. K. Snow has day that he had just paid $9.85 for a Rockland Beverage Co. He was a. ounces, caught by Pearl Tibbetts in ' I
and Lincoln League, and which doesn’t bought from Mrs. Eli Staples a house kalsomine brush which he was former member of the Owl Athletic Club. Mr. Alford’s Lake yesterday, has been en- I
Griffin is survived by his wife and
show any apparent intention of being on Lawrence street.
ly able to buy for $1.35. “A paint
tered in the Rockland Hardware Co. I
AT THE
nine children.
stopped. Rockland has already been
brush which 1 used to be able to buy
and Beehive Cafe contests.
Early visits to cottages along the for $1.25 would cost me now about
beaten by Thomaston in an exhibition
There was heavy travel on the trolgame, but since then has defeated seashore as well as in the lake regions $18, if I could get it at all,” he said
The James F. Sears Hose Co. will if
line Saturday. One conductor col
Lincoln Academy 18 to 1, and has had show that vandals have been busy dur- The white stock bristles used in pfcint
its lineup strengthened. Tomorrow’s ng the winter. Much malicious mischief brushes come from Russia, which has lected 800 fares and had 96 passen hold Its annual levee and hall in the;;
game, which begins at 3.30 o’clock, will was done.
not been exporting them of late. Be gers on one trip out of Thomaston. Areade May 26. ___
1
give a fairly good line on w’hat kind of
cause of their scarcity the price of Way Down East" brought many
TONIGHT, MAY 3—Potato Race, Mealey,
The trumpet call sounded and woke black bristles, which come from China, persons into town, and the street Was
a fight Rockland High is going to
Carnations and other flowers for I f
rowded with shoppers
Saturday
make in the League. Let everybody an echo over at North Haven! A me remains very high.
Mother’s Day. Pansies of the better
Robishaw and Pet tee.
night.
turn out and whoop ’er up for the boys. lodious echo too, for Albert T.
sort 60c a dozen. H. M. Silsby, 253
Adams, music teacher, has been do
The Camden & Rockland Water
Camden street. Telephone 318.—advt.
THURSDAY,
MAY 5 — Double Attraction.
The Knox County W. C. T. U. con ing fine work with his chorus. This Co., is paintirfg its standpipe in Cam
.The weekly session of the W. C. T.
Skiddo
Night
and Ham Race.
vention w’ill be held at the North Union is the first year that North Haven den, a task which will occupy another U. was held Friday at the home of Mrs.
BORN
chapel Tuesday, May 17, day and schools have had musical instruction, fortnight. It is somthing of a coin Fred S. Rhodes, a chief topje under
Webster—At Britt Maternity Home. Rockland
so its citizens who will follow their cidence that this work in Camden. discussion being the nationwide memevening.
i
Skating Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
May 2. to Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Webster, a I
boys and girls to Camden next month Mhine, should be done by a contrac
>ership drive, which beginning May daughter.
Evenings, also Saturday Afternoons
Stanley—Rockland, April 26. to Mr. and I
Many persons who watched the expect to sit right down in the front tor from Camden. New Jersey, whose 1st will continue for about a fort
Mrs Harold F. Stanley, a son—(Jordon KetShriners’ parade Friday noted the ab row and feel justly proud of the home name is Main.
night. Letters in this connection were neth.
sence of street cars, and appreciated town’s share in the Festival. North
read from the Stale President, Mrs.
Joyce—Swan’s Island, April 25, to Mr. and ' 8
the fact that the procession was great H»aven will contribute a violinist,
Schooners Alaska and Abbie S Quimby, and Mrs. Frances P. Parks, Mrs Alden Joyce, a son
Barbour—Rockland, May 2. to Mr. and Mrs.
Miss
Clara
Leyonborg,
to
the
orches

ly improved thereby.
Through the
Walker have arrived from Sullivan the national corresponding secretary. George F. Barbour, a son—Manford Franklin : '
MASQUERADE SKATING CARNIVAL
columns of The Courier-Gazette, Ben tra.
with
paving for New
Bedford Names of new members received, ad weight 7% pounds.
jamin S. Whitehouse, the chief mar
Schooners Gilbert Staneliffe and Cat- ditional to those already reported, were
THURSDAY, MAY 12
A
Beech
street
resident
was
plum

s:hal, extends his personal appreciation
nwamteak sailed from this port yes Miss Mildred Packard, Mrs. Clara G.
DIED
to Supt. H. P. Blodgett for the con ing himself Saturday because he had terday for New Bedford laden with Hopkins. Mrs. Maud
Lufkin. Mrs
Carter—Rockland, May 3, Alvin A. Carter,
SIX CASH PRIZES
let his furnace tiro out a month ahead paving.
sideration so kindly showm.
Theresa Chase, Mrs. Maud Cables, aged 81 years, 1 month.
Carleton—Rockport, May 1. Mrs. Josephine
of last year.
Mrs. Nellie Wooster, Miss
Lena Cnrlejon,
aged 81 years. 7 months Funeral at
It mas be pessimism and it may be
Knox county baseball fans who re Young, George A. Brewster, Luke W 2 p m Thursday, new time
Benner—Rockland, April 22, Myrtle, wife of
straight dope. Capt. Fields Pendleton
Winslow-Holbrook Pc^t and Auxili member “Bush" Ladd of Warren as a Brewster and Ralph Chaples.
Mrs.
E. Benner of Waldoboro, aged 41 years.
of New York, who is regarded as one ary have jointly signed a contract with crack backstop, will be' interested to Beulah Oxton, the county president, 9Webster
months
Interment in Warren.
of the wisest men in the sphere of the the Coit-Albers Lyceum Bureau, for know that he is also scoring in ama read a paper reviewing the matter of Carleton—Rockport, May.l, Josephine (Hark
windjammers, believes that the market a course of three entertainments, to be teur theatricals The Belfast corre scientific temperance instruction, from ness), widow of Granville E. Carleton, aged 81
for vessels will go to even lower levels given in thjs city in February, Marcli spondent of the Bangor News writes the time of Miss Willard, the originator years. 6 months. Funeral Tuesday at 2 p. m.
during the next six or eight months. and April, 1922. The course will be ’ 'Bush' Ludd made his first appear of the movement, down to the present
CARD OF THANKS
He predicts that shipping w’ill experi featured by a lecture from Carl Ake ance as an actor in the part of Amos time, the latest local note in this con
We extend heartfelt thanks to the many
ence a depression lasting for the next ley, who is called the greatest animal Bloodgood a base deceiver for 20 nection being the enactment by the friends who so kindly ministered to us in our
five years.
sculptor in America. Mr. Akeley made years, going out with the boys once recent Maine Legislature a law pro great bereavement; and for the tribute of
FOR
sent in remembrance of our dear
several trips to Africa for the New a week wf ile his unsuspecting wife viding that annually in <«ch school In flowers
mother. The services rendered were greatly
Among the appointments made by York Museum of Natural History, and thought he was at his lodge. His the State there shall be set apart an appreciated
Maerice Benner, Floyd, Rerhard and Lucille
Gov. Baxter Friday were: Mrs. Lilia who has since been engaged in mount business with his son-in-law. Perry, hour for temperance instruction from
Elliot, Thomaston, trustee of juvenile ing the specimens and making bronze when each was trying to make the a program arranged by the State Su Benner.
Waldoboro, May 2.
institutions; Ernest L. Sprague, Isles models of the elejphants. He brings other think he was a Mason, was one perintendent of Schools. Every State
boro, notary public; Willard E. Over motion pictures made while on the of the best hits of acting in the show in the Union now has this form of in
CARD OF THANKS
land, Washington, justice of the peace hunt. . Mr. Akeley distinguished him and throughout the whole perform struction. Begin with the children
We extend heartfelt thanks to the friends!
self by killing a leopard with his bare ance Mr Ladd was as easy as on the said Mrs. Oxton, and the rest is easy. for the beautiful tribute of flowers sent in re- >
CHIROPRACTORS
nee of odr dear one.
hands. The Orpheus Male Quartet of diamond where he has heretofore made The union will hold a reception to new membra
Mr. and Mrs L A. Snow. Mr and Mrs E. .
Los Angeles, which makes its appear his public appearance*. He can act members on May 11.
F. Burkett. Mrs. F I. Cotton, Mrs. Grace
Phone Connection
400 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Roderick.
ance in the course, won the $3000 prize as well as he can catch which is say
Camden.
Me., May 2.
53*
offered by the Panama-Pacific Exposi ing a good deal."
Where the crowd is it is a safe bet
tion to the best male quartet attending
there is fun there also. Such is the The Charge for publishing a Card of Thanks j
the exposition. This quartet makes
The Penobscot View Grange Sewing case at the Roller Rink since Frank it 50 cents, cash to accompany the order.
many records for the Victor people. A Circle will hold its annual fair followed
Poetry published with an obituary is charged
for at 10 cents a line.
third entertainment will be given by by the supper and dance Tuesday, May Allen took over the management
week ago. Iairge and jolly crowds are
Beilharz, who gives character sketches, 10. at Penobscot View Grange hall.
ANNUAL MEETING
whirling around to the tune of
etc.
The annual meeting of the Corporators of the
Clark’s 7-piece orchestra, which by Rockland
Savings Bank will be held at their!
Our sale of wall papers is still _
go- the way, is receiving all kinds of com Banking Rooms. Wednesday. May 11. 1921, at i
The past presidents of the Relief
9.30 o’clock a. m , for the choice of officers for]
Corps will hold a rummage sale in ing on. Ropm patterns $1 per bundle. pliments from the patrons for the fine the ensuing year and the transaction of such
The players other business as may properly come before
Grand Army hall Thursday afternoon, At the C. M. Blake Wall Paper Store. music it is furnishing.
WILL BE LOCATED AT
are certainly putting the pep right in the meeting.
47--tf
commencing at 1 o’clock. Those who —adv.
MAN OR WOMAN
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
it. Beginners are learning each night
have articles to donate are asked to
By E D Spear, Clerk
FLYE’S GARAGE, 221 Main Street, Rockland, Me,
53-lt j
leave them at the hall Thursday fore
Jones <S- Stream Tftxi Service—All and Manager Allen is always on the Rockland, Maine. May 3, 1921
On or about MAY 1ST, 1921
PERMANENT JOB
noon.
boat and train calls promptly attend floor to give them a helping hand. Dust
cd to. Reasonable prices on local and dirt are conspicuous by their ab
for
the
Repair of any part of any car made
Harry Naum will reopen the Boston and iong trips. Good comfortable sence, a fine breeze comes In the win
BE A BOOSTER!
Ther Courier-Gazette
Shoe Shining Parlors and Pool Room open and closed 5 and 7 passenger dows, and after all is said and done,
TRADE AT HOMBI
(Satisfaction Guaranteed)
what is better than a few hours exer
in Havener block next Saturday and ears. Telephone 367-6 or 611W, i
TAKE THE HOME PAPER!
ROCKLAND, ME.
47tf
cise on the rollers. Try it. If you can
will he glad to welcome his old pat 756. Night calls 367-6.—adv.
walk you can learn to skate.—advt.
51-62
rons as well as new ones—adv.

ROCKLAND, ME.

H. H. STOVER & CO.

ATTRACTIONS

ROLLER SKATING RINK

Music by 7-piece Orchestra

*

F. B. ALLEN, Manager

F

CHIROPRACTIC

STOMACH TROUBLE
DAVJS &

STURM

WANTED

PRINTER

EXPERT AUTOMOBILE REPAIRING

LASSELE & RICH of Bath, Me.
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kind on the Great Southwestern, one mouth open and his eyes like saucers.
winter. It was horrible. Men who
"They—they want you in the dis
had been running trains year In and patcher’s office!” he panted, Jerking
year out, and never knowing that they the words out at Mr. Van Britt. ”Durhad any nerves, went to pieces if gln has let Number Five get by for a
you'd snap your fingers at them."
head-ender with the ’Flyer,’ and he's
"That’s it,” said the boss, “We gone crazy!"
don’t want to fall into that ditch.
Things are quite bad enough, as they
CHAPTER XII
are."
This ended It for the time. The
The Helpless Wires
Petrolite Canyon wreck was picked
When Bobby Kelso shot his news at
up, the track was cleared, and once us we all made a quick break for
more our trains were moving on time. the dispatcher’s office, the boss in the
But anybody could see that the entire lead. Purgin, the night dispatcher,
Short Line had a case of “nerves.” had been alone ou the train desk, and
Kirgan,
Kirgan the cold-blooded, the only other operators on duty were
showed it one afternoon when I went the car-record man and the young fel
over to ills office to return a bunch of low who acted as a relief on the com
blue-prints sent in for the boss’ ap mercial wire. When we got there,
proval. The big master-mechanic had we found that Tarbell had happened
a round-house foreman “on the carpet” to be In the office wheu Durgin blew
and was harrying him like the dickens up. He was sitting in at the train
COPYRIGHT BY CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SON-3.
for letting an engine go out with one key, trying to get Crow Gulch, the
lives lost, but a number of people, of her truck safety chains hanging one intermediate wire station between
SYNOPSIS.
including the engineman, the postal loose.
the two trains that had failed to get
Ever since we had gone together on their "meet" orders, and this was the
CHAPTER L—Graham Norcross, rail- clerks and the baggageman on the pas
road manager, and his secretary, Jimmie
senger, were Injured.
the rescue run to Timber Mountain, first I knew that he really was the
Dodds, are marooned
Snnd Creek Eld
The editorial, commenting on the Mart and I had been sort of chummy, expert telegraph operator that his
ing with a young lady, Sheila Macrae,
and her small cousin. Unseen, {key wit
wire stuff, was sharply critical of the and after the foreman had gone away pay-roll description said he was.
ness a peculiar train holdup, iu which
Short Line management. It hinted with his foot in his hand, I joshed
a special car Is carried off.
Durgin looked like a tortured ghost.
broadly that there had been no such Kirgan a little about the way he had He was a thin, dark man with a sort
CHAPTER II.—Norcross recognizes the
thing as discipline on the road since hammered the round-house niau.
of scattering beard and limp black
car .stolen as John Chadwick's, financial
Mr. Shaffer had left it; that the rank
“Bad medicine,” I told him. "It's hair; one of the clearest-headed dis
magnate, whom he was to meet at Mortal
City. He and Dodds rescue Chadwick.
and file was running things pretty worrying the bosses, too. What's do patchers in the bunch, and the very
The latter offers Norcross the manager
much as it pleased; and with this ing it. Mart?”
ship of the Pioneer Short Lane, which la
Jiist man, you'd say, to get rattled in
there was a dig at general managers
in the hands of eastern speculators,
“Maybe you can tell,” he growled. a tangle-up. Yet here he was, hunched
headed by Breckenridge JDunton, presiwho let old and time-tried depart “It’s a hoodoo—that's what it is. In a chair at the car-record table in
dent of the lino. Norcross, learning that
ment heads go to make room for their Seven engines in the shops in the last the corner, a staring-eyed, pallid
Shell* Macrae la stopping at Portal tit/,
accepts.
rich and incompetent college friends— nine days, and three more that haven't faced wreck, witli the sweat standing
which was meant to be a slap nt Mr. been fished out-a the ditch yet. I wish in big drops on itis forehead and his
CHAPTER III.—Dodds overhears convsrsation between Rufus Hatch and Gus
Van Britt, our own and only mil Mr. Van Britt'd fire the whole jumpy hands shaking as if lie had the palsy.
tave Henckel, Portal City financiers, in
lionaire.
which they admit complicity xn Chadwick
outfit!"
Morris, the relief man. gave us the
kidnaping, their object being to keep
Unhappily, this fault-finding had a
It didn't seem as though firing was particulars, such as they ware. speak
Chadwick from attending a meeting of
directors to reorganize the Pioneer short
good bit to build on, in one way. As needed so much as a dose of nerve ing in a hushed voice as if he was
Line, which would Jeopardize their inter
1 have said, we were having operat tonic of some sort. Tarbell was work afraid of breaking in on Tarbell's
ests.
ing troubles to beat the band. With ing hard on the problem, quietly, and steady rattling of the key in the Crow
CHAPTER TV.—To curb the monopoly
the rank and file apparently doing its without making any talk about it, and Gulch station cull.
controlled by Hatch and l-Ienckel, the tied
level best to help out in the new Kirgan was giving him all the men he
Tewer corporation, Norcross forms tne
“Number Four '—Four was the east"public-be-pleased” program, it seemed asked for from the shops; quick-witted
Citizens' Storage and Warehouse com
bound "Flyer"—"is five hours off her
pany. He begins to manifest a deep in
as if we couldn't worry through a fellows who were up in all the me
terest In Shelia Macrae.
Dodds learns
time," he explained. "As near as I
single week without smashing some chanical details, and who made bet
that Sheila is married, but living apart
can get It, Durgin wns going to make
from her husband.
Norcross floes not
thing.
ter spotters than outsiders would be her ‘meet’ with Number Five at tlie
know this.
Latterly, even the newspapers that cause they knew the road and the blind siding at Sand Creek tank. She
CHAPTER V. — Hatch, aware that
were friendly to the Norcross manage ropes. But It was no use. I saw
Dodds has knowledge of his and Henckought to have had her orders some
ment were beginning to comment on some of Tarbell's reports, and they
el’s participation in the Chadwick kid
where west of Bauxite Junction, and
naping, offers him inducements to leave
the epidemic of disasters, and nothing didn’t show any crookedness. It Five ought to have got hers at Banta.
Norcross. Dodds refuses.
Leaving the
in the world but the boss’ policy of seemed to be just bad luck—one land:
office, he is knocked senseless. Recov
Durgin says he simply forgot that
ering consciousness, ne learns ihat Nor
taking all the editors into his con slide after another of it.
tlie ‘Flyeri was running late:_tliat she
cross has disappeared and is believed in
fidence when they wanted to in
Meanw hile, New York had waked up was still out and had a ‘meet’ to make
have resigned and gone east.
vestigate kept the rising storm of again. President Dunton had been off
somewhere with Five.”
CHAPTER VI.—Dodds connects Nor
criticism somewhere within bounds.
the Job somewhere, I guess, but now
cross' disappearance with machinations
Brief as Morris’ explanation was,
Mr. Norcross had read the paper he was back, and the things he wired
of Hatch and Henckel, and on recover
it was clear enough for anybody who
ing strength sets out to solve the mys
before he handed it over to me. and to the boss were enough to make your
knew the road and the schedules. The
tery.
afterward he hurried his breakfast a hair stand on end. I looked every day
regular meeting-point for the two pas
CHAPTER VII. — with Klrgan. the
little. When he reached the office, Mr. to see Mr. Norcross pitch the whole
senger trains was at a point well east
road's master mechanic, Dodds gets a
Van Britt was waiting for the chief.
shooting-match into the fire and quit, of Portal City, instead of west, and
line on Norcross' disappearance. They
follow a clue given them ehrough a
“We’ve got it in the neck once cold.
so, of course, would not concern the
missing locomotive.
more,” he gritted, flashing up his own
He'd never taken anything like Mr. Desert Division crew of either train,
CHAPTER VIII —The rescue party finds
Dunton's abuse from anybody before, since ail crews were changed at Portal
and releases Norcross from captivity to
and he couldn’t seem to get hardened City. From Banta to Bauxite Junc
which he. had been lured.
Norcross re
sumes control of the Pioneer short Line,
to it. But he was loyal to Mr. Chad tion, some thirty-odd miles, there was
refusing to give place to man whom
wick ; and, of course, he knew that only one telegraph station, namely,
Dunton has sent to take charge.
Mr. Dunton’s hot wires were meant that at the Crow Gulch lumber camp,
CHAPTER IX —Dodds follows an emis
to nag him Into resigning. Then there seven miles beyond the Timber Moun
sary of the Red Tower people, spying on
was Mrs. Shelia. I sort of suspected tain "Y” and the gravel pit wltere the
Norcross, to a coal yard., where he over
hears a plot to put Norcross out of
she was holding him up to the rack, stolen 1016 had been abandoned.
business, and at the risk of hts life frus
every day and every minute of the
Unluckily, Crow Gulch was only a
trates It.
day.
day station, the day wires being han
CHAPTER X.-At the home of Sheila
It was one evening after he had
dled by a young man who was half
Macrae Dodds is witness of strange
been out to the major's for just a
actions of a man he believes has de
in the pay of the railroad and half
signs on the life of his friend and boss,
little while, and had come back to the in that of the saw-mill company. This
lie prepares to defend him.
office, that he sent for Mr. Van Britt, young man slept at the mill camp,
who was also working late. There was which was a mile back in tlie gulch.
CHAPTER XI—Continued
blood on the moon, and I saw it In the There was only one chance in u thou
Waiting for a good chance at the
way the boss' jaw was working.
sand that he would be down at the
night clerk. I ventured a few ques
“Upton,” he began, as short as ple- railroad station at ten o’clock at
tions. They were answered promptly
I crust, “have you thought of any way to night, and it was on that thousandth
enough. Young Mr- Collingwood had
break this wreck hoodoo yet?”
chance that Tarbell was rattling the
come in on the 7:30. But he had been
Mr. Van Britt sat down and crossed Crow Gulcli call. If Five were mak
In Portal City a week earlier, loo.
his solid little legs.
ing her card time, she wns now about
stopping over for a single day. Yes,
“If I had, I shouldn’t be losing sleep half-way between Timber Mountain
he was alone, now, but lie hadn't been
at the rate of five or six hours a “Y” and Crow Gulch. And Four, the
on the other occasion. There was a
night,” he rasped.
“Flyer," had just left Bauxite—witli
man with him on the earlier stop
“There’s one thing that we haven't no orders whatever. Which meant that
over, and he, also, registered from
tried,” the boss shot back. “We’ve tlie two trains would come together
New Yofk. The clerk didn’t remem
been advertising it as bad luck, keep somewhere near Sand Creek.
ber the other man's name, but he
ing our own suspicions to ourselves
Mr. Van Britt was as good a wire
obligingly looked it up for me in the
ai.d letting the men believe what they man as anybody on the line, but it
older register. It was Bullock, Henry
pleased. We'll change all that. I was tlie boss who look things In hand.
want you to call your trainmen in as
Bullock.
“There is a long-distance telephone
I suppose It was up to me to go to
fast as you can get at them. Tel! to the Crow Gulch saw-mill; have you
“Did You Read That Edltoriair*
bed. It was late enough, in all con
them—from me, if you want to—that
tried that?" he barked at Tarbell.
science, and nobody knew better than copy of the Herald. “Did you read there isn't any bad luck about it;
The big young fellow who looked
...u the early-rising, early-officethat editorial?”
Ihat the enemies of this management
like a cow-boy—and had really been
“
Never
mind
the
newspaper
talk.
opening habits of Mr, Graham Nor
are making an organized raid on the
one. they said—glanced up and nodded:
How bad is the trouble this time?”
cross, G, M. Just the same, after 1
property itself for the purpose of put
“Pretty bad. The freight is prac ting us out of the fight. Tell them “The call's in," he responded: " 'Cen
had marked that Mr. Collingwood's
tically h total loss; a good half of it rite whole story, if you want to: how tral’ says she canX raise anybody.”
room-key was still in its bos, I went
For the next three or four minutes
is In the river. Kirgan says he can we're trying our best to make a spoon
over to a corner of Hie lobby and sat
pick the freight engine up and re out of a spoiled horn, and how there the tension was something fierce. The
down, determined to keep my eyes
build it; but the passenger machine is is an army of grafters and wreckers boss and Mr. Van Britt hung over the
open, if such a thing were humanly
train desk, and Tarbell kept up his
possible, until our rounder should
a wreck."
in this state which is doing its worst
Insistent clatter at the key. I had an
“
How
did
It
happen?"
show up.
to knock us out of the box.
eye on Durgin. He was still hunched
Finally my patience, or whatever
“It's like a good many of the oth
“If you give the force something
you care to call it, was rewarded. ers. Nobody seems to know. Brock tangible to lay hold of, it will work up In the record-man's chair, and to
Just after the baggage porter had fin man put the freight engine crew on the needed miracle. It te only the ail appearances had gone stone-blind
ished sing-songing liis call for the the rack, and they say there was a mysterious that terrifies. Railroad em
night express westbound, my man came small boulder on the track—that It ployes, as a whole, are perfectly in
rolled down the canyon slqpe just telligent human beings, open to con
in on the run.
When he rushed over to the counter ahead of them as they were turning a viction. The management which doesn't
and began to talk fast to the night curve. They struck it, and both men profit by that fact is lame. If you do
clerk, I wasn't very far behind him. say that the engine knocked it off this and appeal to the loyalty of the
He was telling the clerk to get his into the river apparently without hurt men, you will make a private detec
grips down from the room, adjectively ing anything. But two seconds later tive out of every man in the train
t i
quick. While the boy was gone for the entire train left the track and service, and every one of them keen
the grips, rny man made a straight piled up all over the right-of-way.”
to be the first to catch the wreckers.
-1 H
/,
The boss was sitting back in his You can add a bit of a reward for
shoot for the bar, and when I next
got a sight of him—from behind one chair and making little rings on the ihat, if you like, and I'll pay it out
of the big onyx-plated pillars of the desk blotter with the point of*his of m.v own bank account.”
bar-room colonnade—he was pouring letter-opener.
! For a full minute our captive mil
“Upton, these knock-outs have got lionaire didn't say a word. Then he
neat liquor down his throat as if it
to be stopped.”
were water and he on fire inside.
grinned like a good-natured little
That was about all there was io it.
“Good Lord!” exclaimed the little Chinese god.
By the time Collingwood got hack to millionaire; "you don’t have to tell
“Who gave you this Idea of taking
the clerk's cotftiter, the boy was down nte that! If we can’t stop ’em, Uncle the pay-roll into your confidence, Gra
with the bags. Collingwood looked up Dunton will have plenty of good rea ham?” he asked softly.
sort of nervously at the big clock, and sons for cleaning us all out, lock,
For the first time in all the weeks
paid his bill. And while the clerk stock, and barrel! I was talking with and months I'd been knowing )iim, the
was getting his change, he grabbed Carter, in the claim office, this morn boss dodged; dodged Just like any of
the pen out of the counter inkstand, ing. Our loss and damage account us might.
and made out as If he was shading in lor the past month is something | "I’ve been talking to Major Ken
a picture, or something, on the open
I drick," he said. "He is a wise old
frightful 1”
"It is,” said the boss gravely. And man, Upton, nnd he hears a good many
register.
Wl
A half-minute later he was gone. then: "Upton, we're not altogether as things that don’t get printed in tlie
When the taxi purred away I turned bright as vve might be. Has it never newspapers.” »
to the open register to see what our occurred to you that we are having
I could see that this excuse didn't
maniac had been drawing in it. What too much bad luck to warrant us in fool Mr. Van Britt for a single in
he had done was completely to ob charging It all up to the chapter of stant. and there was a look in his
literate his signature. He had scratched accidents?”
eye that I couldn’t quite understand.
it over until the past master of all
Mr. Van Britt blew his cheeks out Neither could I make much out of what “I Couldn't Get Rid of the Idea That
He Was Listening.”
the hand-writing experts that ever until the stubby, cropped mustache he said.
lived couldn't have told w liat the name bristled like porcupine quills.
"We’ll go into that a little deeper crazy. Yet I couldn’t get rid of the
“So you've been getting your point some day, Graham—after this epilep
was.
idea that he was listening—listening
It was while we were eating break er, too, have you?" he threw In.
tic attack has been fought off. This as If all of his sealed-up senses had
Mr. Norcross didn't answer the ques idea—which you confess isn’t your
fast the next morning in the Bullard
turned in to intensify the one of hear
cnfe—the boss and 1—that we got our tion directly.
own—is a pretty shrewd one, and 1 ing.
"Put Tarbell on the job, and if he shouldn’t wonder if it would work,
first news of the Fetrolite wreck. The
Just about the time when the sus
story was red-headlined in the Morn needs help, let him pick his own men,” if we can get it in motion before the
pense had grown so keen that It
ing Herald—the Hatch-owned paper— he directed. “We want to know why hoodoo breaks us wide open. And, as seemed as if it couldn't he borne a
and besides being played up good and that boulder tumbled down ahead of you say, the accusation is justifiable,
second longer, Morris, who was sit
strong in the news columns, there was Number Seventeen, and I want to see ' even if we can’t prove up against the
ting In at the office pltone. called out
an editorial to back the front-page Tarbell’s report on It. Keep at it j Hatch outfit. That turned-over rail in sharply: “Long-distance says site lias
night and day, Upton. The infection Petrolite Canyon, for example, might Crow Gulcli lumber camp!"
scream.
At two o'clock In the morning a is getting into the rank and file and have been helped along by------”
If It
fast westbound freight had left the it's spreading like a sickness.
It was Kelso, Mr. Van Britt's sten
A. C. MOORE
track in Petrolite Canyon, and before becomes psychological, we shall have ographer, smashed in with the inter
they could get the flagman out, a de all the trouble we need."
PIANO TUNER
ruption. He was in bis shirt-sleeves,
"I know," nodded the superinten- as if he’d just got up from his type
layed eastbound passenger had colWith the Milne Hutu ComuiT
Jlded with the ruins. There were no dent. JJ went through a siege of that writer, and he rushed in with his RESIDENCE TELEPMONi. X34-J. RQCKPOSS

C/iG

'Mr. YaiT'BrTft—Jumpe'3'to take the
phone, and we got one side of the
talk—our side—in shot-like sentences:
"That you, Bertram? All right; this
is Van Britt, at Portal City. Take one
of the mules ut^ ride for your life
down the gulch to the station! Get
that? Stop Number Five nnd make
her take siding quick. Report over
your own wire what you do. Hurry!"
By the time Mr. Van Britt got back
to the train desk, tlie boss hail his
pencil out and was figuring on Ber
tram's time margin. It was now tentwelve. and Fite's time at Crow Gulch
was ten-eighteen. The Crow Gulch
operator had just six minutes i:i which
to get his mule and cover the rough
mile down tlie gulch.
There was nothing to do hut wait,
and tlie waiting was savage. Tarbell
had a nerve of Iron, tint I could see
his hand sltuke as It lay on tlie glasstopped tulile. Tlie boss was cool
enough outwardly, but 1 knew that In
bis brain tliete was a heart-breaking
picture of those two fast passenger
trains rushing together In the night
among the bills witli no bint of warn
ing to help them save themselves. Mr.
Van Britt couldn't keep still. He had
his hands jammed in the side pockets
of his coat anil was pacing back and
forth In tlie little space between tlie
train desk and the counter railing.
At the different tables in tlie room
the sounders were clicking away as
if nothing were happening or due to
happen, and above tlie spattering din
and clattei you could hear the escape
ment of the big standard-time clock
ou the wall, hammering out the sec
onds that might mean life or death
to two or three hundred innocent peo
ple.
In norrilde suspense the six minutes
pulled themselves out to an eternity
for that little hunch of us iu tlie dis
patcher’s office who could do nothing
hut wail, on the stroke of ten eigh
teen, the time when Five was due al
Crow Gulch ou her schedule, Tarbell
tuned bit relay to catch the first fain;
tappings from the distant day-station.
Another sounder was silent. There
wns hope in the delay, and Mori is
voiced, it.
______
To be continued—Began March 31
Back copies can be supplied.
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WILL PRAISE TANLAC
LONG AS SHE LIVES
Manchester

Woman

After

".My nerves were in such a bad fix
that lots of times I couldn't get to
Suffering Nearly All Her sleep for hour-. I had rheumatism in
my shoulders and knees that caused
me much suffering and 1 was badly
Life Has Health Restored constipated.
I brooded over my
troubles and became so despondent I
By Taking Tanlac,She Says. would frequently sit down and cry,
thinking maybe I’d never get well.
"In my effort to get relief I con
cluded to give Tanlac a trial, and very
"When Tanlac relieved tny indiges soon I found it was what 1 had been
tion I got rid of what I thought was needing all the time. Now my appetite
heart trouble, too,” said Mrs. Mariame 1.1 line and nothing 1 eat ever hurts
me The rheumatism and constipation
Lebelle, of 12 Eve street, Manchester, are gone. I've gained lota of strength,
N. H.
and since Pve been relieved of Indi
“Pve been ailing practically all my gestion my heart action is normal and
life and for several years have been rny pains are gone.
"I don’t remember ever feeling bet
going rapidly from bad to worse. My
stomach troubled me constantly and 1 ter in my life than I do right now, and
had very little appetite. Frequently j 1 shall praise Tanlac long as I live.”
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor
after eating even light food I'd have a
hurting all through my body with se ner Drug Store; in Washington by F.
vere pains in my side under my heart, I,. Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S
and would gasp for breath because of Hopkins; in South Thomaston by L.
smothering sensations. My heart act O. Hanlev, and by the leading drug
gists in every town.—adv.
ed so queer it alarmed me.

25 to 30 Pages
of our Good Book on Things
Agricultural are devoted to the
most improved, desirable imple
ments in these lines. Send for
your copy. It’s free. Our 60
odd years’ experience saves ex
periment on your part. You
will buy dependable goods
when you buy K&W Goods.

Plows

Harrows See the K^W Dealer
la Your Town.
Seeders
If None— Write
Cultivators
Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Maine

Don't forget K6W Seeds
for results

TIME TO THINK OK
DAISY ANU HAYINO SUPPLIES
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EASTERN CANADA UNDER ICE
Professor Asserts It Was Covered a
Mile Deep Forty Thousand
Years Ago.
Prof. A. F. Coleman of the faculty
of applied science and engineering of
the University of Toronto, whose
hobby is studying the ice age, and who
has toured many countries in his re
search work, believes the Ice age was
present in Canada about 4<ftfl00 years
ago. As a result of his inspection
of the rock and mountains of tlie ter
ritory of GtFspe, In eastern Canada,
where there are valuable fishing
grounds, he had been convinced that
the Ice wldch hns covered that part of
Canada to a depth of about a mile,
never passed over that portion of east
ern Canada.
The Shick-Shock mountains, which
are really a continuation of the Appa
lachian range, are the backbone of
Gaspe. and the highest land of eastern
Canada. Professor Coleman did find,
however, that n great glacial sheet
had filled the Gulf of the St. Law
rence. He lias also found that the
front range of the Rocky mountains
has been pushed seven miles into the
prairie.
Professor Colemnn was probably one
of the first seienlists to visit Gaspe.
despite the fact that the French land
ed there centuries ago.

Whenever the recipe
calls for flour,
think of

PEERLESS FLOUR
Standard

of the World

While PEERLESS is a bread flour, it gives
most pleasing results in all kinds of baking
and cooking. Its whiteness is especially de
sirable for cakes and pastries.
PEERLESS is as nearly an all-around flour
as a fancy high-patent bread flour can be.
Therefore, if you do not care to trouble with
two or more kinds of flour, you will find Peer
less the one right flour to have on hand.
ORDER HARDESTY PEERLESS FLOUR
IN THE WHITE BAG
CARRIED BY ALL GROCERS

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY GO., Distributors

Fate.
There hns always been a passionate
protest in the heart of tlie race against
that element in life which men call
fate; tlie play upon unprotected
natures of those events, accidents, ^li&Liinfltkfliiiiiiiiii
calamities, which are beyond human
control. These arbitrary happenings
are often tragic in their consequences;
they often seem wholly irrational;
they have at times a touch of brutal
ROCKLAND, MAINE
irony. In many cases one Is tempted
to personify fate as a malignant spirit,
ESTABLISHED 1868
studiously and with malicious cunning
seeking ways of wounding, stinging,
bruising and poisoning the most sen
Deposits draw interest from first day of each month.
sitive souls. There have been human
Dividends
for past two years Eave bpen at the rate
careers so completely distorted and
thwarted that it has seemed as if the
of 4% per annum.
gods are jealous of men, nnd anxious
lliluiltlu
to rob tlie great rewards of their
sweetness and the noldest achieve
ments of their fruit.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
DEPOSITS

Attar of Roses.
Tlie climatic conditions in the low
er mountains of Bulgaria are favor
able to the production of the best va
rieties of oil roses. The variety most
grown is tlie red damask rose, a 'na
tive of Persia, and, in the times of our
fathers, very popular in America.
Catharine de Medici, who wns pas
sionately fond of tile odor of roses, se
lected the then called Valley de Vnr
for their growth and small factories
i were established there. Today this
little valley in the south of France
leads not only in the production of
roses, but of other odorous oil-hearing
flowers. The chief town in the valley
is Grasse, and is the center of tlie
greatest flower-oil industry in tlie
world.
Virtues of Bare Feet.

Eve was reputedly barefoot, and
Nausicaa played ball all tlie better
because she went unshod.
Helen of Troy at the most wore san
dals. and the sandal is the compromise
between the shoeless and the shod. It
Is easier to make sandals titan to make
boots.
In Ireland and Scotland the children
have run barefoot for many a day.
qnd the wit of the one and tlie en
terprise of the other show that there
is nothing really defiloraiil'ng in go
ing without rdtoes and stockings.—
London Chronicle.
No Longer His.
“I thought you owned an automo
bile."
"I do, but I taught the wife to drive
It and now I'm hark to the street
cars."

$2,284,482.49

for Breakfast
Or Lunch

There’s nothing more ap-

petizingthan a dish of

Post Toasties
(Superior Corn Flakes)
Only the hearts of selected
white corn are used in mak
ing these delicious flakes of
substantial texture.They are
ready to serve, crisp and
golden brown,direct from
the package with cream or
milk and a sprinkle of sugar
if desired.

Ask For Them By Name
Made by Postum Cereal Co.Jnc.,Battle Creek.Mich.
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PARK THEATRE
Some week we’ll say!
Today, Fatty Arbuckle In Brew-,
star’s Millions.
Wednesday and Thursday, Charlie
Chaplin in "The Kid.”
Friday and Saturday, "Last of the
Mohicans.”
"Brewster’s Millions" concerns a
young man whose two wealthy grand
fathers have contrary views concern
ing his rearing, and their disputes re
sult in the gift by one of a million dol
lars to the young man, and the imme
diate offer, by the other, that if the
hero will spend the other grandfather’s
million in one year, he will give him
five millions and a partnership. Brew
ster succeeds in spending the million,
but he loses the big proposition when
he breaks the rules by marrying the
girl. But all ends happily.
Next to “Way Down East" no pic
ture yet released has caused quite so
much talk as "The Kid,” which feat
ures Charlie Chaplin and Jack Coogan,
and which wifi be shown Wednesday
and Thursday. Here is a brief syn
opsis of the story:
The woman, deserted by the man,
cannot keep her baby and so aban
dons it in an automobile. The machine
is stolen and the thieves leave the baby
in an alley. The tramp finds the baby
and tries to get rid of it but without
avail. He finds a note asking the tind
er to love and care for the baby, and
takes it to his attic hovel. Five years
later the kid, also a tramp, aids his
adopted father in his work as a gla
zier by breaking the windows of the
neighborhood. The woman, now a
great singer, in her charities among
ihe tenement district sees the kid. One
day she finds him sick and carries him
home telling the tramp to get a doctor
and she will return. The doctor finds
the child very sick and orders him re
moved to an orphan asylum where he
may have proper care. The tramp
fights for tlie kid and follows the
wagons and rescues him.
Meanwhile
the woman returns and finds the note
which she pinned upon her baby and
knows the kid is her child, and offers
$1,000 reward for his return. The
tramp and the kid spend the night at
a flop, and the proprietor seeing the
advertisement steals the child and re
turns him to the woman. Disconsolate
over the loss of the kid the tramp re
turns home, where he is found by the
policeman and taken to the woman and
the kid.

OXIEN

PILE
REMEDY

Executives Endorse Economy

KwtoiDS
(GRANULES)

^INDIGESTION

I'sed over a quarter of
a century for Immediate
relief and comfort. Sooth
ing. healing and correc
tive. The retulf of scien
tific medical research and
Is tlie most
efficient
remedy for these distress
ing tioubles.
Samples
and particulars plainly
mailed to any who write
The Giant Oxle Co.. 11
Willow St.. Augusta. Maine. For sale at 50c a
box by *

Dissolve instantly on tongue
or in water hot or cold; do
not have to crush.

QUICK RELIEF!
ALSO IN TABLET FORM FOR THOSE
WHO PREFER THEM.

a BOWNE
MAKERS OF
SCOTT’S EMULSION i<
MADE BY SCOTT

Jill Druggists

Professional &, Business Cater
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eyei
Refractions, Etc.
407 MAIN STREET
u to 12 *. 8; I lit R. H.
Residence, 21 Pulton Street. Tel. 881-1.
Office telephone 493-W
H«ur»:

Drx. T. L & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians
II UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. NAIMS
HOURS: »:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS A S’.JNOAYS BY APPOlllTMENI

53-S8

CITIZEN’S TRAINIING CAMPS'.

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

Red White and Blue Courses al
Camp Devens During Month of
August.

Capt. Ralph W. Brown of the 5th
Company C. A. C. has received de
tails concerning the Red, White and
Blue Citizens’
Military
Training
Camp which it is proposed to estab
lish at Camp Dvens this summer. The
following extracts are made:
"Provisional upon the passage of
the Army Appropriation Bdl, there
will be established- (Aug. 1 to 31)
Citizen’s Military Training Camps,
providing three courses, known us th?
Red, the White and the Blue. Briefly,
the Red course will be the freshman
class for young men between the
ages of 16 and 21 who desire but have
not had the opportunity to obtain
military training: also for those who
have had military training in school
and cadet companies, but who de
sire, in addition, practical military
instruction in the field. The White
and Blue courses are the higher
coursc-s with a more advanced mili
tary training and are for young men
of 19 to 35 years who have had pre
vious military training
“Successful
completion
of
th<
White course will qualify a man for
appointment as an N. C. O. in the
Organized Reserves. Successful com
pletion of the Blue course will qualify
a man to be a commissioned officer
in the Officers’ Reserve Corps. From
th above brief outline of the Red
White and Blue courses, it can read
ily’ he seen how the National Guard
will be very materillv benefitted from
the results of the Citizens’ Military
Training Camps It is fully expected
and desired that the men who take
either the Red, White or blue course
FRIENDSHIP
will have the taste for the military
instilled in their minds so that on
Miss Thornton of Thomaston was in completion of the course they will de
sire further military life and enlist
town recently.
Nelson Joy Lash attended the dance in the National Guard.”
in Cushing last week.
WARREN
Rev. Arthur Leigh, who for the past
three years has been pastor or the
Methodist church, has gone to Rock
Miss Katherine Gregory is home
port where he will serve as pastor.
His many friends are sorry to see him from Lexington visiting her mother.
There was a Large attendance Sun
go but wish him the best of success in
his new pastorate.
day night to hear Rev. Walter S.
Alvin Pottle has bought a Ford from Rounds of Rockland preach at the
Rockland parties. His brother William
Congregational church.
also has a Ford.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Foster and son
The ice cream parlor opposite the
grammar school was destroyed by fire were visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
last week. For the past few years it Moore Sunday.
Many of our citizens went to see
has been closed to the public.
Dwight K. Wotton of Criehaven is in “Way Down East.”
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Moore and
town demonstrating the Flying Merkle
motor-cycle and has sold one to Con daughter were in town Sunday.
Mrs. Flora Stevens and son Roger
stable Jameson.
Orris Cook, a well-known farmer, lost Kalloch of Portland are visiting here
Mr. and Mrs. E. Jones have beer,
325 nice chickens recently. In some
unknown way the brooder caught fire. visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
A man from Wotton’s mill saw the Charles Libby.
Miss Peaile Leach of Rockland
flames and succeeded in putting the
fire out before the hen house was de was at Mrs Henry Starrett’s Sun
day.
stroyed.
Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Anderson
William Bramhall has sold his
power boat Beatrice to Charles Cush were in town for the weekend.
A1 more Boardman dune home Sat
man. Mr. Bramhall is employed by
urday from Emden.
the Central Maine Power Co.
Maynard Fullerton is at home on a
A bean supper was given in Westerland’s hall last week for the benefit of furlough from the navy
The
following is the cast of charac
Bion Whitney who is convalescing in
ters for “A Modern Sewing Society,”
Cushing.
Sugar is selling in town for 8 cents to be played by the High School: Mrs.
President, Anna Leino; Mrs. Knowall,
a pound.
Leila St. Clair; Mrs. Wise. Jeannette
•« • •
Libby; Mrs. Short, Luella Ring; Mrs.
On and after June 1 Sid. Prior will
close his barber shop on Sunday nights. Green, Marjorie Wylie; Mrs. Brown,
Madeline Copeland; Mrs. Jones, Char
This is because of the blue law.
Bion Nash lias left the employ of lotte Starrett; Mrs. Gossip, Hannah
Burnham & Morrill and gone to work Knight; Mrs. Truthful, Nellie Leach;
Miss Chatter, Elizabeth Moore; Miss
for Elmer Prior.
Flutter, Olive Copeland; Miss Simple,
George Collamore is ill.
Miss Pert, Anita
The steamship Onaway has arrived Mary Jameson;
from Digby. N. S., with a load of her Wylie; Miss Small, Arlene Sawyer.
ring. This is her maiden trip and Capt. May 6, 1921. Don’t forget the date.
Morton is well pleased.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Poland have
WASHINGTON
moved from Gay’s Island and opened
the village hotel.
High School was reopened Tuesday
Foster Jameson has bought a farm
Principal
In Slaigo, where he will endeavor to after a week’s vacation.
Carrol Stevens has spent the recess
raise fancy chickens.
Alfred Morton has moved to Cran at his home in Hallowell
Evening Star Grange has been do
berry Island and will follow the lob
ing a great deal of work during the
ster industry.
The portable mill on the Gull Rock, past two months. An unprecedented
owned and run by Wallace & Simmons, number have been taken into mem
' has been sold to Henry W. Hoofer of bership.
Mrs. Frank Poland and friend Miss
Washington, D. C,
Frank Wotton is suffering from a Fuller are spending the week at Camp
severe case of lumbago, but Tanlac Medomak.
County Agent Wentworth was in
seems to be relie\ing him.
Bert Brow is painting the Susie B. town Friday looking after the intei est of the Farm Burqau.
and expects to go seining this season
Leland Johnston and family are
George Huey, while returning from
Riley Bradford’s last week, was at taking a week’s vacation visiting rel
tacked by a huge porcupine and was atives at Kennebunk, Portsmouth
and Boston.
severely injured.
Kenneth Thompson and George
Jameson soon leave for India where
SWAN’S ISLAND
they will take up missionary work.

WALDOBORO
The sudden death on April 22 of
Mrs. Myrtie T. Benner came as a
great shock to her friends here. Her
illness had lasted only a week before
its fatal termination. The funeral
services took place the following
Tuesday afternoon in the Baptist
church attended by the Rebekahs of
which Mrs. Benner, was a. faithful
member having filled al! oltlces of
that -lodge, reaching the degree of
Past Noble Grand. Rev. Mr. Barnard
of the Me.thodist church officiated
anq ‘the bearers were Thomas Rich
ards, Fred Oliver, Clinlon Mathews
and William Pierce. Mrs. Benner
was very popular and her genial,
wnrmhenrti d nature and gentle kind
liness will never he forgottn. She
will also bp greatly missed in the
lunch room which she had success
fully carried on for the last few
years. As a mother there could be
none more faithful than she. She
leaves besides her husband, Webster
E. Benner, four children:
Maerice,
Floyd, Bernard and Lucille; a mother
Mrs. Webster D. Merry of Warren,
{bur sisters. Mrs. T. F. Mathews.
Warren, Mrs. J. J. Flanagan of Ban
gor. Mrs. Lewis Cordon and Mrs. Roy
Smith of Warren: and a brother.
Hollis Merry of Rockland The whole
community mourns her loss and much
sympathy is expressed for the be
reaved family.
Interment was in
Warren, her former home.

Mrs. Ellon Stinson of Vinalhavn
has boon at Mackerel Covo oaring for
Mrs. Alden Joyce.
Mrs. Lida Norwood wns in Rock
land on business last week.
Calvin Stanley at Minturn is busy
renovating his cottage which over
looks the harbor, getting ready for
summer tenants
Rev. Mr. Fernald of Waldoboro was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Staples last Sunday, and on Monday
evening preached in the Atlantic
church.
Austin Joyce has returned to his
school in Norwood, R. I.
Mrs. Ed. Smith after a month’s ab
sence has returned home to Old Har
bor
The smack Crustacean, Capt. May
nard Heriick, rebuilt and renewed,
has come from Joyce’s marine rail
way and taken station at the moor
ings in Mackerel Cove, all ready to
receive lobsters from the fishermn.
All the boats which were on the
banks have been launched except one
and now a respectable fleet is doing
business in Atlantic harbor.
Capt. William Burns has finished
installing a new motor in his boat
and has had a successful trial trip,
been inspected and is ready for business.
Capt Winfield Staples has purchased a motorboat from Long Island and joined the fleet.
Rev Mr. Hathaway of Portland
preached on the island Sunday.
The steamboat continues on stand
ard time.
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TELEPHONE 131

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Augusta. A §7.00 a. ni.. 17.30 a. ni.,11.10 p. m.
Bangor, A§7.00a m., 17.30a. in , tl.10p.ni
Bath. A §7.00 a in., |7.30u. m.. 11.10 p in . 14 2ft
p in.. A 54.30 p. ru.
Boston A §7.00 a ni . 17.30a in.. 11.10 p. m
Brunswick. A §7.00 a.in.. 17.30 a in., 11.10 p. m..
11.25 p. in.
lyewiaton. A§7.00a. m , t7.30 a. m.. 11.10 p. in.
New York. 14.25 p. in.
Portland . A§7.00 a. tu., 17.30 u. m.. 11.10 p. in .
11.25 p. in.
Waterville. A 17.00 a.m.. 17.30 a. in.. 11 10 p.m.
Woolwich. |7.00a.iu., 17.30 a.m., tJ.10p.m.,
1125 p. ni . §4.31) p ru.
♦ Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
I). C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. IIAKKIS,
4 24-21 V P. & Gen’I Mgr. Gen'l l’ussengrr Agt,

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Offlee: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
OtfloB Hour**. I to 3 and 7 to 8 P. M.
Residence until 8 A. M. and by AppolntRMMl
TELEPHONES: Reiitfenoe. 41-4; 0«M. 140.

astf

R. K. BOWMAN
Chiropractor
346 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
IU A. M. to 12; 2 to 5 P. M Daily
Mond., Wed.. Sat. Evenings. 7 to 9
TELEPHONE, 780

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE
STEAMSHIP CAMDEN

C’ourtesy Internationa 1 Film Service, inc.
GOVERNORS OF NEW ENGLAND
Left tJ light, Cov. Baxter, Maine; Gov. San Souci, Rhode Island; Cov. Cox, Massachusetts; Gov. Hartness, Vermont; Gov. Brown, New Hampshire and Gov. Lake, Connecticut

STATE OF MAINE, OFFIC’E OF THE
GOVERNOR, AUGUSTA

March 16, 1921
Mr. F. C. Ayres,
Treasury Department,
First Federal Reserve District,
Boston, MasEAclniBclts.
My dear Sir; —
1 am glcd to be of assistance in the
Thrift and Savings work whirth you
are conducting in the State of Maine
for I consider your work of real im
portance. The man, woman, or child
who saves a portion of what he has
earned becomes a better citizen.
Saving creates capital; capita! brings
responsibility; arid responsibility Is
the ba3 s of good citizenship
No
state can endure unless its people
take pa l in its government, and In
order to take part one must become
a partner and must have a share in
the government. The man or woman
who has something at stake at once
becomes such a partner.
The securities of the United States
Government are the rafiast and beat in
the world and American citizens may
he prord to own them.
When a
"‘rewo.vy Savin"? Certificate is purhr.sed the purchaser shows his confidenoe In the Un 'ed States Govern
ment and immed ately becomes a
member of tlie firm of one hundred
and ten mill'on people all of whom
sol'-<mnly promioe that these certi
ficates will be paid when due and Ihat
they will alva’ s see that the certi
ficates are worth one hundred cents
rn a dollar.
Cordially yours.
(Signed) Percival P. Baxter
Governor of Maine.

THE COrV'ONWEALTH OF MAS
SACHUSETTS,
EXECUTIVE
DEPARTMENT,
STATE
HOUSE, BOSTON
January 15, 1921.
Mr. F. F. Ayres,
Goveremect Director Savings Divi
sion,
25 Arch Street, Boston, Mass.

Jv dear Mr. AvTes:
May I ta'e this opportun’ty to pmphs ize what I said to the Legis
lature on the day of Inauguraii n
“Todav and every day through the
year 1 ask you to remember that in
the home ml in private bns'n >ss it
is necessary to practise thrift and
economy.”
It is of prime importance for the
public welfare that we do til's just
now. The greet nerd of the United
States Government in carrying to a
successful conclusion a sufficient reconstructicn program is hhe additional
capital which will accrue from the
savings of the people.
The work of the Savings Division
of the United States Treasury Depart
ment has my sympathy and endoirement, and I urge upon our citizens the
practice of strict economy in their
own life an 1 the desirability of in
vesting a part of their savings in
Government Securities.
You have my best wishes for con
tinued success in this work.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) Channing H. Cox.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

EXECUTIVE CHAMBER
April 18, 1921.
Mr. F. C. Ayres,
Director, Savings Division.
First Federal Reserve District,
Boston. Massachusetts.
My Dear-Sir:
From an acquaintance of many
years with (he mutual savings banks
of New Engl.-nd. and as an official of
one of them. I-have naturally come to
believe that they afford the best pos
sible investment for small savings.
But there are other forms which are
safe,
profitable
and
convenient.
Among the very best of these are the
savings securities issued by the Uni
ted States Treasury.
It must be true that the sale of the
Treasury's thrift and savings stamps
and savings certificates encourages
economy and promotes thrift among
the people to their own advantage
and that of their government. This.
It would seem amply justifies their
existence and distribution.
Yours very truly,
(signed) Albert O. Drown, Governor.

EMPIRE THEATRE

Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
urdays at S P. M. (Standard Time) for Boston
Return—Leave Boston Mondays. Wednesdays
and Fridays at G P. M (Daylight Saving Time)
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
urdays at 5 A. M (Standard Time) for Camden,
I'.'rt’nsi, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangoi
Leave Bangor 2 P. M. (Standard Time) for
Rockland, Boston and way landings.

STATE OF VFRMONT
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
MONTPELIER

MT. OESERT & BLUE HILL LINES
BAR HARBOR LINE

(Standard Time)
February 22, 1821
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Mrs. George H. Smili-e,
Saturdays at 5 A M for North Haven, Ston
Vermont Director, Treasury Saving ington, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Seal Harbor, due Bar Harbor 1145 A M
Division,
Return—Leave Bar Harbor 1.00 I*. M for
Rockland and way landings
Montpelier, Vermont.
BLUE HILL LINE
My dear Mrs. Sm:l;e.
(Standard Time)
Other nations look to the Unltei
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays
at
5
A. M. for Dark Harlmr, Egge
States to maintain the solvency c
South Brooksville, Sargentville, Deer
the w’or’d. One of the best ways ii moggin,
Isle, Brooklin, South Blue Hill, due Blue Hill
which this country can continue
11 45 A M
Return—Leave Blue Hill 12 30 P. M. for
wealthy, as well as a powerful natfcor
and way landings
is by the possession on the part c Rockland
Connections at Rockland with steamer from
every man, woman and child of sow and for Boston
At Boston, connection is made with the Met
money or property, be it ever so smal
Line passenger and freight steamers
an amount, which is the result o ropolitan
for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
work and careful saving on the par F S SHERMAN, Supt. R S SHERMAN, Ageni
of the owner.
Rockland, Maine.
Rockland, Maine.
Each person should save a portio
of h:s earnings; each child shout
have an interest and share In t*li
STEAMER “CASTINE”
savings of the family; and, hecaus
Will be kept running on the
of the provision for the receipt o CAMDEN.
WEST ISLESBORO AND BELFAST
small amounts, the Savings Div'sioi
LINE
Year Round Service
International Film of the U. S. Treasury Department af
Leaves Camden every morning on arrival of
VICE-PRES. CALVIN COOLIDGE ; fords
excellent opportunity to star electric car from Rockland at 8.00 A. M., Sun
_ savings accounts by those who other day excepted.
Returning, leaves Lewis Wharf, Belfast, at
wise
might
not make deposits of sue!
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSA
1 30 P M for West Istesooro and Camden, ar
amounts.
CHUSETTSs EXECUTIVE DE
riving at 3 45 lit time for the car for Rockland.
I believe it is of extreme impot
PARTMENT, STATE HOUSE,
COOMBS BROS. Belfast. Me.
Lance that we educate our young oil
BOSTON
14 tf
Managers
Izens in habits of prudence ano peon
cmy; 1 am in thorough sympathy wit!
December 6, 1820
Vinalhaven and Rockland
the endeavor that is being made 1.
Mr Charles A. Morss, Governor,
’
this State to interest our people li
Steamboat Co.
Federal Reserve Bank.
the, Government savings plan: and
Boston, Massachusetts.
hope that the coming months wil
The direct route between
show an increase per capita of thea
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
M.v Dear Mr. Morss;
savings among our people.
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT ANO
Please accept my sincere congrat- i
Very truly yours.
SWAN’ SISLANO
ulatiers on the results you have ac
(Signed) James Hartness,
complishes! in the interest of thrift
Governor.
Steamer leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. m..
and savings during the work you have
been doing in the Savings Division STATE OF RHODE ISLAND & (Standard Time), for Vinalhaven. North Haven,
Stonington
and Swan's Island.
of the United States Treasury De
PRO’IDEMCE
PLANTATIONS,
Returning, Leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 a.
partment. As 1 have said at various
EXECUTIVE CHAMBER,
M.
(Standard Time), for Stonington, North
times in speaking in thrift and sav
PROVIDENCE
Haven. Vinalhaven and Rockland.
ings, our future advancement de
W. S. WHITE. Gen. Mgr.
pends a good deal on accumulated
Mr. F. C Ayres, Director,
and invested capital. Education in
Division,
STATE OF MAINE
thrift and economy is of vital impor I Savings
First F ederal Reserve District,
County of Knox, ss.
tance to the welfare of our people, it
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme .Iu
is undoubtedly tr ie that the condi Federal Building. Boston, Mass.
dicial Court, next to he held at Rockland,
tions which our government is now
within and for said county on the second
Tuesday of September, 1921.
confronted with make investments I Dear Mr. Ayres:
The
matter
of
thrift
and
savings
Dora
M. Scott of Rockland, in said county,
and savings in gov rnment securities
wife of Ralph G. Scott, whose residence Is un
of immer.'se value in solving the finan- is of prime importance to the wel known, respectfully represents:
that her
c'al
problems which
we
must fare of our peopio at this time when maiden name was Dora May Wiley ; that ahe
so
many
worthless
securities
are
be

was
lawfully
married
to
the
said
Ralph G.
meet. 1 wi ’• yon continued success
Scott at said Rockland on the 2d day of No
as heal of th's important department ing offered for sale. The investment vember, 1919, by Rev J. Stanley Crossland;
of surplus earnings in government that they lived together as husband and wife
of our government.
securities is a sure method of pro from the time of their said marriage uiflil
Very truly yours.
doting thrift and eccnomv, and is of December 5, 1920, al Rockland, in said county ;
(Siennd> Calvin CoofVdge.
that your libellant has always conducted her
general importance to the commu self
toward her mild husband as a faithful,
rity through the accumulation of true and affectionate wife; that on said fifth
STATE
OF
CONNECTICUT
day of December, 1920, the said Ralph G.
capital.
EXECUTIVE CHAMBERS
The work which you have accom Soott utterly deserted your libellant without
cause, since which time she has never seen
HARTFORD
plished through the Savings Division or heard from him, or received from him any
of the Un'ted Slates Treasury De support; that from said tilth day of December,
February 24, 1921
partment has my sympathy and en 1920, to the date of this libel the said Ralph
G Scott being of sufficient ability or being
dorsem-nt. and I take this opportun- able to labor and provide for her, grossly or
Mr. William W. T. .■-'quire.
Savings D'visim. First Federal Re ltvVof congratulating you on the sub wantonly and cruelly refuses or neglects to
serve District
stantial results which you have provide suitable maintenance for your libel
lant ; that his residence is unknown to your
Federal Building, Boston, Massachu- achieved. The promotion of thrift libellant,
and cannot he ascertained by reason
se.ts.
and the elimination of extravagance able diligence; that there is no collusion be
are two important objects which are tween your libellant and the said Ralph G.
Scott to obtain a divorce
My dear Mr. Squire:
secured by the sale of government
Wherefore she prays that a divorce may he
Anv movement trt’t has for Its ob securities, and I therefore wish you decreed between Her and tiie said Ralph G
ject the encouragement of thrift and continued success in the splendid Scott for the cause above set forth, anti that
her name he changed to Dora May Wiley,
saving will always receive my hearty I work in which you are engaged,
which is her maiden name.
support. The wi'dciu cf cultivating I
Y’ours very truly,
April 25, 1921.
(Signed) DORA M SCOTT.
such traits and ha its is now being
Emery J. San Souci,
apt'v demons’ratrd in the pending February 16. 1921
Governor Knox, ss.
hesitancy of business and reaction j
April 25, 1921.
from the "fat" years immediately |
Personally appeared (he above named Dora
THRIFT THOUGHTS
M
Sc<»tt,
Libellant,
and
made
oath that the
preceding 1921.
'
______
above libel by her subscribed is true.
TPo bpb't of ci-otpl saving and '
Before me,
thrift should be instilled in our chil- ™
sPe“<l all your money,
(Signed) EDWARD K GOULD
Justice of the Peace
dren when they are young.
Such
Men call you, "fool;"
habits, if formed in (hildhood, must If you save all your money,
STATE OF MAINE
persist in after life. and will be re-1
Men call you “stingy;’ Knox, ss
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court,
fleeted not only in their individual ; Rut if you invest some of your money
in Vacation
lives hut in their attitude toward pith- !
Men call you "thrifty.'
•
Rockland, April 25, A. 1). 1921.
UjMin the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That
lie affairs. Tang,lile evidence of this , The fool Is despised,
the Libellant give notice to said Ralph G.
thrift on the part of th? people of
The stingy is disliked,
Scott to appear before our Supreme Judicial
Connecticut is found in the reports I
But the thrifty is respected Court, to he holden at Rockland, within and
for
the County of Knox, on the second Tues
of our savings institutions showmg If r(>u ,nvegt jD .,Wue s, „ y<) .re
day of September A. D. 1921, by publishing
a healthy and encouraging growth of I Q ..
an attested copy of said Libel, and this order
savings up to the present time.
thereon, three weeks successively in The Cou
A reasonable seif-denlal and for If you buy Treasury Certificates rier-Gazette. a newspaper printed in Rockland,
in our County of Knox, the last publication
You
’
re
in:
bearance fre.n luxuries in order to
to l>e thirty days at least prior to said second
set aside regularlv moneys in a sav Money which might be squandered
Tuesday of Sep'omher next, that he may there
and then in our said court appear and show
ings account ar-ainrt the future makes
Causing evil and sorrow,
cause, If any he have, why the prayer of said
for a healthier and more self-reliant
When invested in Savings Stamps Libellant should not he granted
citizenship, and is a source of pride
A M SPEAK,
Makes for good and happiness
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
and comfort to the individual.
,
j Remember your money
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
The Pavings Division of the United j
Court thereon
Was hard to get
Stakes Treasury furnishes special
Attest:
MILTON M GRIFFIN, Clerk
Is easy to spend
59T5C
facilities for the small savings and
Gan work for or against yoi
Is a depository easily accesclldc to |
Talks
ail. I hops the people of Connecticut '
ROCKLAND
will rentin' e durinz (he mining year it was made at the mint first
to utili -e there facilities in older to It is up to you to make It last
LOAN AND BUILDING
increase and make secure their sav
By investing in Treasury Saving*
loss.
ASSOCIATION
Stamps and Certificates
Yours very truly,
—HAS PAID—
Buy W. S. S.
(Signed) Everett .1 bake,
Ask Your Postmaster
Go-prnor.

NOTICE

"3

ROCKLAND FIRE ALARM
•tot as devoid of action nnd excitemnf as h * had thought, and his fight
Main Street, Corner Limerock
ing blood, rous« <1 by a hous< hold of
rebellious servants, a rival for the
Head of Railroad Wharf
h;n.d of the young lady of his choice,
Cor. South Main and Mechanic
an adopt'd father, and other things
Tillson Avenue
supply him with as much excitement
as did ever Ihe treacherous Hun.— 34 Cor. Eulton and Suffolk Streets
adv.
35 Main Street, Corner Nor'.h
36 Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette 37 Main Street, Corner Park
carries the home news of Knox county 38 Broad Street, Corner Grace
to every State in the Union and to 42 Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
many foreign lands.
43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
45—Middle Street, opp. Fern.
46 Main Street at Rankin Block
EDWARD K. GOULD
43 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
49 Camden and Front Streets
51 Head of Cedar Street
Attorney at Law
52 West Meadow Road

5/2% DIVIDENDS
SINCE 1907

36 SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND. MAINE

Hours 9:01) A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Evenings by Appointment
Telephone 323.

1-tf

DAVIS & STURM
Chiropractors
Palmer School Graduates
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Hours 2.00 to 5:00 P. M. Evenings 6:30 to 7.30
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
126-Lf

DR. LAWRY
U OU atra^
aOCKLARB, Mt.

HOURS:

Ultll 1:00 a. M.
2 to 4 a.
J t« 0 0.

TELEPHONE III

DR. F. B. ADAMS
Uttlc 400 Main StfMt, ROCKLAND, MAIN!

Offlot Hour*, until 1 a. ni.; I tit L ) til g. a
OFFICE TELEPHONE 100-W

RMld.nca—Thorndike

Houiw

010.

TEL.

DR. J. C. HILL
Residence and Office, 266 Main Street
Office Hours:

Rockland, Ma.

10 to 11 A. M.,’ 1 to 2 P. M.| 6 to 8 P. M.
126-tf

DR. C. D. NORTH
Physician andX-Ray Operatoi

b.

OFFICE. IS tiMch Strut ROCKLANN

OFFICE. HOURS:

Ultll

I

a.

1:00 to 3:00 and 7:00 to 8:00
TELEPHONE 712

o. ■.
tS-tf

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
75 MAIN

STREET, THOMASTON

Office Hours— Until 9 a. m.; I to 3; 7 to 8 p. m.
Telephone 141*3
8-tf

EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.

DENTIST
407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA (itralghttnlng tMtk)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEGI
299 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Spear Block............... Foot of Park Streot
Office Hour*: Q to 12: IU 5.
TEL. 745-M.

THE S1LSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, SursMn
■■and- ■

X-KAT Operator
II iUMMEH STREET, I0CXLAMB
TELEPHONE 121
■•-nt
W. A. JOHNSTON, REU. PHO.

t

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
VELOPING, PRINTING ANO EN
LARGING.

370 Main St.

Rockland. Me.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE

431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLAND. ME.
r.l.nhnn..--Ofllc. 4R9 Hnuu. MS-W

«l-tf

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Sperlal Attention to Probate Matters
m MAIM ATRFET • • • ROCKLAND. MK.

GEORGE W. FOSTER

Dealer in Pianoc
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M
SCANDINAVIAN AMERICAN ASSURANCE
CORPORATION. LTD.
Christiania. Norway
Asse s Dec 31. 1921
Mortgage Loans ......................
$ 25.000 00
Stocks and Bonds ....................
. 2.802.542 92
Cush in Office nn«l Bank
1.12* ,099 96
Agents* B.iJa rices..................
3K0.790 89
Interest and Rents..................
41.130 54
All oilier Assets....................
77.428 69
Gross Assets ........................ .
Deduct Items not adtnited ...

$1,153,302 00
297.322 40

Admitted Asse s ..................
$4,153,979
Liabilities Dec 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses .................. ..$1.998,566
t’nearped Premiums ..............
1,465,890
All other Liabilities................
105 000
400.000
Cash Capital ............................
Surplus oter all Liabilities .. ... .
186,522

60

43
41
00
00
73

Shares in the 68th Series now on sale Total Liabilities and Surplus ....$4,155,979 60
47T55

COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

The management is offering1 a good
attraction today in ‘‘Burglar Proof,”
Office 407 Main Street
the star of which is Dodglas MacROCKLAND. MAINE
Eean. Everybody will want to s‘*e
1-H
Episode 14 (next to last) of "Ruth of
the Rockies.”
Innumerable well conceived comYou Know What You Are Doing.
ody situations, as usual as they are
laughable, are presented in Douglas
Other People Nay Not.
MacLenr.’s latest Paramount picture,
'The Rookie’s Return,” which will he
Tell Them Through an Advertise
shown
Wednesday and Thursday.
The youthful soldier, • no longer a
ment In This Paper.
rockle, hut «, seasoned veteran of
months at the front, returns to
wrestle with the problems of adjust
ing himself to the humdrum exist
Telephone that Item of news to The
ence of civilian life However, he
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
finds that post-war conditions are CORNER TILLSON AVE. U< MAIN STREET 53 Camden Street near F. B. Church reader! wlU nee IL

w
(

HOOPING COUGH
must run its course—
there is no “cure,” but
Vicks helps to ease the
coughing paroxysms.
Apply often. Use freely
at bedtime.

VICKS
VV R
Oixr / 7

apo ub

Million /an U:tJ Ytailj/

Rockland Courier-Gazette, luesday, May 3,
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THOMASTON

j MADE EXCHANGE OF SWORDS

Mrs. Oscar Blunt was the recipient
yesterday of a beautiful box of orange
blossoms from Mrs. B. M. Miller, of
Ban Louis, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Grindle and son
David motored from Belmont and are
guests of Mrs. Cecelia Roney.
Wallace Spaulding and a friend were
driving on an unfrequented road be
yond Waldoboro at a late hour last
night in a large Nash touring car. Mr
Spaulding suddenly felt his car sink
ing and it went down so far he found
himself unable to get the car out. He
sent a hurry-up call by nearest tele
phone to John Taylor, at Thomaston
who nished to the rescue in his Metz
racer.
Mrs. Courtland Brackett and daugh
ter Natalie of Monhegan are spending
a few days with Miss Gladys Fernald.
The W. C. T. U. will hold a cooked
food sale in the Baptist vestry Friday
afternoon at 1 o’clock, followed by a
mothers’ meeting at 2.30. Miss Lenora
Chaplin, County Health Nurse, will be
the speaker and there will be special
music.
The Methodist Ladies Aid will hold
their annual meeting with election of
officers at the home of Mrs. Charles
Webster Thursday at 7 p. m.
Mrs. Fred J. Overlock of Portland is
visiting her sister Miss Hortense Wil
son this week.
Miss Fronie S. Teel of Frenchboro
who has been visiting Miss Hortense
Wilson returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Mary Berg of Dorchester is in
town the guest of Mrs. Cecelia Roney.
Mrs. Jere Sullivan of Dorchester is
in town called by the illness of her
mother, Mrs. Martin Scanlin.
Isaac O. Davis has sold his black
smith shop on Water street to Samuel
H. Reed who will continue the busi
ness.
Charles Winehenbaeh who broke his
leg last week while working on • a
bouse, in Union is resting comfortably.
Misfc Fannie Shaw will hold the po
sition of Assistant Cashier at the
Thomaston National Bank, made va
cant by Mr. Emery’s removal to Cam
den where be has an excellent position
with the Megunticook National Bank.
Miss Eva Demuth has been appointed
bookkeeper at the Thomaston National.
The Music Club enjoyed a picnic
supper at the home of Mrs. I. E. Luce
last Friday the 29th. The decorations
were jonquils, presented by Clarence
Lunt. Outdoor sports and musical
games were enjoyed. The following
program was presented: Trio, violin
cello, piano, The Luces; piano duet,
Jonquils, Bertha Luce, Clarence Lunt;
Warren Knight, Arthur Risteen, Clar
ence Lunt, Billie Vinal. Chester Slader, Douglas Vinal, Harold Whitehill
entered a scale contest, Arthur Bisteen carrying off first prize; at next
meeting there will be a contest by the
girls; piano, Rockinghorse Days, Venona Comstock; trio, violin, cornet,
piano, Dr. Luce, Raymond Beattie.
Louise Beattie; piano selection, Albert
Risteen; piano, Golden Wishes. Doug
las Vinal; Saxaphone selection. Dr.
Luce, Bertha Luce at piano; piano.
Playing Tag, Billie Vinal: orchestra,
violin, Bertha Luce, cornet, Raymond
Beattie, flute Dr. Luce, piano, Louise
Beattie, with singing and whistling
chorus; vocal solo, Louise Beattie;
piano, LaChase, Clarence Lunt; piano,
The Robin’s Lullaby. Maxine Barry;
piano, Swing Song. Lucy Sukeforth:
piano duet, Lily Polka, Bernice Ma
loney, Burnley Vinal; piano duet, Max
ine Barry, Jane Barry; piano. Study,
Blanche Henry; piano.
Evergreen
Waltz, Christine Fosblom; clog dance,
Arlene Smith; handkerchief dance by
a little girl and boy; piano, Patriotic
Day, Burnley Vinal: piano duet, Lucy
Sukeforth, Mrs. Luce; piano duet,
Robin Adair, Cornin’ Through the Rye.
Bertha Luce, Billie Vinal; duet, violin.
Bertha Luce, piano, Christine Fosblom;

! American Officer in Havana Was Not
tc Be Outdone in Courtesy by
Any Cuban.
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Store

ONE CENT SALE!
MA Y 5, 6, 7

McDonald's Drug Store
THOMASTON
•53

piano. Phrasing Melodies, Bernice Ma SUMMER COTTAGES AND BOARD
loney; piano duet, Blanche Henry,
About this time of year The Courier Lucy Sukeforth.
! Gazette begins to have inquiries by
Rexall One Cent Sale, McDonald’s [ mail from persons who wish to visit
May 5-6-7.
52-54
i this part of Maine during the summer
Tickets for the May Festival and ; season. They seek to rent a cottage or
Pageant of the Year, to be given in | to find board. There is no prepared
Rockland by the Chapin Class of the ! list of such accommodations anywhere
Universalist church. Friday evening,
May 13, are on sale at McDonald’s i to he had. but there ought to be. We
Drug Store
53 j purpose carrying in our column of
[classified advertising announcements
of this character, which the paper will
CAMDEN
convey to distant points and copies of
The many friends of Andrew B. which we can mail in response to in
Sides, formerly of this town, are
pleased to hear of his recent promo quiries for information. The attention
tion to vice president of the Eastern of those with boarding accommodaSteamship Lines. Inc.
i tions, or cottages for rent or sale, is
The special town meeting held Sat invited to this opportunity to obtain
urday evening to determine the ques
tion of daylight saving was favorable publicity at very small cost.
to the proposition, to go into effect
the next day.
Therefore Camden’s
ROCKPORT
clocks were set ahead one hour last
Sunday night.
There will be a special meeting of
Mr. ard Mrs. Warren Conant and the W. R. C. Thursday evening when
daughter, formerly of this town, have the Inspector and Department Presi
moved from Bath to West Rockport. dent will be present. Supper will be
They were guests here Saturday.
served at 6.30 or on arrival of the
Mrs. Everett Leach, who has been boat from Eangor. All members are
very ill for about three months, at urged to be present.
the home of her parents. Mr. and
Rev. A. F. Leigh, the newly ap
Mrs. Levis Ogier, is convalescing.
pointed pastor of the Methodist Epis
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Greenlaw have copal church, was a guest at Dr. S. Y.
gone to Melvin Heights, where they Weidnan’s Sunday.
will he summer guests of Mrs. Alton
Miss Ida Caine has been ill the past
Spear.
Mieek.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Johnson hr.d
church will meet Wednesday after son Benjamin of Camden spent the
noon with Mrs. James Smith.
week-end with Mrs. Johnson’s par
The Baptist sewing circle will meet ents, Mr. and Mrs. B- H. Paul.
in the church parlors Wednesday af
Mr. and Mrs. Howard A. Dunbar
ternoon.
and Chong Toy of Rockland were
The Philathea Club meets in the guests at Mrs. K. M- Dunbar’s Sun
church parlor, Wednesday evening day.
with Mrs. Mary Joy and Mrs. Emma
Helen Piper was home from Farm
Joy as hostesses.
ington Sunday.
the guest of her
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Young are mother. Mrs. Minerva Piper.
to leave Thursday for Brewer, where
William Ott has joined the schoon
Mr. Young has employment.
er Morris & Cliff for a trip to Boston.
Mrs. Ellen Shepherd and Miss Min
SIDES IS PROMOTED
nie Shepherd are occupying their
home, after spending the winter in
Andrew B. Sides of 31 Audubon Ca mden.
road, Back Bay, Boston, has been
Capt. Charles Wooster of the
promoted to the position of vice- steamer Suffolk is spending a few
president of the Eastern Steamship days at his home here.
Lines, Inc., and assumed his new
Zadoc Smith of Rockland has mov
duties Friday He was the recipient ed into the Dana Carson house.
of many congratulatory messages
The men of the Baptist Society will
during the day. Mr Sides has been serve a public supper at the vestry
connected with the company for 20 Wednesday evening from 6 to 7
years, starting as a clerk in Camden, o’clock. It is hoped tft goodly num
Me., and working his way upward ber will attend and help in this, their
through the various grades by his first venture.
ability. He is well known in trans
Don’t forget the Senior R. H. S.
portation
circles
throughout
the Minstrels to be given Friday at Pe
East, being an expert in that line. nobscot View Grange hall.
During the war Mr. Sides served in
Mrs. Charles Warmsley and daugh
the Transportation Corps. U. S. A., ter Eleanor returnecd to their home
spending a year -overseas.
in Bangor Monday.
B. H. Paul is in Thomaston this
week moving a building for Mr.
SOUTH UNION
Brad lee.
Mrs A. C. Moore is the guest of
Those who saw “Way Down East” Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Perry. Addington
in Rockland enjoyed a treat hard to Road, Brookline, Mass.
beat.
E. A. Champney left on the Sunday
Robert Farris and family were in afternoon train for Boston to attend a
Rockland Saturday.
three days’ conference of the mana
Miss Elizabeth Harding is home gers in the Fifth District of the West
from Beverly, Mass., for a week’s va ern Union Telegraph Co.
cation from teaching, accompanied by
Master Billy Daugherty of Beverly
Farms.
Mrs. Edmund Harding and little son
have gone to Mt. Desert to visit hetparents.

WANTED
500 Spring

ANNUAL
DISCOUNT SALE
-AT-

H. G.

STARRETT’S

Don’t miss it. A sale con
ducted on the new market
conditions. Just what you
have waited three years for.
Some of the bargains:

SPECIAL—40 in. Unbleached Cotton, per yard, 12’/2C.
A fine new line of Children’s
Dresses, Rompers, Middies and Hats,
Fancy Wool Blankets, $5.00 pair.
Agents for Edison Diamond Disc
Phonographs and Records.

Don’t fail to call and
see us on

Thomaston

Circulating Library

PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
The gift that has personality—
that is you, your portrait.

Enlarging, Framing, Films Fin
ished.
PHONE 33-11

WALL PAPER
STILL THE MOST
SATISFACTORY WALL
COVERING

W. P. STRONG
Watchmaker and Jeweler
THOMASTON, MAINE
t.s.

Huskrats
at St. Louis Prices

G.M. TITUS, Lie. Buyer

EAST UNION, MAINE
40S-12

tel. 18-31 UNION

Warren, May 5,6,1

Lockwood A Cotton Cloth, 15c a
yard; no discount.
Coats Thread at wholesale these
three days, 78 dozen; no discount.
Silkene Crochet Cotton, 2 balls, 25c;
10 per cent off.
Men’s Khaki Pants, 98c; 10% off.
Men’s and Boys’ Sweaters, at your
own price.
Mens’ Work Shirts, 98c; 10% off.
Hundreds of things in Ladies' and
Gents’ furnishings cast into this
sale; 10 and 15% off and premiums
given on $5.00 purchases.

Pillsbury Dry Goods Go.

[ Summer Cottages and Board

HER BIRTHDAY
3y CHRISTINE HAYES.

THUR. FRI. & SAT.
MAY 5, 6, 7
GUARANTEED
new NU-RAL relief

REMEDIES

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES
tEGULATION FIZE WITH NAME
AND ADDRESS OF .MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound size
Pottage <5 cents additioaal

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents additional
For each additional 1000 sheet! ord
ered at same time, add to the price
of first 1000, $4.00 and 16 cents post
age for each 1000-

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound size
Postage 10 cents additioaal

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents additional

For each additional IODO sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the priM
of first 1000, $3.50 and 10 penis post
age for each 1000.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE.
Rockland

Maine

Relieve Headaches, Ladies’ Discom
forts, Constipation, Biliousness and
Sluggish Liver or Money Back. At
your Druggist or postpaid direct.
Pain Capsules 50c. Laxative Tab
lets, 25c.

All the People io the Town

NU-RAL DRUG CO.

THROUGH THIS PAPER

AUGUSTA, ME.

You Can Talk to Practically

Mnj. E. Ormaiirie Power, United
Stales army, says the most embarrass
ing moment of his army life was in
Ifiivana when lie was a lieutenant, in
ISOS.
The United States had just
taken control of Cuba and Lieutenant
Power was sent to Havana to see
nhout taking over some property.
While in a restaurant lie saw four Cu
ban officers, Immaculately garbed.
In true I.atin manner they rose,
bowed ceremoniously, and invited Idin
to sit at their table.
“Sir." said one of tlie officers, ris
ing, “it gives us tlie honor very dis
tinguished to have an American offi
cer join us—to have tlie valiant Ameri
cans In control of our country. My
feeling is so great that I beg of you
to give me tlie honor of accepting my
sword.”
Witli ihat he whipped out his beau
tiful Toledo blade, made of a steel
tlie like of which no American ever
possessed.
As the young American
awkwardly waited the Cuban stuck
Ihe point of his Toledo blade in the
center of the table, bent it double,
and as it whipped back into shape gra
ciously handed it to Power.
Feeling it up lo him to do some
thing gracious. Lieutenant Power
begged tlie Cuban accept his sword to
establish relations further. With that
he whipped out his $10 blade, bought
from a departnnwn store on the East
side of New York, imitating tlie Cu
ban. lie stuck the point in the middle
of tlie table, bent it double—and It
stayed bent!
Without a tremor, Lieutenant Power
calmly handed the blade, now bent
like a pretzel, to ihe Cuban, and made
him a sweeping bow.—From the Auiaroc. New Official Newspaper of ihe
American Army of Occupation.

DEMAND FOR HIPPO TEETH
Buyers Flock to Antwerp Four Times
a Year to Attend Auction Where
They Are Sold.
The chief Ivory market of the world
is in Antwerp, where buyers from
everywhere assemble four times a year
to attend an auction of this material.
Most of lt consists of the tusks of
African elephants, but considerable
quantities of hippopotamus teeth also
figure in the sales. The latter, nt an
auction a few weeks ago. brought
prices all tlie way from thirty-five
cents to $5 a pound, according to quali
ty.
A century ago hippopotamus ivory
was much more valuable than it is to
day. because it was the preferred ma
terial for artificial liumnn teeth, being
very dense and hard. George Wash
ington had a set of teeth made of it.
But nowadays much better ones are
manufactured of porcelain by the mil
lion.

At the recent auction above men
tioned rhinoceros horns brought $13 a
pound. They are ingeniously carved,
mostly for curios. The horn of the
rhinoceros, hy fhe way. is one of the
oddities of nartn-e. being composed of
closely compacted hair.
"Good Angel”

Unappreciated.

Many times our best angels are not
appreciated. The very fact that we
are so accustomed to their ministry
makes them commonplace. Bill was
handy man at a certain college. He
didn't get rich on what he did but he
knew more about tilings than any one
there. He just naturally took the re
sponsibility for everything. But no
one appreciated him. Ip fact he be
came something of a joke and every
body took occasion to shove off re
sponsibility on him knowing that he
could be counted on putting anything
through that he undertook. So they
worked tlie willing horse until he was
picked up by a more appreciative con
cern and the college lost a good angel.
Incidentally I might add, two men and
a typist are doing the same work.—
Grit.
Reversed.

A famous Scotch minister of the
last century was very absent minded
and many amusing stories are told of
this awkward failing. On one occa
sion he had arranged to preach in a
certain church a few miles from Aber
deen. He set out on a pony in good
time, but when near the end of the
journey lie fell a desire to take a pinch
of snuff. The wind was blowing in
his face, so be turned the head of the
pony around, the better to enjoy the
luxury. Pocketing his snuffbox, he
started the pony without thinking to
turn it in the right direction, and he
did not discover his error until he
found himself hack in Aberdeen, at the
very time when he ought to have been
preaching seven miles away.—Buffalo
Commercial.

(©. 1920. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.!

Mrs. Kilcalne ambled lip the next
door neighbor's path, sank punting
into tlie green rocker, uud appropri
ated u palm leaf fan from die table .it
her elbow.
Most people in Landsend
were seeking relief from the Angus,
heut on 'heir own vine-covered porches
or in the seclusion of their coolest
rooms with the blinds closed. Not Mrs.
Kileaine. No weather so extreme that
a social hour was not worth to her
the effort involved in teaching a place
where it might he had. No sun too
scorching or drift too deep.
"My I That's a pretty waist you're
wearing!” she declared witli her first
fully recovered brenth.
"John gave it to me for my birth
day." smiled tlie next door neighbor.
"Land sakes! I wish Luther was
more like him. I've been married to
Luther 30 years, and every one of
'em he's given me something for niv
birthday that I had about as much
use for as that old hrindle cow has
for an orange sweater like Lydia Bas
com’s.
"The first year it was a white lace
kimono to eat breakfast in. Luther
liked hearty breakfasts then , just as
well as he does now, nnd when 1
thought of the figure I'd cut frying
chops in a white lace kimono—but
Luther's so sensitive 1 have to pretend
to like 'em. and lie's so absent-minded
lie never thinks of 'em again.
"Yes. of course I hint about what
I'd like, but land! Il’s no use. Tlie
year I hinted the hardest for a plaid
silk waist he brought home a plaid
parasol tha; I wouldn't be seen on the
street with.
“What say? Oh. I'd exchnnge them
in a minute, but Luther's queer that
way. He just won't tell where he got
them. Y’ou'd almost think he stole 'em,
lie hates to tell so bad.
‘One year he brought home a hlg
purple china dog. It wasn't so easy to
get rid of that because he liked it him
self and picked out a place for it to
set. and spoke of it often. Yes. I know
lots o’ folks have 'em, but you never
saw one like this one—ugly, my stars!
I used lo have nightmare about the
thing.
Arid I couldn't think of any
reasonable sounding way of Its getting
broken, till one day Mis’ Hackett came
to call with tlie twins—regular little
imps, they were. And right away she
thought of a scheme.
“The dog was in the hall, so we put
away everything else that was break
able, locked the doors that led into the
other rooms, left one of the big smooth
stones I use for doorsteps within
reach, and went out into tlie garden
leaving the twins In the hall. When
we came back there was a pile of
purple chips where the china dog had
been before, and most of the glass was
out of the window. We had made a
miscalculation nnd stayed too long. But
I put up with the broken window
cheerfully, nnd besides It bore up my
story when Luther came in.
“He was most as broken up as the
dog and the window, so my conscience
troubled me quite a lot. nnd I cooked
his favorite dishes for a long time. I
didn't go quite scot-free either, Bli
the pesky purple creature had a ghost,
and 1 used often to see It sitting
hack In he shadows grinning Its pur
ple grin.
"Thanks; there's nothing like or
angeade In hot weather. . . .
“And this year—my birthday's n
week from today—I know just as well
what lie's goingjo give me. He's talked
so much about my wearing my skirts
shorter, not having 'em trail so, an<l
tlie otheT night I saw him’ looking at
the fashion page of a magazine, nnd I
feel in .my bones lie’s going to give me
one of those disgraceful knee-high,
waist-low evening dresses, nnd like as
not he'll remember to notice whether
i wear it. the same as he did the pur
ple dog. If I had it filled in and length
ened it would hurt his feelings and I'm
thnt upset about it.”
Ten days later tlip next-door neigh
bor returned the call.
“I'm so mad!" snapped Mrs. Kllcaine in greeting. “Luther never give
me a thing!"
How Faces Impress.

Sidney Smith used to sav of a cer
tain quarrelsome mail. “His very face
is a breach of the peace."
Until you happen to light upon a
face of this character, one often fails
to realize what a very noticeable thing
a face may tie. observes Paul Hayden
in the New York Commercial.
Personally, we never get over the
shock of the lineup before us in a
subway car on those rare occasions
when we travel in that latest inven
tion of our boasted civilization a few
hours after midnight. On the other
hand, we maintain thnt a look into
the face, either asleep or awake, of a
certain godchild of ours is as thorough
No Fuel Problem Here.
The French town of Chaudes- a joy as an Oscar Wilde poem or a
Algues in tlie Augergne mountains, half-hour at a symphony concert.
Look to your face—not so much
with a population of 2,000, probably is
the only place outside the tropical what It is hut what you can do with
and sub-tropical zones where the heat lt.
ing of homes is no problem, the scarci
A Dangerous Doctor.
ty and high cost of fuel notwithstand
In a certain New England village
ing. The town is built in Ihe crater
of an inactive volcano. A number of there lives a doctor noted for his
stone-covered wells furnish boiling reckless automobile driving. One day
water which flows through mains be when he was summoned lo the tele
neath the rows of houses. In the door phone a woman's voice inquired
of eacli house are several holes lead whether the doctor Intended to drive
ing to the main pipe. To heat a house that afternoon.
"1 hardly think so.” replied the
th<- covers of ihe holes are removed;
to prepare a meal a pot is lowered physician. "But why do you ask?"
“Well,” resumed the voice, "I want
to the flow of boiling water. Outside
the town is a large pond of hot water, to send my little daughter downtown
on an errand if you are not.”
where Hie women wash clothes.
Age of the World.

Every-OtKer-Day

1921,

Austria's SaH Monopoly.
John Von Muller, a historian who
The Austrian monopoly on salt
spent much time tn research work
ou tlie age of the world, arrived at ruined all the salt industries for a
a conclusion which in 1920 would period of 146 years. There are no
make the world 7,tt-»2 years old. Bis data up to the time of the partition
figures are generally accepted, be ing of Poland, but lt can safely be
cause they are based ou Biblical ref Bald that the saltmines of Galicia sup
plied about 100,000 tons of salt yearly.
erences and facts.
Wlelleczka about 24,00“ tons and
Telephone that Item or nbws to The Boehnla 17,000 tons. There were no
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of other salt mines In Poland In the year
1772.—Baltimore American.
' readers will see it.

$50 REWARD
Will be paid lor any Informa
tion that will lead lo the con*
vlcilon ol Ihe parties that
broke Into my house between
« o'clock and 4 In the after
noon, Tuesday, April 26.
JOHN MORRIS,
Spruce Head, Me.

EVERYBODY’S COLOUR

I NOW is the time when people are laying
I summer vacation plans
The Courier-Gazette
I suggests that owners of cottage property, to let
or for sale, or accommoontlnns for boarders.
! announce tho fact under this heading, where it
| will he read all over New England.

BOARD—At pleasantly situated farm
Can
accommodate two couples during the summer
months MRS. E. F. BROWN, Vinalhaven, Me
FOR SALE—Two cottage lota at Holiday
Beach. Inquire of 1 A TRt EWuRl n i , ..
jlain Street._________________________ 5 1*53
} " FOR SALE—Two furnished summer cottages, 8
and 9 rooms, at Owls Head, Me Fine, loca
tion; price low; terms easy. B F. HUSSEY,
28 Church Street, Everett, Mass
44*82
FOR SALE—Summer cottage at Crescent
Beach, 5 rooms, hot and cold water, hath
room, nice cellar. Bargain if sold at once
KNOX REAL ESTATE CO. Tel. 376-M
299
Main Street
36-tf

FOR SALE Strip of land running from the
Advertisements in this column not to exceed town road io Georges river. Beautiful loca
tion
for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
Inquire MISS EVA K.
for 50 cents.
Additional lines 5 cents each bathing facilities.
TORREY.
Tenant’s Harbor.
32*lf
for one time, 10 cents 3 times.
Six words
make a line

LxjsI and fount*

For Sale

FOUND Man's gold watch, between Lisle
and Broad streets. Inquire ot' CLERK NO. 12,
Fuller-Cobb’Da vis Store
53-lt
LOST On North Main street or lower end of
Gay street. Friday, pearl handled 3-blade knife.
L. W BENNER,_2 North Malnjttreet. _ 53
LOST—On Main St. or Tillson Ave. April 25,
bunch cf 4 keys on ring.
Reward.
DR
POWERS. 2U9 Main Street
51-53

FOR SALE—Pair matched 4-year-old steers.
Handy Good trade. S. W. CL.MtRY, Burkett
ville. Me.
53*55

Wanted
WANTED—Paperhanging, first class work
man; prices reasonable: good work guarante«j<l.
W E RING, 25X Main Street
Tel 361-R.
53*55

FOR SALE Double house, two barns, two
acres of land
Must be sold soon. Double
house in good repair and fine location ANNIE
F. HAHN, 67 Rankin Street
53*55
FOR SALE—HORSES—15 good young accli
mated horses, weighing from 1000 lo 1500 Tel
Union 11 3 ERNEST HOWARD
53-55
FOR SALE -Auxiliary sloop, 33 leet,, all in
good order
H. H. SMITH. Vinalhaven. Me
53-tf
FOR SALE Black walnut chamber set, white
iron bedstead, 3 springs, 3 mattresses and some
chairs FRANK <’. KNIGHT. 373 Main si reel.
Rockland.
53-55

WANTED- Two or three rooms, furnished or
unfurnished, for light housekeeping for two
FOR SALE Raspberry hushes, strawberry
ladies
MRS E C HOLBROOK, Hl Pleasant and cabbage plants. WALTER CURRIER, 32
street. Tel. 280 12.
53*55
Green St , Thomaston. Tel 13-2.
52-54
WANTED Second hand cook stove FRANK
FOR SALE—Chevrolet (490) touring car. Tires
(’. KNIGHT. 373 Main street. Rockland. 53-55 good. New battery
Price $250
3 GIL
53*55
WANTED Position in, or near, Rockland as CHRIST STREET, Thomaston, Me
housekeeper in small adult family under favor
FOR SALE Snappy Ford roadster, just over
able conditions. Thoroughly capable.
Abso hauled. $15ii. H T RISING, 5 Purchase So
lutely firs: class references. Applv MRS. E Tel 757-12
53*55
11 HAWLE5 78U High street. Bath. Maine
FOR SALE Edison cylinder phonograph and
Tel. 725.
53-55
197 records, 2 horns. $20 FRANK BARKER, at
WANTED Home cook and housekeeper for North National Bank.
53*55
Country Club.
High wages.
Beautiful lo
FOR SALE L.^lu surr>. contractor wagoh
cality
Best conditions. Every comfort and
Write or call.
I. F
consideration.
Wonderful opening
for
re and express wagon
52-54
sponsible woman. Applv to .MRS. E H. HAW- CHASE. 45 Middle St Tel 665-2
\EY. 780 High St, Bath. Me. Tel. 725. 52-54
FOR SALE—16 ft. x4>-_» power boat with 3 H
WANTED- Board and room b.v young lady. P. make-and-hreak Knox engine in first class
Boat has oak frames, planked with
Give location and price
Write BOX 302, order
Maine cedar Built in 1919
Make an excel
Rockland, Me.
52*54
lent yacht or vessel tender
MRS J. H
WANTED—Competent girl for general house DAVENPORT. 93 Washington St., Camden, Me.
work MRS CLIFFORD WOLFE Tel. 256-13
52-54
52-tf
FOR SALE—Iron Age potato planter; John
WANTED—Printer—man or woman. Perma Deere riding cultivator; Brown 4-row sprayer.
nent job. THE COt RIER GAZETTE
52-tf
WALTER S. BENNER, R F D Rockland. Tel
609-M.
51-56
WANTED Secoud hand refrigerator in good
condition. TELEPHONE 723-M
51
FOR SALE One gray mare 19 years old;
Will take horned cattle
WANTED -Young men, women, over 17. for weight 1050 pounds
Postal Mall Service;
month. Kxamina in exchange A. H. CHATFIELD, Rockport.
51-tf
tions May. Experience unnecessary. For free
particulars of instruction, write .1 LEONARD,
FOR SALE—One Keystone artesian well drill.
former Civil Service examiner), 1057 Equitable W. N. BENNER, West Mountain Road, Rock
Bldg , Washington, D. C
52*54
land.
51*53
WANTED—Woman as housekeeper in family
FOR SALE—Organ; will sell cheap Make
of three men Will he ready to open the house offer. 150 MAIN STREET, Thomaston.
51-tf
June 1st, and run until October No washing
FOR SALE Two single horses, weight about
or other heavy work Inquire at THIS OFFICE
or CAPT. J. W. HOPKINS. Telephone Camden 1400, 5 and 6 years old Good trade. H H.
STOVER CO.
51-53
IM
j M
FOR SALE—Head Lettuce plants, set out now
WANTED—Assistant bookkeeper with experi
Early Cabbage plants ready next
When answering state experience ymi 20c a dozen
Tomato seedlings,
have had and wages expected Send reply to Week, 90c per hundred
transplant into boxes, raise your own plants.
BOX G, care of Courier-Gazette.
51-tf
50c per hundred. Cucuml>er plants, set under
WANTED Stenographer, with some experi your double windows. 10c per hill.
L. E.
ence. BOX 347, Rockland, Me
50-tf
CLARK, 1 Lake Ave. Phone 321-1.
51*53
WANTED--At once at Colonial Restaurant,
FOR SALE One set dining chairs, walnut
waitress and order cook. Ask for MR. LORING. sideboard, parlor set and other furniture.
50*55
CARL E FREEMAN. Upholsteripg and Repair
Nearly opi»osite Blake's Antique Store.
WANTED Y oung women, between ages of 18 ing
5i*53
and 35 with High School education to enter St. Tel. 781-M
Barnabas Training School for nurses—3 year
FOR SALE- Assorted dahlia bulbs, 35c doz.
course—uniform and text books furnished Sal by mail 10c extra
MRS E. E. BENNER, 196
ary $10 per month. Apply to ST BARNABAS Limerock St., Rockland.
51*53
HOSPITAL, 231 Woodfords St., Portland. Me.
50-55
FOR SALE—A 5-room house with barn and
other buildings, about three acres land. Situ
WANTED--By May first, first class pastry ated on road to Crescent Beach and near Ash
cook
Apply at offl-e
HOTEL ROCKLAND. Point Bargain. Easy terms
MAINE REAL
49-53
ESTATE CO , 414 Main St.. Rockland. Me 50-tf
WANTED -All kinds of house repair jobs,
FOR SALE—Small house at Owls Head Full
floor laying especially; best of service given. description and price on application. MAINE
HOWARD L. GORDON. 71 Mechanic St. 48*53 REAL ESTATE CO., Rockland, Me.
50-tf
WANTED—Repair man, apply at once to BAY
FOR SALE—Double tenement at Southend.
VIEW GARAGE. Camden
47-tf
Lets for $22 per month. Inquire at 800 MAIN
49. tf
WANTED-Your property to sell.
1 have STREET.
customers for all kinds of property.
R. U
FOR SALE—Tlie old Pendleton house, and
COLLINS, Real Estate and Insurance, 375 Main store occupied b.v Larrabee & Dodge, corner
S;ret:
Tel 77
32-tf
Main and Warren streets
This property Is
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male very desirable and finely located. Will be sold
and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN S right Call and talk it over. L. W. BENNER.
48-tf
RANLETT. Rockville, Me Tel. 352-14.
I5tf 2 North Main Street.
ence

FOR SALE- -No l white hemlock shingles,
WANTED—Second hand sails. Highest prices
paid for heavy or light sails. W. F. TIB sawed on thick ratchets Price $4.50 per M. at
BETTS, Sailmaker. 61 Front SL Tel. 225-R mill. SIDNEY HUMES, Stickney Corner, Me
Tel. residnece 775-W.
89-tf
FOR SALE—Houseboat with 7 h p. engine
WANTED—Chefs, cooks, waitresses, cham
ber maids, laundresses, general and kitchen All In good niuning order. Make good cruise
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between boat; sell cheap if taken at once. H. A. GOR
48*53
12 and 2 »nd 6 and 7 MRS HAWLEY. 780 DON, 71 Mechanic Street
High St., Bath. Me Tel. 725
100-tf
FOR SALE—3*6 Knox engine, shaft and pro
peller: new rings, bearings, finger points and
excentrie. In the best of condition. Inquire at
Miscellaneous
MANSON A- NYE'S Carriege Shop.
44-tf
FOR SALE—Nine room house with all mod
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Picot Edge. Ac
cordion Plaiting, Narrow Knife, Side Plaiting. ern improvements, on corner lot at 38 Crescent
Orders promptly filled PHYLLIS E TOLMAN. Street. Terms reasonable. Tel. 361-M. MRS
CLIFTON
43-tf '
18 Leland St. Tel. 270-J.
53*61
FOR SALE—Store counters and bins in good
AMATEUR DEVELOPING and finishing of
quality.
Send for sample photo and price condition. R. U. COLLINS, 375 Main Street.
list; get ready for summer. E. ALTON BICK T*1 ”
43-tf
NELL, Room 401, 39 Exchange St , Portland.
FOR SALE—Maxwell car, only run 3900 miles
Me.
’
53-58
—Maxwell truck nearly new. R. U. COLLINS
43-tf
SILK REMNANTS- For fancy work, quilts, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
pillow tops, portieres, etc
For 25 cents will
FOR SALE—Early Pride seed potatoes; these
mail large package of assorted colors. HOME
SILK WORKS. Box 427, Rockland. Me 53*58 potatoes last year made a yield of 300 bu to
the acre. 0 W HOLMES. Lake Ave.. Rock<2*58
IF YOU HAVE A FARM—Which you want to land Tel. 352-2
sell at ojice let us bring you a customer. If
FOR SALE—Briscoe/touring car, just over
you want to buy, our new booklet is sure to
interest you. LEON C. FISH, representing E. hauled, almost new shoes, at a bargain DR
W, HARRISON SANBORN. Tel 339-M. 47-tf
A. Strout Farm Agency, Rockland, Me. 51-tf
FOR SALE—18 foot power boat, engine over
AUTO TRUCKING- Local and long distance.
ALFRED DAVIS. Rockland Tel 73-5
51*53 hauled and rebuilt, in good running condition
Apply to ( APT. CHARLES PATTERSON 57
<g.tf
PASSENGER AND FREIGHT AUTOS—Five Maverick Street Tel 63-11.
passenger car.
Furniture moving.
JOHN
FOR SALE—On island of Maiinicus, 7 room
KEARLEY, East Union. Tel. 18-31 Union. 51-62
semi bungalow with bam 25 acres of land
MAYNARD BRENNAN has a Dodge sedan half tillage, half wood, 1000 feet shore front’
which he is using for public service. (’all Ideal place for summer home; building In good
repair Apply to KNOX REAL ESTATE CO
DYER’S GARAGE. 124, or 618-M.
49-tf
299 Main St Tel. 376-M.
33-tf ‘
SIGN AND CARD PAINTING—Make your old
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport
sign look like new. R. L. BRIDGES. Tel 35-3.
2.» acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
51*56
of wood.
Splendid situation for a summer
PUBLIC AUTO SERVICE—Day or night. home. Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO , Bel
f»tf
Comfortable, roomy, new Nash car
L. A. fast. Me.
WILSON. 38 Middle St. Tel. 449-M, Rockland.
SALE—J. H. Flint homestead at 29
47*58
Franklin street, double lot, 9-room house, slated
BOATS TO LET—On Alford Lake, week days. roof, bath, electric lights, cemented cellar, fur
ERNEST C. DAVIS
44-tf
nace heat, barn, woodshed, carriage house, henP>n HARRY M. FLINT, ut Flint'* Marltut, 26J
GET YOUR LAWN MOWER SHARPENED Main
street.
jj,,
NOW--And have them all ready for use. We
call for them and grind them all nice on a
FOR SALE—FARM—150 acre Tarm, 2 story
power sharpener, and deliver.
ROCKLAND house of 12 rooms, good repair, nice eellsr,
HARDWARE CO
40-tf
1.5 fruit trees, large barn 30x70, 3 hen house*;
woou for home use; strawberry plants
For
WALL PAPER—We have had a line of terms apply to KNOX REAL ESTATE CO 2»i)
samples sent us, from which to take orders. Main St. Tel. 276-M. Offlie hours. 9-12 1-5
Mr. Albert Peterson, in the Carpet Department,
2»-tf *
will be pleased to show them and take orders « ___________
if you make a- selection. FULLER-COBBFOR SALE—Two 2.1 h p. gasoline engines
DAVIS.
35-tf
These engines, one of them In good shape, but
both in good running order. Will sell either
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the one
of them at a trade Can be seen at my
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall or milt. The reason of sale is that I am going
ders solicited HELEN C. RHODES
18-tf to use electric motors for grinding. L N
4-tf '
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and LITTLEHALE.
examine styles If you already have a plate
F.0R SALE—New and second hand furniture
bring It in and let us prim you cards In latest at B L RIDER’S. Pleasant St., Rockport. 19-t?
size
THE ('OURIER-GAZETTE
3-tf

WHEN IN BOSTON-Ev«ry issue of The
Courier-Gazette is on sale by the Old South
Nows Co.. Washington St, opposite foot of
School. Call around and get a copy of the
paper with the home news.
23-tf

Eggs and Chicks

lo Let
TO LET Furnished room at 22 Maple St.
MRS .1 M RICHARDSON
52*54

TO LET—Three rooms for housekeeping, fur
nished or unfurnished. Applv at 10 SWEETLAND STREET. «»IT Rankin
52*54
TO LET—Furnished rooms with all modern
conveniences
52 SUMMER STREET
Tel.
113-W.
51-53

TO LET—Building on Tillson Avenue, suit
able for store or restaurant. MRS. B. POLLO(TC
50-tf
70 LET—Nice dry storage for furniture, auto,
boats; also wharf privilege. The C. M. BLAKE
WALL PAPER STORE Tel. 466-M
47-tf
TO LET—Somebody is needing a house or
rooms
Advertise yours in this column and
you’ll get an application immediately.
3-tf

FOR SALE—White Pekin ducklings, vigorous,
pure bred. 35c each. Parcel post prepaid. Ad
dress MRS
FREDERICK MONROE, South
Thomaston, Me.
52-54

FOR SALE—R. I. Red baby chicks $18 per 10ft
at the house May 7 to 11 F. F. WILLIAMS.
15 Fluker Street, Thomaston.
49*54
------------------------V-------------------

TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable
4 R. FLYE. 221 Malo St.. Rockland
45tf

Taxi Cab and Carriage Service
BAGGAGE TRANSFER •

NOTICE—R B Fillmore is authorized to rep
resent The Courier-Gszette lu Knox county and
to receipt for money paid on new and old sub-

11

Mriptiona.

iw-tf

BERRY’S TRANSFER

WINTER ST„ ROCKLAND
Telephone 408

Tltf

48-53
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Every-Other-Day
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In Social Circles
In tddl'.lon to persona I notes recording de
ttartures and arrivals, this department especial
ly desires Information of social happening*,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will ue gladly received

PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN

STRANGE ANIMAL

Simonton’s

Fu lle r - Cobb- Davi s

T. White.

S. M. Currier has returned to his
home in Bayonne. N. J., after mak
ing a visit with his daughter, Mrs.
Anna M. Curtis.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Cross, who
have been visiting their daughters in
Massachusetts have arrived home for
the summer.

Mr. and Mrs. Carus T. Spear and
daughter of Bangor motored to Rock
land Saturday returtiing next day.
They found tolerably good ruids
cor ing by the way of Swan Lake.

We have just received from New York a few
choice sample garments including three-piece Suits,

W raps, Capes and Coats with sleeves.

These garments are samples and are made up in
1 hese

we offer you at prices much below the regular price.
Shown on the Second Floor.

Mr. aud Mrs. Ernest Johnson left
Monday for Portland, their future
home. The best wishes of many
friends follow them.

Mrs. A. H. Newbert has returned
from Boston, where she has been the
past. two weeks. Mr. Newbert is in
Portland this week attending the
Grf.nd Masonic Lodge.

Fu ller - Cobb-Davi s

The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial church will meet in tpe ves
try Wednesday evening at 7.30.*

Mrs. Dana W. Sherer of the Old
County road, who has been very ill
with pneumonia, is gaining slowly.
The Missionary
Society of tlie
Woman's Association of the Congre
gational church will meet Thursday
afternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs. A. C.
Hahn, Pleasant street. Members are
asked to respond to the roll call with
current Items-on the Near East.

Alvah H Carroll of West Meadow
mad, who has been critically ill with
pneumonia the past two weeks is con
valescing.

The Universalist Ladies' Circle will
meet Wednesday afternoon. Supper at
the usual time, 6.30. The housekeepers
are Mrs. Mabel Stevens. Mrs. Nora
Wilde, Mrs. Hattie Prescott, Mrs. Au
gusta Wright, Mrs. Helena Roberts,
Mrs. Elsa St. Clair. Mrs. Beulah Tirrell. Miss Gladys Blethen.
The Pythian Sisters’ Circle will meet
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. An
nie Lothrope, 57 Grace street.

Bertram Keene, who has been em
ployed by the Cities Service Co. of
Fremont, Neb., the past two years, is
expected home today and will be the
guest of his father City Clerk E. R.
Keene until the middle of the month.
He has been transferred to New
York, where he will be employed in
the bond department of Henry L.
Dority & Co., bankers, at 60 Wall
street.

There will be a ladies' auction
party at the Country Club Wednes
day afternoon.
Miss Helen Corbett returned the
last of the week from Boston where
the had spent a few days. With no
immediate plans for the future, she
will enjoy two month's vacation be
fore going to Brighton Beach. N. Y..
where she will visit her brother.
Eighty-six Rockland friends have
united in presenting her with'a purse
which contained $311, and which will
supplement in a welcome manner the
slender remains of an income which
she has self-sacrifieingly devoted to
charitablj endeavors. Miss Corbett
Is re'luctant to leave Rockland, feel
ing somehow that her work lies here,
although relegated from office by po
litical influences. Her telephone still
hears the burdens of many calls for
assistance, and in a quiet, unofficial
way she has done her best to relieve
some of them.

E. K. Leighton, who has had an
operation on his nose and throat at the
Phillips House, Massachusetts General
Hospital, and who has been very ill, is
now much Unproved.

The board of managers of the Home
for Aged Women will meet Thursday
afternoon at 2.30 with Miss Lucy Far
well.
1
The Garland Class of the Methodist
church holds an important meeting
Wednesday evening with Mrs. Roscoe
Staples.

ADDISON A. KALER.

MARTINSVILLE

Addison A. Roller, whose health
had been failing gradually in the past
five years, died last Thursday, follow
ing a surgical operation. Funeral
services were held Sunday afternoon
at the home of his mother, Mrs. Peter
Kaler, and nn exceptionally large
cumber of friends gathered there to
pay their last respects. A number of
handsome designs were included
among the floral tributes. Rev. J. S.
Crossland of the Methodist church
officiated. The burial was in Achorn
cemetery
Walter Flanders. Frank
L. Seavey and Arthur L. Andrews of
Rockland and George Ayer of Cam
den acted as bearers.
The deceased was born in Rock
land 52 years ago. Prior to the organ
ization of the limp syndicate he was
15 years in the employ of Perry Bros.
Joining the forces of the Rockland Ac
Rockport Lime Co. he became fore
man of the Gregory kilns where his
services for 20 years, concluding in
1919, were greatly appreciated by the
company. He was subsequently with
the Edward Bryant Co. Mr. Kaler
was a member of Knox 1-odge of Odd
Fellows and the Owl Athletic Club.
In both of those organizations he
had large numbers of friends, but no
where was he held in higher regurd
than by his follow lime workers who
saw in his daily life much that mer
ited their admiiation and devotion. A
touching incident at the funeral, il
lustrating this point, was the pres
ence of ia large group of Italian
workers, who had also sent a hand
some floral tribute.
Mr. Kaler is survived by his wife,
his mother, two daughters, Florence
and Ella Kaler: four brothers, Au
gustus, Eugene, Herbert and George
Kaler: and two sisters, Mrs. Walter
Flanders and Mrs. Frank Seavey, all
of Rockland.

Air. and Mrs. L. C. Gardner wiio
have been spending the winter at the
Bingo Farm have returned home.
Helen Kish of Tenant's Harbor was
the guest of Airs. Jerome Jones last
week.
Mrs. Fred Hooper is confined to the
house by illness.
Lena and Elizabeth Harris and Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Mason went to Rock
land Saturday and enjoyed the picture
"Way Down East.”
Rev. M. S. Howes exchanged pulpits
with Rev. H. S. Rhoades Sunday, Mr.
Howes preaching to a large delegation
of Odd Fellows and Rebekahs.
There will be a social and ice cream
sale at the range hall, Friday evening
for the benefit of the community piano.
The committee in charge is Mrs. Etta
Harris. Mrs. Aiargaret Jones and Airs.
Mary Wheeler.
W. Al. Harris is making repairs on
the exterior of his buildings.
Ocean View Grange entertained the
St. George Grange Monday evening
and worked the third and fourth de
grees on six candidaes. A line supper
of clam stew, crackers pickles, cakes
and pies were served, after which mu
sic and games were enjoyed and a so
cial hour was spent.

MOUNT PLEASANT
Airs. Mary Bisbee, who spent the
winter with relatives In Rockland. is
at home.
T. J. Carroll is running his sawmill.
Harry Swift and Ralph Burkett are
employed there.
Bertha Russell is visiting in Appleton.
Florence West of Rockland spent
Sunday at Mason Tolman's.
Surprise parties seem to be popular.
Douglas Bisbee was recently surprised
by a birthday party which was much
enjoyed by the participants. Thursday
evening a joint surprise party was held
at the home of Alason Tolman in honor
of Robert Simmoqs and Fremont Tolinan, both of whom were greatly sur
prised. Delicious refreshments were
served and each had a fine birthday
cake and several nice presents. There
weri 26 present, all of whom greatly
enjoyed the occasion.
A family party comprised Air. and
Airs. Miles Simmons, Air. and Airs. Fred
Fernald and daughter Ellen, Air. and
Mrs. Ray Sawyer and Air. and Mrs.
Sidney Benner were at Robert and Fred
Simmons' Sunday.

MEDUNCOOK

The World Wide Guild will meet with
The lobster smack, Eva M. Martin,
Mrs. Ralph Chaples, Brewster street,
Thursday evening, and members are brought lobsters to the Trefethcrcn
pound Wednesday.
desired to come prepared to sew.
Eugene Simmons of Hatchet Cove
J. F. Woodsum of Norridgewock, who was in town Wednesday.
Aliss Lulu Simmons arrived home
liaa been visiting his daughter, Mrs.
A. B. Allen, 29 Admontem avenue, for Tuesday from Spruce Head where she
the past month, returned home Mon has been employed for a few weeks.
Harry Thompson is having extensive
day. While here he celebrated his 79th
birthday, and last Sunday climbed alterations made on his summer home
mountains at West Rockport after here. Harvey Brown and Leslie Mor
Mayflowers, in a fashion which kept ton of Friendship are doing the work.
Albert Simmons of Friendship spent
other members of the family busy in
Thursday here helping his father Capt.
keeping pace with him.
James Simmons with his planting.
Alisses Emma and Lulu Simmons
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird are on an
automobile -trip to Lisbon, N. H.. on a and Harvey Cushman were in Thom
visit to their daughter, Mrs. Clark B. aston and Rockland Friday.
Frost.
Letters from Hon. E. A. Butler an
nounce his arrival April 28 in San
Francisco, from a visit of several
weeks ill Honolulu. He expects to
reach his Rockland home early in June.

Hart L. Woodcock is down from
Belfast for a few days on a visit to
his daughter, Mrs. Crle. at The Bick
nell. Mr. Woodcock, who ranks as one
of Maine's most eminent artists, is
lately returned from Nassau, at which
famous resort he has been a regular
winter visitor for the past 20 years.
Mr. Woodcock’s paintings have become
so much the vogue with the visitors
from all parts of the world who fre
quent Nassau, that he finds it difficult
to supply the demand which they make
upon his powers of prdduction.

SUPPER&DANCE
—AT—

KEAG GRANGE HALL
SOUTH THOMASTON

THURSDAY, MAY 5
In Aid of the Town

REFERENDUM FUND
—MUSIC BYMARSTON’S ORCHESTRA
53-lt

HRS. BRENNAN has taken the
el at Port Clyde, which has
in thoroughly
renovated, ant!
I bs open for Summer visitors
is first.
Mrs.
Brennen
will
serve
ORE DINNERS as usual.

553ff

E. C. Payson and family of Rock
land were guests at the home of A.
W. Payson last Sunday.
Airs. Edna Kearly is improving
rapidly from her recent illness.
There was a good attendance at the
Grange Thursday night. The final
degrees were conferred
upon one
candidate with the usual
harvest
supper.
Airs. Alaud Wellman and Airs.
Louie Carroll were in Rockland re
cently.
Airs. Ida Watts is in Union caring
for Mrs. Osgood Young.
J. W. Kearly has a new Dodge
touring car.
Airs. Clarence Aiank of Union ac
companied by Aliss Harriet Wingate
of Massachusetts were recent guests
of Airs. Randall Robbins.
Mrs. Fern Dodge of Mars Hill has
been a guest at the home of Air. and
Airs. Roy Gould a few days.

THIS YOUNG MAN A

COMER

Description Will Bring to Mind the
Good Old Copybook Maxims
Some Can Remember.

There Is n certain man In our em
ploy who is not in a very responsible
position nt present.
Some day he will be nnd the "gang"
will ask: “Where did he get Ills
pull?”
He’s putting pressure on the rope
right now and every day the pressure
Is getting stronger.
He's here early and he goes home
late: In fact we do not think lie knows
anything nbout working hours.
He’s doing more than his present
position requires nnd has already
worked out of two jobs that have been
given him. You can't keep him down.
He studies at night, reads, and. best
of all. uses his head at all times.
He makes many mistakes, but only
tnnkes the same mistake once.
But he goes ahead and does things.
Doesn't wait until he’s
looks ahead.

told,

hut

Wonderful thing this looking ahead,
and more wonderful still, you don t
have to look very far ahead to make
yourself different from the rest of the
“gang."
He smiles easily and is cheerful.
We've never heard him even sug
gest that any one was “trying to get
him.”
He is too busy to think about it
and the crowd who might he trying
to do it are Dot going fast enough to
even bother him.
He isn't a hundred per cent yet, hut
he’s coming along fust, and some day
you are going to say “Why did he
get that job?"—Fore River Log.

Behind the grape arbor in the next
yard crouched Tony and Dick.
“And those raspberry tarts will be
all gone by tomorrow," sighed Dick.
“You were meant for a girl,” said
Totiv in a voice of contempt.
The Reaion.

“Why did you hit Cholly over the
head without provocation?”
"Because when I said I was lucky
at poker somebody told me to rap on
Those small ads in The Courier- wood quick, and there was nothing
Gazette are read by every body. That else handy.”
is
why they
effective.

are so

popular

BRUNSWICK”

ROOMS SINGLE. “IN SUITE" and KITCHENETS|

"Judging by his language over it.
I should say it was profane history."

YOU GET A DOLLAR’S WORTH

WITH TWO AND THREE ROOMS

Of VALUE In This

High Class, Modern and Up to Oats

PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT

TERMS REASONABLE

MRS. C. C. KIRK

Our Buyer has secured some remarkable Bargains in
Ladies’ Blouses and we offer this week three special lots.

Table No. 1

Table No. 2

Ladies' Voile and Organdie Blouses,
long and short sleeves, white, pink,
pongee, lavender, Harding blue, etc.,
including sizes 48, 50, 52. Made to sell
for $2.50, $3.00. For this week $ | Q/J

Georgette and Crepe do Chine
Blouses, all the newest models, made
to sell for $6 00, $6.50, $7.00. White,
navy, flesh, bisque, tomato, black; also
white hand made linen waists. For
this week ........

........................

M.95

The Bully beat up liis Wife last
week and he is now En Route to beat
up the Editor for Putting it In the
Paper. The Editor will remind the
Bully that he Is merely Printing the
News, not Staking it, and then he will
Bust the Bully over the Bean with the
Mallet and set him out in the Alley
to Rest Up.

Table No. 3

FOUGHT WAR OVER LAP DOG

Large shipment of Linoleum and Congoleum Rugs
just received.

On the petition of Our Citizens the City Fathers
have voted for a Daylight Saving Schedule from
MAY 1ST TO OCTOBER 1ST
In accord with this we have set our store clock one
hour ahead. Our store hours arc 8 o’clock A. M. to
5.30 P. M. 9.30 P. M. Saturdays.
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

F. J. Simonton Co.
APRIL FISHING CONTEST CLOSED
Donald Karl was tho lucky salmon catcher and there were no
entries in the Lake Trout Contest. April was a bad month for tho
fishermen, but as our friends gave us the best fishing gear business wc
ever had, we are going to make the same offer for the month of May.

May Fishing ^Contest

LAKE TAHOE A WONDER SPOT
Far Above the Level of the Sea and
Surrounded by Awe-Inspir
ing Mountains.

Nestling in a setting of rugged crags
and awe-inspiring mountains in a de
pression of the Sierra Nevndas, 6,225
feet above the level of the sea. lies
Lake Tahoe, titled from the Washoe
Indian name, meaning “Big Water.”
“High Water.” It was a wonder hunt
ing nnd fishing place of the Indians,
who first told the white man of its
glories; and the fame of the lake with
its outdoor wonderlands has been
spread now to the four corners of tlie
earth. The lake, noted for its crystal
depths, lies in a bed of granite and
lava.
Scientists claim that ages ago a
great glacier creeping down from the
north gouged a canyon out from the
granite in Mount Tullac so profound
that when in later ages a volcano od
the east dammed it with lava, the wa
ters of the lake that formed behind the
barrier stood more than 1,500 feet
deep.
Back In 1844 a party of explorers
headed hy Capt. John C. Fremont,
U. S. A., forcing its way through the
snow of the Sierra Nevadas to the
promised land of Ihe Sacramento val
ley, ran out of food supplies. Climb
ing a ridge near camp. Fremont dis
covered the lake, and from Unit day
on it was practically ia control of the
white man. Ite 15-mile sweep makes
It a famous motorboat course.
Its II
deep waters abound with huge trout, M
and the glacial valleys about Tahoe
are dotted with lakelets, also filled
with trout.—Detroit News.
Figuring on a Crowd.

week ............................ ’2.95

Sizes 9x12, 9x10-6, 9x9, 7-6x9, 6x9, 6x6, 3x6
Stove Rugs and Door Mats
Let us quote you prices

One of the bitterest of the minor
wars of history was fought over a
lap dog. In the thirteenth century a
Florentine emissary attending the cor
onation ceremonies of Frederick 11
saw and admired a lap dog belonging
to a cardinal. The church official, not
ing the admiration, promptly assured
the Florentine that the dog was his,
and the emissary agreed to send for
IL The ambassador from Pisa saw
and admired the same dog, and was
Just as promptly promised it on the
morrow. Both men sent for the dog,
but the Florentine's servant, being
first, carried it away. The citizens of
Rome, hearing of the Incident, began
to joke about lt. aDd the visiting Flor
entines were especially vicious about
the matter. Street fights began nnd
when news of the affair reached Pisa
the citizens seized all the Florentine
shipping in the bay.
The war that followed was first of
a series that ended with Pisa falling
before the triumphant Florentines,
and the beginning of the wane of
her power. The famous leaning tower
of Pisa was only one skyscraper of a
score or more, although the others
have long since crumbled down. These
towers proved valuable in the attacks
of the Florentine army, but one by
one were overcome, and the first city
of the world to have a skyscraper
skyline lost its unique standing.

In designing structures which are
liable to he subjected to stress from
irowds. engineers commonly figure on
< dead load of about one hundred
pounds to the square fool

Knit Blouses, Tie-backs and Lace
Vestee Blouses, green, black, navy,
brown, peacock, henna, etc. Fir this

News from Carpet Annex

Matter of History That Conflict Be
tween the Florentines ajid Citizens
of Pisa Began Thus.

A GOOD TELESCOPE ROD FOR THE LANDLOCKED SALMON
THAT WEIGHS THE MOST. A GOOD TELESCOPE ROD FOR THE
HEAVIEST LAKE TROUT.
This contest is open to anybody and closes the last day of May.
The fish roust beb caught in Knox, Lincoln or Waldo counties, as we
think this will give tho majority of our local fishermen a better chance
to win a prize.
Bert Angell, at the Bee Hive, offers 21 square meals just for a look
at these prize winning fish
Let him 3ee them first.

Rockland Hardware Co.
404 MAIN STREET

:.......

.

..............

:::TODAY:::

BRYANT WASHBURN in “BURGLAR PROOF”

“RUTH OF THE ROCKIES”
Next to last episode.

Comedy—“LIVE AND LEARN”
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
DOUGLAS MacLEAN in “THE ROOKIE’S RETURN”
Jimmie came back from war to peddle books—and found him
self heir to millions! On condition! And that was the fly in
his gravy! Until a golf ball “beaned" him and brought on a bad
case of love. Now, hotfoot after a flirt and a fortune, he
wonders how war could ever be exciting!

‘DARK AND CLOUDY

Coming—FRANK MAYO in

FANTOMAS
‘RED LANE’

Park Theatre
Wednesday and Thursday
Here it is!

Logical Surmise.

“What kind of history is Henry pre
paring for his examlnalion?"

MAIN STREET, OPPOSITE BERRY ENGINE HOUSE

Under the management e?

Simonton’s

and

NOW OPEN

“THE

PORT CLYDE

EAST UNION

Down the country road, as fast as
the little fat legs could carry him, the
yellow curls blowing in the breeze, tlie
blue eyes saucer-size with mysterious
knowledge, bounded little Tony. When
tie was within a few yards of a pretty
rose-covered cotfnge, a tall, bluegowned woman appeared at the door.
“Why are you running this hot day?”
she asked.
Tony stopped, panting for breath.
“Er—where's Dick?" he asked at last.
Dick was his little chum nest door.
“I should think you ought to know,"
answered the womnn. "I am going to
have company this afternoon, and 1
don’t want you two to get into mis
chief,” she added, as she disappeared
within.
Just then nn overnlled hoy came
around the corner. Tony rushed to
him, his forefinger on his lips. Then
the two youngsters walked down the
road together talking in low tones.
“I tell you what," whispered Tony.
“If you could only get that tall hat,
everything'll be great.”
“But it might get hurt,” ventured
Dick.
“I’ooh!” was Tony's scornful reply.
“You can put it right hack after—”
“Oh, all right,’’ agreed Dirk, after
some more urging. “But I don't want
to lose my supper tpniglit. I saw
Susie making raspberry tarts this
morning.”
•
“Humph," grunted Tony, contemptu
ously. “You're meant l'or a girl, 1
guess. We won't lose our supper if
we’re careful—anyhow, we can eat
more breakfast In the morning—”
“Well, I'll get that hat,'' interrupted
Dick, ns he turned in at the gate.
An hour later a tall, bine-gowned
woman was serving lemonade to the
members of the Ladies' Aid on her
rose-covered piazza.
“It was the strangest creature," the
demure lady was saying.
“Oh. tell- us about it.” smiled the
fat Indy with the pompadour.
“Well,” continued the first speaker.
“Hope rend it in her new book.
You see. she's been Interested in some
new ‘ology’ and she's been reading all
about it. This was a new animal dis
covered in India. It was very inter
esting. with a high, flat back, a very
tiny tail, and almost no perceptible
head. It—”
“Mercy!” cried the postmaster's lit
tle wife in the bombazine dress.
"What’s thnt in the road?"
All eyes turned toward the mad. and
tlie strange animal was forgotten.
“Why, Mrs. Dolan!” exclaimed (he
hostess. “It looks like a bundle some
one has dropped. And did that animal
really have no head?" she asked, turn
ing to the demure lady.
“Hope rend three or four pages be
fore she found that the head was con
cealed under n—”
“Heavens!” shrieked Mrs. Dolan.
“T.mt thing just jumped!”
The demure Indy was vexed at the
second interruption. Everyone looked
toward the road : there was surely a
small, dark object in the middle of the
road, but was too far away to be seen
distinctly. In a moment it gave n
slight jump,
“What did I tell you?" gasped Airs.
Dolan.
A few more gasps came from the
group. The hostess rose nnd said she
would investigate. Several started to
join her, but being more timid than
brave, settled back in Iheir chairs as
the tall, blue-gowned woman started
toward the road.
Mrs. Dolan still gazed at the road.
Her eyes grew big with wonder. “Do
you suppose—it had a high, flat back
and no perceptible—”
Once again the demure lady was the
center of attention.
“Why. perhups—” began one shrill
voice.
“It has a high, flat hack—” ven
tured another.
By this time the Indies were so
excited they rose as oue person to go
down townrd the mad. Their hostess
had almost reached the jumping ob
ject. She reached it! It jerked side
ways—Mrs. Dolan caught her brenth!
Now the tall lady stooped and reached
out her hand.
“How does she dare to touch it.”
whispered one of the group.
Then the tall lady grasped the ob
ject. picked it up and held it aloft.
Mrs. Dolnn sank tn the ground; the
rest of the group hurried to tlie road.
There they saw the toll lady with a
knowing look on her face holding a tall
silk hat in her hand and looking down
at a huge toad.
“Well, of all—" squealed a member
of the Ladies’ Aid.
•
»
......

News

Blouse Week

<©. 1920. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

the newest shades and color combinations.

Store

By MURIEL GOODWIN.

TELEPHONE .............................................. 770

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Kalloch have
returned from New York, where they
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. W.
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FOR EVERY DOLLAR
SPEND HERE

YOU

the picture we have all been waiting for—

CHARLIE CHAPLIN IN “THE KID”
It's a picture which keeps the spectator hovering between tears and laughter,
so skilfully blended are the pathos and the comedy. Skeptical ones who did not
believe Chaplin could keep the comedy up for six reels will change their verdict after
seeing this feature, but they will not believe it has been six reels so swiftly does the
film move, and so engrossing is the 3tory.
Jack Coogan as The Kid will go straight to everybody s heart.
Matinees, 13c and 25c. Evenings, 25c and 35c; with a few scats at 50c—plus la*.
TODAY ONLY—FATTY ARBUCKLE m “BREWSTER’S MILLIONS”

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday,
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KNOX AND LINCOLN

LEAGUE

Il’s a Wise Guy Who Can Pick the Winner—Rockland

Shows Class, and Thomaston “Comes Back.”
The Week’s Schedule.
Wednesday—Thomaston High vs.
Rockland High, Broadway grounds.
Saturday—Camden High vs. Thom
aston High, in Thomaston: Lincoln
Academy vs. Vinalhaven High
Vinalhaven.

Vinalhaven High

Daddy’s
JdEvei\ii\£
Fdiiy Tale
■ i coci QHT n

ab r bh tb po
dy A'tARY GRAHAM BONNER.
Burns, ss.
vutun . ......................................
Smith, 3b.
OTHER ADVENTURES.
Patrick. 2b.
0 0
Snow. If,
1 1
Boutelier. cf.
The boy and the girl who were go
Raymond, p,
0 0
ing in search of tine adventures met a
2 I
Arey, rf.
great many boys and girls at one
0 10
Saturday’s threb contests in the Lynch, c.
time.
Hall,
lb
1
9
Knox and Lincoln League found
"‘Who are you? All of you?" asked
Rockland, Thomaston and Camden
the boy.
35
6
5
6
24
9
6
the winners, and furnished no par
"And who are you?" asked the oth
(10 0 0 0
7 1 x—10
ticular line on the outcome. Rock Thomaston.
0 2 10 0
2 0 0—6 ers.
land developed an unlocked for at Vinalhaven,
Sawyer.
"I'm an adventurer," said the boy.
Two-base hits, Feehan,
tack at Newcastle and by keeping up
"And I'm his companion,” said the
that stride is sure to be a contender Arey. Bases on balls, off Newbert 1.
for first honors Thomaston, nearly off Feehan 1. off Raymond 5. Struck girl. “We’re both on our way to the
out.
by
Newbert
3,
by
Feehan
7,
by
beaten by Vinalhaven, proved a good
House of Secrets.”
finisher, while Rockport proved a Raymond 11. Double play. Burns to
‘We thought of going there our
(surprise by nearly defeating Camden, Patrick. Passed balls. Lynch 2, Ris- selves,” said the others. “We're off
after having been so soundly thrash teen 2. Hit by pitched ball Feehan 2,
for adventures."
ed 1 y Thomaston three days before. Arey. Umpires, Chilles and Wilson.
• • • •
“Let's all go together," said the boy.
You, who think you can pick the
"Let’s,” they all agreed.
Rockland 18, Lincoln Academy 1.
winner at this stage of the game,
The jitney which carried the Rockplease speak right up in meeting.
“Well, I know which of these cross
iard High school baseball team to roads to take,” said the boy, “for I
The present standing:
Won Lost Per Ct. Newcastle Saturday broke down on was shown which was the short cut.”
1.000 its return trip and the boys were
Camden High.
“We tried that road and it led no
1 non late ip getting home, but they were
Thomaston High,
1.000 veiy happy for they were able to tell where at all,” said the others.
Rockland High.
“That is,” added one, “there are ra
Me the world that they had just smoth
Vinalhaven High,
.000 ered Lincoln Academy by a score of vines and steep banks where the dirt
Rockport High,
.000 18 to 1.
and you will fall down together if
Lincoln Academy,
Showing a complete reversal of you’re not careful. And even if you're
form from the recent game in Thom careful it will do the same. And there
Thomaston 10. Vinalhaven 6
aston. the boys wer.t onto the dia is a creek a little distance below
When the last half of the 7th inning
mond Saturday and put up an exhi
opened at Thomaston Saturday after
bition which rejected great credit where many trees have fallen, and
noon the supporters of the home team
upon the orange and black. True it you have to climb over the great
wouldn’t have given an old-fashioned
is that Fifield and Harrington were trunks of the trees if you want to go
two-cent piece for their chances. The considerably flushed by the battery of on.”
score sood 6 to 2 against them and the Academy girls in the gi-tmdstand.
“This other road is much smooth
visitors were going strong.
but the spell did not quite reach the
But the never-say-die spirit of the Stage of hypnotism, and h,q real dam er,” said the girl. “It looks as if
ThortiaStbn Pads asserted itself, and age was done. The crowd was ex more people had traveled upon it.”
Raymond, the Vinalhaven pitcher, ceptionally sportsmanlike, in spite of
‘Don't you remember,” said the
chose “the fatal 7th” for a balloon as its disappointmnt at the showing boy, “how we came to the crossroads
cension which was certainly fatal to the which was being made by the home before and how we chose the smooth
islanders’ hopes.
When it was over team.
er of the two roads rather than the
Thomaston had scored seven perfectly
H. Smith pitched the entire game, bumpy one?”
good runs, with no more effort on and could be found for only a few
“Then we met the witch and she
their own part than Sawyer’s double, scattering hits. Mealey’s fine exhibi
and pitcher Raymond had qualified as tion of fielding was matched by his told us that the butnpy one w-as the
the champion Santa Claus of the sea (qua 11 v good work with the st’ek. A. one we should have taken. We took
son.
Record, a Freshman, coveied third in the smooth one and it didn't lead any.
A scratch hit and stolen base by a manner which proved him to be a where at all. She called it the Road
Boutelier, a very prettj' double by Arey real find. Lord’s work as backstop Commonplace.
and a wild heave to third by Newbert was of a sturdy, reliable character,
“She told us we couldn't always
gave Vinalhaven a brace of runs in and his batting was a factor in the
dodge the bumps if we wanted to find
the second inning, and Patrick’s sin big score. Adams. the Academy
gle following a misplay at third and a pitcher was hit hard and effectively the House of Secrets. She seemed to
passed ball gave another run in the 3d throughout the game. Coach Thorn think bumps were really quite im
inning. Errors were solely responsible ton was much encouragd. The sum portant.”
“I think,” said the girl, “that they
for another run which Vinalhaven mary:
made in the 6th.
Rockland High: H. Smith p: Lord puzzle us by doing the same thing
The Thomaston team went scoreless c: Blackett lb, K. Smith 2b, A. Rec here and that we must do the opposite
until the 6th inning, when Linekin’s ord 3b. Mealey ss. Fifield If. Stewart of what they think we will do.
single, two stolen bases and a pair of cf. Harrington rf, Flanagan rf.
“Now they think we will take the
Lincoln Academy: Adams p. Cow
errors were responsible for two runs.
This greatly revived the drooping an c, Shroeder lb. Lake 2b. Gray 3b. had road because before we should
spirits of the home team, and with Weston ss. Batteese If. Burns cf, have done that. We'll take the good
one, fool them and be right!”
Feehan in the box the crowd began to ! Jackson rf
“Blit.” said the boy, “Joy told me
see visions of a come back.
This Rockland High 1 1 0 0 0 1 7 5 3—IS
000000 0 1 0— 1 that this other one was right. He
dream was temporarily shattered in Lincoln Acad.
Vinalhaven’s half of the 7th, for the
Baseball interest in Thomaston this
island lads scored twice, with clean
singles by Hall and Burns and a passed year is very pronounced The dia
mond has been put in better condi
ball as the principal causes thereof.
The last half of the 7th found the tion than it ever was before and
Indian sign pimied onto Vinalhaven at bleachers, piotcctcd by wire, have
a very early stage, for Raymond been erected opposite first base. The
passed the first three men, hit the next school spirit is good and Principal
and then issued another pass.
The Stui tevant is exercising a strong in
stage was well set for Sawyer’s sting fluence in I ehalf of healthful athlet
ing hit, which carried the ball into the ics. His fairness to the visiting
center field wings otherwise known as teams was demonstrated Saturday
the limerock quarry. Linekin struck when he quelled yagglng. in too close
out, but the demoralization of the vis proximity to home plate.
• + ♦ ♦
iting team had become general, and
Physical
Director
Fraser of the
there followed three successive errors.
Raymond pulled himself together and Coburn Classical Institute has the
struck out the next two men, but the following to say about Clyde Sukebleak wind was carrying a new mes forth. captain of the baseball team
sage across the field—a message which and the mainstay in the box: “Clyde
the crowd translated into the single Sukefortli. the iron man of Wash
ington. is the captain of the Coburn
word. "Victory.”
“Come,” He Beckoned.
Thomaston did not need more runs, Classical Institute team this spring.
but just for good measure Feehan There has been no ball player since
“
Jack
”
Coombs
who
has
made
as
said
it
was a short cut to the House
turned in one all by his lonesome. He
opened the inning with a peach of a many friends as “Suke”: quiet, gen of Secrets.”
double, sole third and scored on a tlemanly, always in the game giving
"Yes," said one of the other boys,
his best:
a wonderful pitcher, a
passed ball.
“it is doubtless a short cut as far
whale
of
a
catcher,
a
ball
player
who
Thomaston will continue to be a dan
can play anywhere, hit anything, and as miles are concerned, but it will
gerous factor in the pennant race just
ba relied on to pull for the team take you twice as long to get there
as long as it shows its present spirit,
rather than for himself. Clyde Suke- that way. It's too hard.”
and it has a powerful asset in young
forth is sure to pitch his team to vic
‘‘I'll try it,” said the boy. “Come,"
Feehan, whose speed and curves are
tory this season.”
he beckoned to the girl.
remarkable for a lad of 14. Overwork
• ♦ ♦ *
But she didn't care to go, because
and over-confidence are apparently the
Although Belfast High was a bit
only dangers which lurk in his path
bashful about entering the school she thought perhaps she was being
way, and if he listens to daddy h * , league it will try conclusions with fooled and also that the boy was boss
should be able to avoid both.
' at least two of the Knox- county ing her which was worse.
W*Fpite of itsf defeat, Vinalhaven teams. The schedule calls for these
Then one of the others said. “Here.
as a team will give its five competitors games: Rockland in Belfast, May 11;
I'll lead the way. I've always been a
a hard chance. As a fielding team it Belfast in Thomaston.
May 18, good one for leading. Here, boys and
looks as good as any the writer has Thomaston in Belfast, May 25; Bel
girls. Come and do as I say. Fol
seen thus far in the League, its chief fast in Rockland. May 30.
low me.”
weakness being that nobody seems
“I think some of you should follow
ready to call the play when there is a
Q S T WIRELESS AMATEURS
fly ball falling into doubtful territory.
me." said the girl. "I want to be a
The score:
Don’t forget the meeting of the Knox leader, and it is high time I started
Thomaston High
County Amateur Wireless Association in. I want to be of more importance
ab r bh tb po a e May 5 at 7.30 p. m. at 301 Main street, than the boy. He musn't lead in ev
Feehan, cf. p.
rear. Mr. Haines of the De Forest Ra erything.”
E. Lindsey, 2b,
dio Laboratories will give a very in
“You’re going back on your com
Sawyer, 3b,
teresting lecture on spark coils. This
Linekin, ss,
should prove especially beneficial to panion,” said the boy.
“I will lead,” said one.
A. Lindsey, rf,
the amateur of limited means who con
Newbert, p, cf,
templates installing a small transmit
"I will,” said another.
Staples. If.
ting set.
Code practice while the
“No, I will,” said a third.
Elliot, lb,
0 11
bunch gathers and after the ecture;
“Let me lead,” said the fourth.
Risteen, c.
0 10
Take pencil and copy paper, and study
They begun quarreling and fighting
up on code, please. Take your friends
33 10 5 7 27 11
about who should be the leader, and
interested in wireless.
they did not notice it was growing
dork.
Neither did they remember that ev
eryone couldn’t be a leader. The oth
ers didn't really wont to do anything
difficult, and the girl really knew that
the boy was right in this.
But when they all quarreled there
was only great confusion, and though
it all came' right in the end, it took
a longer time to come right than it
should have done.
For quarreling and jealousy for
leadership are stumbling blocks alon;
the wav to the House of Secrets.

Justly

The Coffee of
Good Taste"

42 cents a pound
RIDDLES

YOU ARE

ALWAYS WELCOME
to come in and talk over banking, investment and

business matters with our Officers, who will be
pleased to render advice freely when requested.

4’< Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

Hie Rocklin d national Bank
Rockland, Maine
jljlji MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM ^/jlullihltlHIw

As round ns an apple, as deep as a
cup, yet all the king s horses can't pull
it up! A well.
• • •
Why did the coal scuttle? Why did
the tree hark? Why did the porch
swing? Why did the. house fly? Why
did *he match box? Because the ctbmner flue.
Duly Anrounced.

Mary, upon answering the door
bell found a couple of women who
had stopped to call. As she let them
In she called to her mother: “Mother,
you have a couple of customers."

ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance
■■MUtor t. A. J. EraklM A Ca.
417 HAIN STREET 1 I : ROCKLAND, MAIfil

Evet y Other-Day

May 3, 1921

Gold Medal

The Range That Really Saves ’
There are two separate ovens—one for coal and one for gas. Both ovens may be used at one time
or either may be used singly. In addition to the two baking ovens, there is a gas broiler oven.
There is room on the coal and gas sections, at the top, for NINE large utensils. You can do all of
your cooking at one time. You can do it better—with less waste and less work. You have coal
for Winter, to keep the kitchen warm and comfortable; and gas for Summer, to keep the kitchen cool.
The illustration below shows the wonderful pearl grey porcelain enamel finish—so neat and attrac
tive Bv simply passing a damp doth over the surface you are able to clean your range instantly.
No more soiled Bands, no more dust ar.d smut. It banishes the old time task of blacking the range.
You owe it to yourself to enjoy the comfort and convenience of the Gold Medal Glenwood range.

>;W . ii

11 to-day and see for yourself how a modern

Glenw ood Range

Burpee Furniture Co., Rockland

Dorothy returned Friday from Rock
land.
Robert GenrgeSon has bought the
I told Alden Shea about losing my
Merritt Lenfest and George Elwell Cunningham house on the East Boston
early hatched chickens and he told me
returned Friday from Camden where road.
Tim Bodwell continues on standard
a good story about losing sort*1 fine
Mr. Lenfest purchased a Briscoe car.
time.
broilers, when he lived on the Islmd.
Mrs. Eugenia Clark returned Satur
He said those chicks were large
day from a few days visit in Rock
MATINICUS ROCK
land.
enough to eat and had about jiiade up
The Alumni banquet will be held
his mind to put some of then! in the
Pome storm here last Saturday
June 10 in Union church vestry. All
pot. One morning he found them all
members are requested to pay dues to night.
dead. He lift their remains where iie
the treasurer. Miss Faye Coburn.
N. B. Fickett and A. J. Beal are
found them and put a ste ?1 trap in the
Mrs. Jack Pillsbury and daughters waiting for rough sea Io abate so
pen. Th» next morning he ha l a mink.
Ruth, Audrey and Janice who have* (hey can get a trip to Matinicus after
NOR?H haven
Alden said he sold his pelt fof •* 1
.been guests of Mrs. Pillsbury's par mail and supplies.
about what the broilers would bring
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Lenfest, re
Mrs. M. I). Gott and Miss Helen
in the market.
turned to Thomaston Monday.
Peabody gave a lunch out on the
Last Sunday’s storm was a hard one
Nelson Mullin who has been spend
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wenning who rocks Friday afternoon after school
on chickens. Those of some
our ing Ihe winter with his niece In
neighbors were drowned or frozen to Charleston. S. C.. has arrived home have been guests of their daughter, hours, to the teacher and pupils, and
Mrs. Everett Libby returned Saturday it was a fine time.
death. I was over the Waterman farm for the summer.
to their home in Allston, Mass.
Little Eleanor Heal while playing
Sunday forenoon and saw NelH'? in oil
Miss Dorothy Stone was given a
Saturday the High School baseball
skins caring for her chicks.
surprise party by her schoolmates the team played in Thomaston and lost in near ihe pond was followed by her
pet cat. Eleanor had seen the dogs go
It is an old saying that when w' afternoon of April 23, the happy affair
a score of 10 to fi. Our boys have a in for a swim and decided kitty bet
have a storm on the full of tne moon being in honor of her 14th birthday.
tine team but had hard luck after the ter try it, st) in she throws pretty
it will be a hard one. Last Saturday
Mrs. (fora Ames arrived home Sat
night’s storm was the most severe urday morning, having spent the win seventh inning. The story of the game kitty. Yes. cals can swim, she says.
is told in another column. A bad be
Everybody wended footsteps tow
rainfall we have had for months here ter in West Upton.
,
ginning means a good ending and we ard N. B. Fit kett’s in the terrible
on the coast. The tide was so high
Mrs. R E. Gillis and young son Ken
are out to win the pennant.
They down pour of rain Saturday night,
that it lifted Harry Cow ng’s wharf neth are visiting relatives in town.
were accompanied by Principal Hop 23rd, with birthday greetings galore
and he came near losing it.
Albert Adams attended the Shriners'
The water is -so warm in the small Ceremonial in Rockland Friday, being kins and the following party: Will and gifts a lot more. N. B had his
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dyer, mind made up to remain home alone
ponds that the. boys are playing w.th one of the number to take the degree. I Chilles,
Charlotte Dyer, Mrs. Charles Chilles. and grow old but Mrs. Fickett didn’t
the young fyogs.
They can’t under Mrs. Adams remained, visiting friends
daughters Muriel and Evelyn and son mean he should do any such a thing,
sand w’hy the baby frogs don t hav< in Camden.
she gets busy and invites the
Fred, Mrs. William Chilles, Thelma
any legs. That .is one of th.i greatest
Ivan Simpson is a patient at the
Mullen. Ml.idys Hutchinson. Nellie whole push and we had a glorious
problems of the times. Men in all fig
Silsby Hospital.
L’iist we were ushered into
Nickerson. Arthur Thomas. Blanchard time.
lave wondered whether the L'oerfl were
Misses Olive Stone and Bernice
Smith. Mrs. Ben the shed to untagle spider-webs, dis
r.lways as they are today. A study oi Crockett, two of North Haven's teach Greenlaw. Ruth
Patrick. Freeman Robinson, Maurice covering thiat at the end of each a
nature teaches that everythin.5
un ers, visited Rockland schools last Fri
Then we
Bickford. William Burns. Frank Ros surprise package waited.
dergoing a change. Where n «n start day.
siter and son Harvey, Harold Arey and procet ded to ihe pal lor whore birth
ed in no one can tell.
Miss Christine Raymond spent Fri
day
cakes
were
cut
and
served
with
Leslie Dyer.
Our boys picked wild strawberry day and Saturday in Rockland.
orangido, the remainder of the even
Merle
Bunker
arrived
Saturday
from
blossoms Friday and I am sending the
ing being happily spent in conversa
the West.
editor a few. My garden strawberr*
tion and vietroln. music, Mr. Fickett
Telephone that item of news to The
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
E.
Libby
returned
plants were in hud and the gooseberry
having many delightful records. At a
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of Monday from Rockland.
are in blossom. The ground in most
! ite hoin
v e "Mcft Fickett much
readers
will
see
IL
H.
W.
Fifield
has
a
new
Ford.
places is full of water yet and garden
Those who attended the Shriners younger in feeling \nd remarking “I’ll
seed arc slow in coming out oi
Ceremonial at Rockland Friday were: have another birthday next month’”
ground.
A cruiser passed the Reck April 22
Charles S. Libby, Dr. Ralph Thomp
The girls from the straw shops have
and the following Sunday when tho
son,
Albert
Adams.
Harry
Sanborn.
W.
arrived home and we are pleased to see
F. Lyford. M. P. Smith and Earnest seas were roughest a. lobster smack
cars whiz past our home, bound over
Vinal. The first three were candi went by.
the beach road. Where the girls are,
dates.
there the boys will be also.
Mrs. Ralph Thompson and daugh
UNION
Roy Williams with a fine looking
ters Athene and Martha returned Sat
horse and truck wagon brought Roy
urday from Rockland.
Those desirous of having their
M. Mann and his household goods
The Red Men held their regular cream tested bcausc of the new regu
down from Rockland Friday.
Mr. Stomach - Kidneya- Heart-Live!
Mann is to join the (’oast Guard crew Keep the vital organs healthy by meeting last Wednesday evening, the lations can send it to the High School
third degree
being conferred on agricultural department, which will
on White Head.
There was a time
w’hen the boys thought they had a regularly taking the world’s stand Charles Webster and Blanchard Green gladly do the work and return the re
sults to you promptly.
snap if they could land a job at the ard remedy for kidney, liver, law. A banquet was served.
Mrs. Freedonia Cooper who has been ' All boys land girls who want to join
Coast Guard station. Now it is hard i bladder and uric acid troubles—
spending the winter in Belfast re the Agricultural and Home-making
work to get a crew to man the boat.
turned home Friday.
Clubs this year had hotter get their
The pay should be big enough so that
The Silent Sisters were entertained application cards from L. B. Wood
the crew w’ould not be obliged to go
Friday evening at the home of Mrs. and return them tilled out to him as
fishing. It looks as though Uncle Sam
Jennie Patterson, where a dandelion soon as possible. It is desired to get
paid some, of his help too much and
till enrolled within a week. There are
dinner was served.
others not half enough. t It isn’t much
Marion Black is home for a week's prospects of a lively dub in Union
of an inducement to serve 30 years or
for the coming year; be one of them
more away from one’s family and The National Remedy of K >11and tor vacation.
Mrs. E. C. McIntosh and daughter and make it more lively. Already
friends, in order to get in line for a centuries and endorsed by Queen WilhrlFrances and Mrs. E. M. Hall were in eight have signed up and more cards
small pension about the time a fellow tnina. At all druggists, three sizes.
coming in
Make the goal at least
Look for the name Gold Modal on ovary be* Rockland Friday.
is too old to enjoy life.
_
_
„
_______ _
Mrs. Herbert Fulkey and daughter twenty.
The fruit man made us a call this _ _____ aad accent as iniutiec _

WATERMAN'S BEACH

week, the first trip here. The rqads
h#ve beeh too horrid to drive over
this side ot the Keag. Still we don't
kick. It takes cash to build roads and
our taxes are about as high as we can
stand now. Our schoolhouse is badly'
in need ot repairs, still we don't ex
pect the town to build us a new one.
If the fellows who think they don't
get what belongs to them would take
a car ride about town, they would
soon see that their part of the town is
getting its share of the town money.
C. D. S. O.

WATCH

THE BIG 4

GOLD MEDAL

VINALHAVEN

